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Modélisation et simulation numérique
de dispositifs cardiovasculaires implantables
Résumé : Cette thèse, réalisée dans le cadre du projet Mivana, est consacrée à la
modélisation et à la simulation numérique de dispositifs cardiaques implantables. Ce projet
est mené par les start-up Kephalios et Epygon, concepteurs de solutions chirurgicales non
invasives pour le traitement de la régurgitation mitrale. La conception et la simulation
de tels dispositifs nécessitent des méthodes numériques efficaces et précises capables de
calculer correctement l’hémodynamique cardiaque. C’est le but principal de cette thèse.
Dans la première partie, nous décrivons le système cardiovasculaire et les valves
cardiaques avant de présenter quelques éléments de théorie concernant la modélisation
mathématique de l’hémodynamique cardiaque. En fonction du degré de complexité adopté
pour la modélisation des feuillets de la valve, deux approches sont identifiées : le modèle
de surfaces résistives immergées et le modèle complet d’interaction fluide-structure.
Dans la deuxième partie, nous étudions la première approche qui consiste à combiner
une modélisation réduite de la dynamique des valves avec un découplage cinématique
de l’hémodynamique cardiaque et de l’électromécanique. Nous l’enrichissons de données
physiologiques externes pour la simulation correcte des phases isovolumétriques, pierres
angulaires du battement cardiaque, permettant d’obtenir un modèle relativement précis
qui évite la complexité des problèmes entièrement couplés. Ensuite, une série d’essais
numériques sur des géométries 3D physiologiques, impliquant la régurgitation mitrale et
plusieurs configurations de valves immergées, illustre la performance du modèle proposé.
Dans la troisième et dernière partie, des modèles complets d’interaction fluide-structure
sont considérés. Ce type de modélisation est nécessaire pour étudier des problèmes plus
complexes où la précédente approche n’est plus satisfaisante, comme par exemple le
prolapsus de la valve mitrale ou la fermeture d’une valve mécanique. D’un point de vue
numérique, le développement de méthodes précises et efficaces est indispensable pour
pouvoir simuler de tels cas physiologiques. Nous considérons alors une étude numérique
complète dans laquelle plusieurs méthodes de maillages non compatibles sont comparées.
Puis, nous présentons un nouveau schéma de couplage explicite dans le cadre d’une méthode
de type domaine fictif pour lequel la stabilité inconditionnelle au sens de la norme en
énergie est démontrée. Plusieurs exemples numériques en 2D sont proposés afin d’illustrer
les propriétés et les performances de ce schéma. Enfin, cette méthode est finalement utilisée
pour la simulation numérique 2D et 3D de dispositifs cardiovasculaires implantables dans
un modèle complet d’interaction fluide-structure.
Mots-clés : Dispositifs cardiovasculaires, Modélisation, Hémodynamique cardiaque, Surfaces résistives immergées, Interaction fluide-structure, Structures minces immergées,
Schémas de couplage explicite, Méthodes de maillages non compatibles.

Modeling and numerical simulation
of implantable cardiovascular devices
Abstract: This thesis, taking place in the context of the Mivana project, is devoted to
the modeling and to the numerical simulation of implantable cardiovascular devices. This
project is led by the start-up companies Kephalios and Epygon, conceptors of minimally
invasive surgical solutions for the treatment of mitral regurgitation. The design and the
simulation of such devices call for efficient and accurate numerical methods able to correctly
compute cardiac hemodynamics. This is the main purpose of this thesis.
In the first part, we describe the cardiovascular system and the cardiac valves before
presenting some standard material for the mathematical modeling of cardiac hemodynamics.
Based on the degree of complexity adopted for the modeling of the valve leaflets, two
approaches are identified: the resistive immersed surfaces model and the complete fluidstructure interaction model.
In the second part, we investigate the first approach which consists in combining a
reduced modeling of the valves dynamics with a kinematic uncoupling of cardiac hemodynamics and electromechanics. We enhance it with external physiological data for the
correct simulation of isovolumetric phases, cornerstones of the heartbeat, resulting in a
relatively accurate model which avoids the complexity of fully coupled problems. Then,
a series of numerical tests on 3D physiological geometries, involving mitral regurgitation
and several configurations of immersed valves, illustrates the performance of the proposed
model.
In the third and final part, complete fluid-structure interaction models are considered.
This type of modeling is necessary when investigating more complex problems where the
previous approach is no longer satisfactory, such as mitral valve prolapse or the closing
of a mechanical valve. From the numerical point of view, the development of accurate
and efficient methods is mandatory to be able to compute such physiological cases. We
then consider a complete numerical study in which several unfitted meshes methods are
compared. Next, we present a new explicit coupling scheme in the context of the fictitious
domain method for which the unconditional stability in the energy norm is proved. Several
2D numerical examples are provided to illustrate the properties and the performance of
this scheme. Last, this method is finally used for 2D and 3D numerical simulation of
implantable cardiovascular devices in a complete fluid-structure interaction framework.
Keywords: Cardiovascular devices, Modeling, Cardiac hemodynamics, Resistive immersed
surfaces, Fluid-structure interaction, Immersed thin-walled structures, Loosely coupled
schemes, Unfitted mesh methods.
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Introduction

Thesis general context
Many mechanical systems are based on the coupling of a deformable thin-walled
structure with an incompressible fluid flow. These systems appear in a large range of
engineering, scientific and industrial fields. Among them, we can mention, for instance, ship
hydrodynamics (see, e.g., [WDHY06]), the dynamics of parachutes (see, e.g., [TT12]), the
flight ability of insects (see, e.g., [NL12]), and aerodynamics (see, e.g., [LLX08, FAYA13]).
In the field of biomechanics, these coupled problems have seen a surge of interest in areas
such as: cell aggregation and deformation (see, e.g., [LL06]), blood-heart interaction (see,
e.g., [VABV05]), cilliary beating (see, e.g., [HP18]), sperm motility (see, e.g., [ZD11]).
This thesis is devoted to the numerical simulation of blood flow into the left heart. This
includes, for instance, the interaction between blood and the myocardium (see, e.g., [Smi04])
or the opening and closing dynamics of heart valves interacting with blood flow (see,
e.g., [LDSB10]).
With recent major advances in mathematical modeling and computer technology,
simulations of such systems can provide useful insights about diseases or malfunction
through the computation of physical values (e.g., wall shear stress [SFGL06] or pressure
jumps [VRDV00]) that are not always easily accessible by measurements (i.e., imaging
or in vitro experiments). Therefore, new experimental devices can be designed by using
these additional data provided by the numerical simulations (see, e.g., [SGN+ 11, KBT+ 16,
SHN13]). Moreover, physicians can potentially enhance their diagnosis and their therapy
planing by using simulations in patient-specific geometries (see, e.g., [TDK+ 99, FQV09]).
This explains the increasing clinical interest for efficient predictive numerical simulations
able to correctly compute cardiac hemodynamics. This is the main purpose of this thesis.

Position and content of the thesis
This thesis has been carried out in the framework of the Mivana project, led by the
start-up companies Kephalios, conceptor of a mitral annulus ring, and Epygon, conceptor
of a transcatheter cardiac valve. The work plan involves two fundamental problems, which
are detailed below, in terms of industrial interest and of scientific computing challenges.
Problem 1 – Influence of the valves on intraventricular hemodynamics
In a realistic geometry of the ventricle of the left heart, intraventricular hemodynamics is
simulated for three different configurations of valves: native mitral valves, artificial tricuspid
valves and artificial valves with an unique leaflet. First, the valves will be approached with
a Resistive Immersed Surfaces (RIS) model. Then, a full Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI)
model will be proposed for the monoleaflet valve, in order to simulate its opening dynamics
and its influence on intraventricular hemodynamics.
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Problem 2 – Influence of the annulus ring on the regurgitation
We will propose a model taking into account the contact between the leaflets, allowing
to evaluate the influence of the annulus ring on the prolapse of the valves and on mitral
regurgitation.
From the numerical point of view, the development of efficient and accurate methods
will be fundamental to be able to handle complex and physiological 3D cases. In order
to reduce the computational complexity of the simulations, the basic idea is that the
numerical methods must avoid strong coupling between the fluid and solid solvers.
In order to avoid the use of complex coupled problems, another alternative is (i) to
neglect the mechanical behavior of the valve by considering simplified models of valve
dynamics (such as the RIS model) and (ii) to consider an one-way uncoupling of cardiac
hemodynamics with myocardium mechanics. In Part II of this thesis, this simplified
approach is investigated and enhanced with physiological data for the simulation of cardiac
hemodynamics in presence of isovolumetric phases (see Chapter 3) before being applied to
realistic cases, including different configurations of immersed valves and the computation
of cardiac hemodynamic quantities (see Chapter 4).
On the opposite, for problems involving the study of valve prolapses, with the leaflets
entering into contact, the situation is much more delicate. In particular, the previous
RIS approach is too simple for these problems. A preferred alternative is to work with
a complete FSI model with unfitted meshes for the fluid and the structures. This allows
to manage topological changes without inducing ill-conditioning problems due to skewed
elements or numerical diffusion due to remeshing. Moreover, it must be noted that in
incompressible FSI, most of the loosely coupled schemes are known to present problems
of stability and accuracy, requiring severe time-step restrictions, or to be limited by the
amount of added-mass effect (see Section 2.5.3.3 and Section 6.1). These difficulties
related to the FSI approach are addressed and studied in Part III of the thesis: several
implicit methods with immersed thin-walled structures are introduced and compared (see
Chapter 5) before proposing a new loosely coupled scheme for one of them (see Chapter 6)
which overcomes the above-mentioned difficulties. Finally, this method is applied to the
simulation of implantable cardiovascular devices (see Chapter 7).

Thesis outline and main contributions
In the following, we review the contributions of this work chapter by chapter. For the
sake of completeness, they are recalled and detailed at the beginning of each chapter.

Part I: Physiological and mathematical contexts
Chapter 1. This in an introductory chapter where the physiological context of this
thesis is presented. We describe the cardiovascular system, from both biological and clinical
points of view, highlighting the crucial role of the cardiac valves and their most common

Thesis outline and main contributions
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pathologies. Clinical devices to correct these pathologies, main motivation of this thesis,
are then introduced. A particular attention is given to the transcatheter mitral valve
and to the adjustable mitral ring which are the implantable intracardiac devices realized,
respectively, by the start-up companies Epygon and Kephalios.
Chapter 2. In this chapter, some models commonly considered in the context of
the mathematical modeling and simulation of cardiac hemodynamics are presented as
well as the associated coupling strategies. Two main approaches, based on the degree
of complexity adopted for the description of the cardiac valves, will be investigated to
describe the problems considered in this thesis: the RIS model and the FSI model. Each
model is then carefully described and does have a dedicated part in the rest of this thesis,
as detailed below. This chapter ends with a review of the existing numerical techniques for
the FSI approach based on the following classification criteria: the spatial discretization of
the problem and the nature of the splitting between the fluid and the structure solvers.
Finally, some elements about contact modeling are provided.

Part II: Simulation of intracardiac blood flow with a simplified model of valves
Chapter 3. This chapter introduces the RIS model as an alternative to the FSI
model for the simulation of cardiac hemodynamics. Because of its simplicity, this one-way
uncoupling struggles to capture the correct intraventricular pressure when both valves
are closed, thus compromising their correct opening during a heartbeat. We propose
an augmented formulation of this model, named Augmented Resistive Immersed Surface
(ARIS) model, which overcomes this issue and enhances the simulation with data coming
from external physiological electromechanical simulations. A numerical study, including
the simulation of intraventricular blood flow within a realistic 3D geometry of the left
heart, is presented and the benefits of this new approach are highlighted.
Chapter 4. In this chapter, we illustrate the capabilities of the RIS and ARIS models
when applied to realistic cases. First, a simplified case of mitral regurgitation is computed
with the RIS model and is compared to its corresponding healthy configuration to evaluate
the main differences. Then, intraventricular hemodynamics induced by three different
configurations of the mitral valve (namely, (i) the native valve, (ii) the bioprosthetic
tricuspid valve and (iii) the artificial valve from Epygon) is computed with the ARIS
model. In addition of the velocity and pressure fields, several physical values of interest
(e.g., kinetic energy, vorticity, residence time of Lagrangian particles, ...) are evaluated and
compared between these three configurations.
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Part III: Simulation of intracardiac blood flow with a complete fluid-structure
interaction model
Chapter 5. We present in detail a representative sample of state-of-the-art numerical
methods (with fitted and unfitted meshes) for FSI in the context of immersed thin-walled
solids. For the first time, different unfitted mesh methods are compared and validated
against a benchmark of 2D academic cases which address common topological difficulties.
The pros and cons of each method are highlighted. Moreover, we show that the method of
choice for the problems addressed in this thesis – the Fictitious Domain (FD) method –
usually known for its lower accuracy compared to other approaches, is able to show very
good adequacy with reference solutions.
Chapter 6. The design of loosely coupled schemes is of crucial interest, especially
for three-dimensional simulations, but the existing approaches are known to suffer from
severe stability and/or time accuracy issues. In this chapter, we introduce for the first
time an explicit coupling scheme for the numerical approximations of incompressible FSI
problems involving immersed thin-walled structures, in the context of the FD method,
which overcomes these difficulties. Then, several 2D academic cases illustrate the benefits
of this new loosely coupled scheme. In particular, it is showed that this scheme delivers very
good performance in terms of accuracy and robustness with respect to strongly coupled
unfitted mesh approaches.
Chapter 7. The main motivation of this chapter is to illustrate the capabilities and
benefits of this explicit coupling scheme for the FD method when applied to realistic
problems. For this purpose, several 2D and 3D numerical examples motivated by the
simulation of implantable cardiovascular devices are considered in a complete FSI framework.
In particular, the adjustable mitral ring developed by Kephalios is applied to a 2D case of
native mitral valve taking into account the contact between its leaflets. Then, the artificial
valve from Epygon, previously investigated with the ARIS model, is now considered in a
full FSI framework and is immersed into a realistic 3D geometry of the left heart.
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Part I

Physiological and mathematical
contexts

Chapter 1

The cardiovascular system
In this chapter, we describe the cardiovascular system, from both biological and clinical
points of view. The purpose here is to highlight its structure and to provide useful insights
about its functioning. A particular focus is given to the valves of the left heart, their
pathologies and the existing solutions to treat them, cornerstones of this thesis. This opening
chapter will motivate and justify our choices of modeling further detailed in Chapter 2.
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Introduction

The Cardiovascular System (CS) is a complex living organ made of several layers and
composed of the heart, which pumps blood, and the network of blood vessels that convey
blood to the body and drain it from the body tissues to the heart [MH18]. The whole
structure of the CS is characterized by multiple components and physiological phenomena,
both widely scaled in space and time. We can mention, for instance, the blood cell and
the vessel, whose typical lengths are, respectively, in the orders of magnitude of several
micrometers [SS99] and of several centimeters [Wie63]. In addition, we can also cite the
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quick chemical process in the capillaries and remodeling phenomena, whose typical duration
are in the orders of magnitude of the millisecond [EH87] and of several days [BLS03].
All parts of the CS work in concert, but describing all the couplings occurring between
its components and the induced physiological phenomena would clearly be out of the scope
of this thesis. For the sake of simplicity in this preliminary chapter, all these parts will
briefly and individually be described and only the interactions of interest for the problems
considered in this thesis will be addressed. We refer the reader to specialized literature for
further details about the physiology of the human heart (see, e.g., [AN04, BBBB10, MH18]).
The aim of this work is the modeling and numerical simulation of implantable cardiovascular devices dedicated to the treatment of valvular heart diseases. In this chapter, we
introduce the physiological framework of the thesis. A general overview of the cardiovascular system, more particularly its function and its components, is given in Section 1.2, with
a particular focus on the left heart. In Section 1.3, the main steps of a typical cardiac cycle
are highlighted and correlated with the associated heart valves. Their common pathologies
are described in Section 1.4 and the intracardiac devices developed to treat them are
addressed in Section 1.5. A particular attention is then given to the devices developed by
the start-up companies Epygon and Kephalios. This chapter ends with the conclusions in
Section 1.6.

1.2

Organizational structure

The basic and primary function of the CS is the transport of oxygen and nutrients to
the organs [Ste99]. This complex vital system is composed of blood vessels (the routes
taken by blood), blood (the fluid transporting oxygen and nutrients) and the heart (a
muscular pumping organ) [AN04, MH18]. Its function and structure are detailed in what
follows.

1.2.1

Function

The whole circulation system is generally subdivided into 2 parts, namely the pulmonary
circuit and the systemic circuit, as depicted in Figure 1.1. These two circuits are working
thanks to the pumping chambers of the heart (see Section 1.2.2.3 below): the pulmonary
circuit is pumped by the Right Atrium (RA) and by the Right Ventricle (RV) and the
systemic circuit is pumped by the Left Atrium (LA) and by the Left Ventricle (LV) [AN04].
Without these pumping chambers, blood could not counteract gravity and flow inside the
body.
The pulmonary circuit is responsible for the transport of the deoxygenated blood from
the right side of the heart to the lungs, by pumping it through the pulmonary arteries (see
Figure 1.1). In the lungs, blood flows in the capillary beds, where gas exchange occurs
between blood capillaries and alveoli thanks to diffusion through the alveolar-capillary
barrier [Sch78], and becomes oxygenated [AN04, MH18]. The recently enriched blood is
then flowing towards the left side of the heart by being pumped into the pulmonary veins
(see Figure 1.1).

1.2. Organizational structure
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Figure 1.1 – Schematic representation of the human CS. The pulmonary circuit and
the systemic circuit are represented, respectively, at the top and at the bottom. The
deoxygenated blood is colored in blue and the oxygenated blood is colored in red. Image
from [Sch].
The systemic circuit is responsible for the transport of the oxygenated blood from the
left side of the heart to the rest of the body, by pumping it through the systemic arteries
(see Figure 1.1). In the capillary beds, the same phenomenon of gas exchange, previously
described for the lungs, occurs between blood capillaries and the body tissues [Pit11],
and blood becomes deoxygenated [AN04, MH18]. The recently depleted blood is then
flowing towards the right side of the heart by being pumped into the systemic veins (see
Figure 1.1).
Note that, not only blood is carrying oxygen, but also nutrients, required by the body
and by the heart to function properly. This is ensured by the coupling between the digestive
system and the circulatory system [BBBB10].
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1.2.2

Structure

We here describe the nature of each component of the CS with a particular focus on
the heart valves, given that their crucial importance in its correct function.
1.2.2.1

Blood vessels

In terms of function, blood vessels are living tubes which carry blood. Both the
systemic and pulmonary circuits are composed of three types of blood vessels: the veins,
the arteries and the capillaries [BBBB10]. The veins and the arteries are responsible
for the macro-circulation of blood (e.g., transport by pressure differentials) whereas the
capillaries are responsible for its micro-circulation (e.g., gas exchange by diffusion with
various capillary beds) [AN04, MH18]. The veins carry blood from the body and from the
lungs back to the heart whereas arteries carry blood from the heart to the body and to the
lungs. Inside each circuit, the capillaries are the microscopic blood vessels which connect
the arteries and veins together [AN04, MH18].
In terms of structure, the walls of the arteries are thicker, more elastic and more
muscular than those of veins or capillaries. This is explained by the fact that arteries face
high levels of blood pressure: blood inside the arteries is strongly pushed away from the
pumping heart with great force and the walls need to be more robust to withstand this
pressure [FQV09]. Moreover, the largest arteries (such as the aorta and the pulmonary
artery) also possess elastic properties (coming from the tissue they are made of) which
allow them to distort and to adapt to the pressure imposed by the heart [FQV09]. The
veins are similar to the arteries, except for their reduced thickness and their less developed
elastic properties as the inner blood pressure is much smaller [TM]. Moreover, the typical
compliance of a vein is around 24 times larger than an artery’s one. Capillaries are very
different in their size and in their connectivity. The size of a capillary decreases when
going deeper in the capillary beds network. The smallest capillaries have a typical size
of 5 µm [FQV09], smaller than the diameter of a red blood cell, whose typical value
is around 6 and 8 µm [Tur12]. Whereas the arterial and venous systems are primarily
bifurcating trees, the capillary beds are much more complex with many interconnections
between them [Her07]. There is an average of twenty generations of bifurcations (possibly
slightly more or less due to morphological variability) between the heart to the most distant
capillary beds [Her07].
1.2.2.2

Blood

Blood is a complex non-Newtonian fluid, characterized by a suspension of living cells
in a liquid, named plasma, made by water approximately for the 90% of its volume [AN04,
BBBB10, MH18]. The particulate phase of blood consists mainly of erythrocytes (red
blood cells), leukocytes (white blood cells) and platelets. The aggregatable and deformable
nature of red blood cells, that occupy almost half of the total blood volume, is the main
responsible for its non-Newtonian effects [Thi08a]. The amplitude of these effects is not
the same in the whole CS and depends on the nature and size of each blood vessel. The
way blood is mathematically modeled will be further addressed in Section 2.2.2.

1.2. Organizational structure
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The chemical composition of blood is evolving with time as it flows through the network
of blood vessels of the CS [AN04], as depicted in Figure 1.1. In the systemic veins and in
the pulmonary arteries, blood is low in oxygen and high in carbon dioxide. In the lungs,
blood is enriched in oxygen (thanks to the inspiration) and depleted in carbon dioxide
(thanks to the expiration) [AN04, MH18]. In the pulmonary veins and in the systemic
arteries, blood is rich in oxygen and low in carbon dioxide.
As regards the total body weight, blood represents on average 7% of it. In an average
adult, this represents a volume between 4.7 and 5.7 liters [FK07]. Its average density and
dynamic viscosity are, respectively, around 1 050 kg/m3 and 0.003 kg/m/s for a healthy
human [FQV09].
1.2.2.3

The heart

The heart is a muscular pumping organ of the size of an adult’s closed fist [AN04]. It
is located medial to the lungs, along the body’s midline in the thoracic region [BBBB10].
The bottom part of the heart, named the apex, is not perfectly pointing downwards, which
makes about 2/3 of the heart being located on the left side of the body and the other
1/3 on the right side [AN04, MH18]. The top part of the heart, called the heart’s base, is
connected to the largest blood vessels of the body, namely the aorta, the pulmonary trunk,
the superior vena cava and the inferior vena cava [AN04, MH18], as depicted in Figure 1.2
where its cross section is represented.
The external layer of the heart is composed of three sub-layers: the external pericardium,
the inner thick muscular myocardium and the internal endocardium [FQV09]. The pericardium is mostly made of connective tissue and functions as a protective and lubricating
sub-layer for the myocardium [Iai15]. The myocardium, which forms the bulk of the heart,
is a muscular tissue which has a very high resistance to fatigue and stress [AN04, MH18].
It is made of several sheets of cardiac muscle cells, called the cardiomyocytes, able to
contract in a coordinated manner to squeeze out blood during a heartbeat [SSBW16]. The
endocardium, mainly made of endothelium [FQV09], controls the myocardial function. Its
soft surface allows blood to flow without clotting. It also provides protection to the valves
and heart chambers [New18]. The different sub-layers of the heart wall are pointed out in
Figure 1.2.
The interior of the heart is made of four cavities, named chambers by physicians: the
LA, the RA, the LV and the RV. The two atria, the left one and the right one, collect
blood, respectively, from the lungs and from the body. The two ventricles, the left one
and the right one, pump blood, respectively to the body and to the lungs [MH18]. Both
ventricles receive blood from their corresponding atrium. The LA, the LV, the RA and
the RV, are connected, respectively, to the pulmonary veins, to the aorta, to the venae
cavae (made of the superior vena cava and of the inferior vena cava) and to the pulmonary
trunk [BBBB10]. The ensemble made of the LA and the LV defines the Left Heart (LH).
On the same basis, the RA and the RV constitute the Right Heart (RH). The four chambers
and their surroundings are depicted in Figure 1.2.
Blood is ejected from the heart into the main arteries under high pressure and in
discrete pulses [BBBB10]. The pressure of ejection in the pulmonary circuit is lower than
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Figure 1.2 – Cross section of the human heart. The pulmonary veins, not pointed out by
the text, are located behind the heart and colored in dark orange. Image from [Cro].
the one in the systemic circuit, as the resistance induced by the lungs is smaller than the
one induced by the rest of the body [HSR67]. At rest, the heart pumps over 5 liters of blood
through the body every minute [FQV09] and almost 6 times more during high-intensity
physical efforts. The values of some physical quantities characterizing the human heart of
a young healthy adult are given in Table 1.1.
The way blood is flowing inside the heart and ejected from it is controlled by the heart
valves, as detailed in what follows.
1.2.2.4

The heart valves

Heart valves are anatomic sub-elements categorized as complex connective tissues whose
structure evolves over a life-time [Sch08]. For the sake of simplicity, we will only consider
them as not-evolving simple tissue structures. More information about their dynamic living
composition can be found in the literature (see, e.g., [Sch08]). The basic function of a heart
valve is the regulation of blood flow: it ensures that blood is circulating in one direction
through the chambers of the heart by opening and closing at particular time instants
during the CC [HY11]. As regards its working principle, a heart valve can be considered as
a mechanical one: starting from the closed position, it opens to let blood enter the chamber
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Property

Units

Volume of the LV

Range

120
40
80
67
100
1.25

70–150
20–50
50–100
60–80
70–120
0.6–4.0

mL
Before ejection
After ejection
Stroke volume
Ejection fraction

Flow rate
Heart rate

Typical

%
mL/s
Hz

Table 1.1 – Values of some physical quantities characterizing the human heart of a young
healthy adult. The stroke volume, usually related to the LV, is defined as the volume of
blood ejected from the ventricle per heartbeat [Vin08]. Table adapted from [FQV09].
if there is a positive pressure gradient across it [SMS09]. On the opposite, starting from
the open position, it closes to prevent any reflux if a backflow of blood is observed through
the valve [SMS09].
The heart contains four valves (as depicted in Figure 1.3) which can be split in two
categories, depending on their physiology and relative position into the heart:
• The aortic valve, belonging to the LH, and the pulmonary valve belonging to the
RH. They are called the SemiLunar (SL) valves. As depicted in Figure 1.3, they are
located between the ventricle and the upper arteries and their leaflets are located
towards the upper arteries [HY11].
• The mitral valve (also known as the bicuspid valve), belonging to the LH, and the
tricuspid valve, belonging to the RH. They are called the AtrioVentricular (AV)
valves. As depicted in Figure 1.3, these valves are located between the atrium and
the ventricle and their leaflets are located towards the ventricle [HY11].
A healthy and young human heart valve is typically less than 1 mm thick, even if
it can slightly evolve with its nature and its considered sub-region [SENT88]. The AV
valves are slightly thicker than the SL valves and the middle of a valve is less thick that
its extremities. Generally, the thickness of the heart valves increases with the age of the
patient [SENT88]. As depicted in Figure 1.3, the mitral valve is directly connected to the
aortic valve, unlike the tricuspid valve, which is separated from the pulmonary valve by
some length of muscular tissue [SENT88].
Among these four types of valves, the ones in the LH are more subject to diseases and
pathologies than the others because of the existence of higher pressures compared to the
ones in the RH, as stated above in the description of the heart. Therefore, in what follows,
we will focus on the aortic and mitral valves.
The aortic valve: The anatomy of the aortic valve is rather simple: it is composed of
three cusps (also known as flaps or leaflets), named for their relationship to the surroundings
coronary arteries, as depicted in Figure 1.4b, namely the left coronary, the right coronary
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Figure 1.3 – Overview of the four valves of the heart. Image from [Ove].
and the non-coronary cusp. These three cusps are symmetric [Ho09], play the same role
and coapt together in the middle of the aortic root, as depicted in Figure 1.4a.

(a) Schematic profile view.

(b) Schematic top view.

Figure 1.4 – Schematic views of the physiology of the aortic valve and its surroundings.
Images adapted from [Proa] and [Topa].
Note that due to morphological variability and aging, the area and weight of each
cusp can increase [SR85]. This increasing may be cusp-dependent, thus inducing a lost of
symmetry in the 3 cusps, where a particular one would become larger and heavier than
the others [SR85], slightly disturbing the way blood is ejected from the LV to the aorta.
The mitral valve: The anatomy of the mitral valve is more complex than the aortic one,
due to the presence of additional anatomic sub-elements. The whole apparatus is composed
of the left atrial wall, the annulus, the leaflets, the chordae tendineae, the papillary muscles
and the left ventricular wall (see Figure 1.5a) [Ho09].
The lower part of the mitral valve is anchored in the ventricle wall by numerous chordae
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(a) Schematic profile view.

(b) Schematic top view.

Figure 1.5 – Schematic views of the physiology of the mitral valve and its surroundings.
Images adapted from [Prob] and [Topb].
tendineae (depicted in Figure 1.5a). Their total number varies with the patient but an
average human has 25 of them [RLWS70]. The choarde themselves are attached to one of
the two existing papillary muscles – medial and lateral – arising from the area between
the apex and the middle of the ventricle wall, as depicted in Figure 1.5a. The whole
system made of chordae tendineae and papillary muscles is known as the subvalvular
apparatus [NCS+ 00]. It is responsible for an additional stress on the leaflets, transmitted
by the chordae, which prevents the valve from inverting into the atrium during the systole.
In healthy configurations, this apparatus has no effect on the opening phases, which are
still induced and decided by the pressure gradient across the valve [NCS+ 00].
The upper part of the mitral valve is, as the synonym bicuspid may suggest, made
of two thin, pliable, and soft leaflets [Ho09]: the anterior and posterior ones (depicted
in Figures 1.5a and 1.5b). These leaflets are named after their relative position in the
heart against the aortic root. In particular, the anterior leaflet is anchored in the aortic
valve [SH68].
In terms of geometric differences between the leaflets, the anterior one is the largest
one and its length is higher than the one of the posterior leaflets [SH68]. Therefore, its
shape and particularly its motion during the systole are the major factors responsible
for the development of the intraventricular blood flow. Each leaflet can be divided into
three scallops [SH68] separated by two commissures – anteromedial and posterolateral –
as depicted in Figure 1.5a for the anterior leaflet and in Figure 1.5b for the posterior one.
An alphanumeric nomenclature has been proposed by Carpentier [CLR+ 95] to distinguish
these regions: the sub-regions A1, A2 and A3 are found in the anterior leaflet whereas the
opposite sub-regions P1, P2 and P3 are found in the posterior leaflet (see Figure 1.5b).
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1.3

The cardiac cycle

The Cardiac Cycle (CC) is defined as a sequence of events that occurs in one complete
beat of the heart. The present section is focused on the role and behavior of the LH in the
CC. As the RH follows the same patterns as the LH [FQV09], its role will not be detailed
here, in spite of its equivalent importance. The choice of the starting point to describe the
CC is arbitrary, due to its cyclic nature. Therefore, in the following, it is decided to start
its description with the isovolumetric contraction phase.

1.3.1

Main phases

The heartbeat is basically a two stage pumping action, characterized by the diastole and
systole phases, depicted in Figure 1.6 with their associated blood flow directions. Diastole
is defined as the time period when the myocardium is relaxing and blood is filling the
ventricle [BBBB10]. Systole is defined as the time period during which the myocardium
contracts and blood is ejected from the ventricle [BBBB10].

Figure 1.6 – Schematic representations of the heart during the diastole and systole phases
of the CC. The red arrows indicate the direction of blood flow. On the left: the diastole
(i.e., filling) phase. On the right: the systole (i.e., pumping) phase. Image from [The].
When looking at the ventricular activity, four main phases can be identified [AN04,
BBBB10, MH18, FQV09]:
• The isovolumetric contraction phase: this phase takes place in early systole and starts
with the closure of the mitral valve when the LV pressure increases above the LA
pressure. It is characterized by the contraction of the myocardium (and thus the LV)
even if both mitral and aortic valves stay closed, justifying the term "isovolumetric"
as the volume of the LV does not change. Because blood is incompressible, the
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contraction of the ventricle and its associated change of shape induce a great increasing
of the pressure inside the LV.
• The ventricular ejection phase: this phase takes place in middle and late systole and
starts with the opening of the aortic valve. It corresponds to the moment the pressure
in the LV exceeds the pressure in the aorta. Because of the pressure differential in
favor of the LV, blood in the LV is ejected in the aorta. As long as the myocardium
keeps contracting quickly enough, the sign of the pressure difference remains the
same and ejection of blood keeps going.
• The isovolumetric relaxation phase: this phase takes place in very early diastole and
starts with the closure of the aortic valve when the LV pressure decreases below
the pressure in the aorta. Acting on the same principle of the first phase, it is
characterized by the relaxation of the myocardium (and thus the LV) even if both
mitral and aortic valves stay closed. The relaxation of the ventricle, with the valves
kept closed, induces a great decrease of its pressure.
• The ventricular filling phase: this phase takes place in a large portion of the diastole
and starts with the opening of the mitral valve when the LV pressure decreases below
the LA pressure. It can be subdivided in three sub-phases, namely, the rapid inflow,
the diastasis and the atrial systole. The rapid inflow or rapid filling begins just after
the opening of the mitral valve and allows blood to flow passively (i.e., without any
muscular activity) into the LV due to the pressure differential. It contributes to
around 80% of total diastolic volume. The diastatis or slow filling is an intermediate
phase between the rapid filling and the atrial systole. It occurs when the LV pressure
approaches the LA pressure, resulting into the progressive deceleration of the passive
filling, and contributes to around 5% of total diastolic volume. Finally, the atrial
systole corresponds to the moment when the LA contracts, inducing an additional
active filling of blood inside the LV at the end of the diastole. It contributes to
around 15% of total diastolic volume. After the end of the atrial systole, the part of
the myocardium at the LV level begins to contract. This induces an increasing of the
LV pressure which becomes higher than the LA one, and therefore a closing of the
mitral valve [Khu08].
The typical duration of each of these four phases, for an average heart rate of 75
beats/mn in a young healthy adult, is given in Table 1.2. A normal heart rate is approximately 72 beats/minute, meaning the CC spreads over slightly more than 0.8 seconds [FQV09]. Note that the systole phase (lasting around 300 ms) is shorter than the
diastole phase (lasting around 500ms).
Finally, a Wiggers diagram, representing blood pressure, the ventricular volume, the
electrocardiogram and the phonocardiogram over time during a CC, is depicted in Figure 1.7.
The different phases of the CC, previously described, are also pointed out.
This diagram, named after its creator Carl J. Wiggers, illustrates the correlation existing
between the different physiological values and, more particularly, between the pressure of
the different intra-cavity chambers of the LH over time [MW14]. Note that each time one
of these pressures becomes higher or smaller than another one, a valve closes or opens,
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Table 1.2 – Typical duration of the phases of the cardiac cycle for an average heart rate of
75 beats/mn in a young healthy adult. Table from [FQV09].
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Figure 1.7 – Wiggers diagram. Image adapted from [Wig].
highlighting the importance of the aortic and mitral valves in the definition of the CC.

1.3.2

Role of the valves

Due to their significant localization inside the heart, valves play a crucial role into
the regulation and definition of the systole and diastole phases, as depicted in Figure 1.6.
Vascular surgeons even define these phases with respect to the status (open or closed) of
each valve of the heart (and more particularly, the LH). Therefore, the diastole is defined
as the period between the closing of the aortic valve and the successive closing of the mitral
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valve [AN04, MH18]. Based on the same idea, the systole is defined as the period between
the closing of the mitral valve and the subsequent closing of the aortic valve [AN04, MH18].
The aortic valve opens during the systole when the pressure inside the ventricle becomes
higher than the one in the aorta. During the other phases of the cardiac cycle – where the
ventricle pressure is lower than the one in the aorta – the aortic valve keeps being closed,
thus preventing the ejected blood from going back into the LV [HY11].
The mitral valve opens during the diastole when the pressure inside the atrium becomes
higher than the one in the ventricle. During the other phases of the cardiac cycle – where
the ventricle pressure is higher than the one in the atrium – the mitral valve keeps being
close, thus preventing the ejected blood from going back into the atrium [SH68]. The
mitral valve is prevented from prolapsing into the LA thanks to the action of the chordae
tendineae and papillary muscles.

1.4

Cardiovascular pathologies

A pathology affecting the cardiovascular system (either the heart or blood vessels) is
called a Cardiovascular Disease (CD) [WWW11]. Some key facts about CDs are listed
below in order to highlight their importance in the field of medical research:
• CDs are the first cause of death globally: each year, more people die from CDs than
from any other cause [WWW11]. Nowadays, more and more people are affected by
CDs. For instance, in 2015, among the annual 55.8 million deaths, 17.9 millions
were due to CDs, hence representing 32% of the cases. For comparison purposes,
in 1990, among the annual 47.7 millions of deaths, 12.3 millions were due to CDs,
hence representing 26% of the cases [W+ 16]. By 2023, it is estimated that at least
23 million people will die from CDs each year [WWW11].
• About 80% of the deaths caused by CDs occured in poorer countries [WWW11].
Indeed while deaths rates due to CDs have declined in most of the developed world
since the 1970s, deaths from CDs in the developing world are more common and
have recently increased a lot [MFF+ 10].
• Aging is the major risk factor for the development of a CD: in 2013, CDs concerned
11% of Americans aged 20 to 40, 37% of those aged 40 to 60, 71% of those aged 60
to 80, and 85% of those over 80 years old [G+ 13]. The risk of developing a CD is
tripled each decade of life [F+ 13].
• 90% of CDs are estimated to be preventable thanks to early diagnosis, cardiac
stress and a healthy lifestyle avoiding the most important risk factors (such as
tobacco, physical inactivity, excessive alcohol consumption, unhealthy diet and air
pollution) [MMG08, KF+ 10, WWW11].

1.4.1

Classification

When considering cardiovascular diseases, two main categories can be distinguished:
the ones involving blood vessels (the coronary artery diseases being the most common
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ones) and the ones directly involving the heart. In the context of this thesis, we will focus
on the Valvular Heart Disease (VHD) belonging to the latter category. VHDs concern
more than 10% of patients aged 75 and over. [BBS+ 16].
The term VHD is used for any disease involving one or several valves of the
heart [WWW11]. Three different types of anomalies are possible [MRSB10]. The first
one, named stenosis, is characterized by a narrowing of the valvular orifice that prevents
adequate outflow of blood [MRSB10]. The second one, called regurgitation or insufficiency,
is the inability of the valve to prevent backflow of blood as its leaflets fail to join themselves
correctly during the closure – we say that they do not coapt properly anymore [MRSB10].
Note that stenosis can also result in insufficiency if the resulting over-thick annulus or
leaflets, responsible for the narrowing, do not ensure the leaf closure anymore. The last
one, known as prolapse, occurs when the one of the valve leaflets prolapses back into the
upper chamber. In the case of the mitral valve, this situation can occur for instance when
some chordae tendineae broke [MRSB10]. Among all these anomalies, mitral regurgitation
represents the most common form of VHDs [RZB+ 17].

1.4.2

The mitral regurgitation

The concept of Mitral Regurgitation (MR) is simply illustrated during the systole in
Figures 1.8a and 1.8b, respectively, for the healthy and anomalous situations. In Figure 1.8a,
the leaflets coapt properly during the systole and no anomaly is observed. On the opposite,
in Figure 1.8b, the previous coaptation of the leaflets is lost and a backflow of blood
towards the atrium is observed, characteristic of the regurgitation.

(a) Healthy situation.

(b) Anomalous situation.

Figure 1.8 – Illustration of MR during the systole. Images from [Ill].
MR can be induced by different phenomena. Usually, physicians and clinicians do
consider two types of MR: primary MR and secondary MR. In the first case, MR is
induced by either (i) a primary defect in the leaflets, (ii) an excess tissue or (iii) a ruptured
chordae [Dif]. In the second case, MR is induced by a distortion and/or a stretching in the
subvalvular apparatus inducing a malfunction in the mitral valve [Dif]. Another common
classification of MRs is the one coming from Carpentier [Car83] (see Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9 – Carpentier’s functional classification. Type I: normal leaflet motion; Type II:
increased leaflet motion; Type III: restricted leaflet motion. Image from [Car].

Based on the amplitude of the motion of the defecting valve, three functional types are
distinguished:
• Type I: the motion of the leaflets is normal. In this case, MR is induced by dilatation
of the mitral annulus [CAF11] (secondary MR).
• Type II: the motion of the leaflets is unusually increased. This might be induced by
the elongation and/or the rupture of some chordae and/or papillary muscles [CAF11]
(primary MR).
• Type III: the motion of the leaflets is unusually decreased. Type IIIa represents
situations where the leaflet motion is restricted during both diastole and systole
whereas the motion is restricted only during systole in type IIIb. The former are most
of the time due to leaflets/chordae thickening (primary MR). The latter are caused
by displacement of the apex and/or deformation of the papillary muscles [CAF11]
(secondary MR).
MR affects about 2% of the whole population, regardless of gender [NGS+ 06]. It is
significantly associated with normal aging: it is estimated to be present in over 9% of
people over 75 [NGS+ 06]. MR is also a life-threatening condition: as the volume of blood
flowing to the rest of the body decreases, due to the existence of the backflow, the heart
needs to pump harder, an action that may result in the long run in heart failure [PKO+ 17].
Therefore, MR represents the second most frequent indication for valve surgery [Mita]. Out
of 4 000 000 patients (in North America, the widest Europe and the Far East) suffering
from severe MR and who could benefit from cardiac surgery, only 150 000 (3.8% of them)
undergo a surgical intervention every year [Kep]. As detailed next in Section 1.5, the
surgery of MR with use of implantable intracardiac devices shows many benefits and is
curative.
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1.5

Implantable intracardiac devices

The treatment of CDs is a major public health issue because it is the leading cause of
death in developed countries [FQV09]. In spite of the progress made during the last years,
current technologies of cardiovascular prostheses can still be further refined as they do not
yet bring complete satisfaction (we can cite, e.g., post-surgery medication and complications), even if they already improve the quality of life of many patients [GLKP99, RKL+ 05].
Therefore, within this framework, the Mivana consortium, supported by Bpifrance since
2015, is responsible for the production of implantable cardiac devices with a particular
focus on the mitral valve repair, as detailed in the introduction of this thesis.
When considering the implantable cardiovascular devices designed to correct MR,
several types of solution exist. They can be split into two main categories [A+ 14]:
• The mitral valve replacement: this surgical procedure consists in completely replacing
a patient’s diseased mitral valve by either a new mechanical one or a new bioprosthetic
one. The native leaflets are then either pushed towards the ventricle wall or cut off
and do not intervene anymore in the regulation of blood flow [Glo12].
• The mitral valve repair where annuloplasty is the most common technique: this surgical procedure consists in reinforcing or tightening the annulus ring around the mitral
valve with a prosthetic ring. The native leaflets are then not replaced but now supported by this new ring, allowing to restore their previously lost coaptation [CAF11].
When other parts of the defecting valve are subject to surgery (e.g., the leaflets
themselves, the chordae tendineae, the papillary muscles, ...), alternative types of
mitral valve repairs exist (e.g., the Alfieri stitch [SMBM11] or MitraClip [F+ 09]) but
will not be considered in this thesis.
Until the beginning of this century, the most common surgical approaches to the mitral
valve regurgitation was the open heart surgery [FCNH01], meaning the opening of the
breastbone of the patient to gain direct access to the heart. Despite the fact that this
technique provides an excellent access to the heart and to the pathology, the resulting
wound requires several months of recovery with many activity restrictions. It can also
induce numerous and severe complications (e.g., infection or nervous breakdown) possibly
leading to death [FCNH01].
To counteract these major drawbacks, a new alternative called Minimally Invasive
Mitral Valve Surgery (MIMVS), has been under development and clinical trial phase for the
last fifteen years [BNAC13, CTR15]. To perform this type of minimally invasive operations,
usually done by endoscopy, the patient is receiving full anesthesia and is connected to a
heart-lung machine to deviate blood flow and prevent it from going through the heart.
Robotic arms are then inserted in incisions (whose typical size is around 1/2 inches) made
in the chest [LA16]. These arms are controlled by the surgeons who perform the surgery
via cameras [CWL+ 15]. For this type of surgeries, the operation lasts about 3 hours and
the patient is usually free to go home after only a few days of rest at the hospital. Some
alternatives, called percutaneous [SKP+ 11], exist and do not even require cuts on the chest.
Instead, a catheter is inserted though a groin artery.
These new Minimally Invasive Techniques (MIT), which do not require an open-heart
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surgery, are a major improvement for patients who could not go under classical surgery
due to other factors. Therefore, they represent a major revolution and are expected to
replace the traditional mitral valve replacement surgery techniques in the future [M+ 15].
In the rest of this section, we will only focus on these MIT.

1.5.1

The mitral valve replacement

This type of mitral valve procedure used to be very invasive and required an open-heart
surgery, involving a long incision in the middle of the chest of the patient and thus a general
anesthesia. A new generation of mitral valve replacement devices, called Transcatheter
Mitral Valve Replacement (TMVR), have been developed since 2014 [RGDRC17]. This
new kind of device does not require an open-heart surgery as the replacement valve is
directly inserted in the beating heart via physiological pathways thanks to the use of a
catheter, as depicted in Figure 1.10.

(a) Indirect access via the femoral vein.

(b) Direct access via the ventricular apex.

Figure 1.10 – Schematic view of the routes transcatheter mitral valve replacement. Images
from [S+ 16].
The main steps of the implantation of a transcatheter mitral valve, depicted in Figure 1.11, are listed below:
• The native leaflets of the defective mitral valve are either removed (see Figure 1.11a)
or pushed towards the ventricle wall.
• The perimeter of the annulus ring is stiched (see Figure 1.11b). The other extremity
of the threads is joining the bioprosthetic valve.
• The bioprosthetic valve, folded several times on itself, is introduced into the LH –
either by going through the femoral vein or through the apex – thanks to a catheter
(see Figure 1.11c).
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• Once the catheter has reached the level of the mitral valve annulus, the valve is
inflated (see Figure 1.11d) and some leakage tests are performed before finishing the
stitches.

(a) Removal of the defecting leaflets.

(b) Stiching of the annulus ring.

(c) Introduction of the catheter-prosthesis.

(d) Deployment of the bioprosthetic valve.

Figure 1.11 – Main steps of a surgical mitral valve replacement with a trileaflets bioprosthetic
valve in the case of a mitral annular calcification. Images from [Vidb].
As regards the nature of the artificial mitral valve, two main families are identified:
the mechanical and the biological ones. The first ones are usually made of metal and
pyrolytic carbon and are designed to last the full lifetime of the patient [TM11]. Biological
valves are made from natural materials or animal tissues, so anticoagulant drugs do not
have to be prescribed to the patient, contrarily to the case of mechanical valves where
blood clotting can happen [HCC15]. Nevertheless, their lifespan happens to be a major
drawback: they only last from 10 to 15 years, so further surgery is then required to
replace them after expiration [TM11, HCC15]. The choice of which valve type should be
used for a given patient depends on many factors (e.g., age, medical condition, lifestyle,
...) [HCC15, KBL+ 06].

1.5.2

The mitral valve repair – annuloplasty

Similarly to what we have written so far about the mitral valve replacement, the mitral
valve repair has historically been an invasive technique, requiring an open-heart surgery.
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Major progress has recently been achieved on this subject and new minimally invasive
techniques are under development [CLM+ 18, GCHR17] and may even surpass the classical
ones [PKO+ 17]. As justified previously, only these (almost) non invasive techniques will
be taken into consideration.
The most common observed dilatations of the mitral annulus are the ones impacting
the posterior section of the valve (as depicted in Figure 1.12a), naturally slacker than the
anterior one, due to the nature of its connective tissue. This dilatation can be reversed
thanks to a bioprosthetic ring stitched along the perimeter of the annulus (as depicted in
Figure 1.12b). Its purpose is to stabilize and strengthen the loosed annulus in order to
restore a broad surface of coaptation of the leaflets, previously degraded and responsible
for MR. An efficient coaptation is a critical factor to ensure a durable repair [Ant12].

(a) Initial mitral valve where the posterior section (b) Corrected mitral valve whose annulus is
of the valve is defective.
strengthened by an annuloplasty band.

Figure 1.12 – Schematic view of the annuloplasty surgical technique. Images from [Ann].
The main steps of the implantation of an annuloplasty ring, depicted in Figure 1.13,
are listed below:
• The mitral valve is inspected to confirm the origin of MR, previously observed with
an transesophageal echocardiogram. In this case, the regurgitation is induced by an
anterior leaflet prolapse, characterized by over-thick tendinous cords, as depicted in
Figure 1.13a.
• The perimeter of the annulus ring is stiched (see Figure 1.13b). The other extremity
of the threads connect the annuloplasty band.
• The annuloplasty band is introduced into the LH and the stitches are finished (see
Figure 1.13c). If the case requires it, the height of the posterior leaflet can be
diminished to ensure a better coaptation of the leaflets.
• Final leakage tests are performed (see Figure 1.13d). Depending of the outcome of
these tests, the annuloplasty can be repositioned or tightened to restore the best
possible coaptation.
The structure of the core of the annuloplasty is typically made of either silicone or metal,
determining its elasticity (flexible, semirigid or rigid) [Ant12]. This core is "wrapped" in
a cloth material, typically made of either dacron or polyester (see the white textile in
Figures 1.13c–1.13d). The sutures are then placed through it. These annuloplasty devices
are very versatile in their nature (i.e., in terms of size, rigidity, shape, composition, ...) and
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(a) Observation of over-thick tendinous cords.

(b) Stitching of the annulus ring.

(c) Installation of the annuloplasty ring.

(d) Leakages tests.

Figure 1.13 – Main steps of a surgical mitral valve annuloplasty in the case of an anterior
leaflet prolapse. Images from [Vida, Mitb].
are sometimes a complete ring (as depicted in Figures 1.13c–1.13d) or a partial band (as
depicted in Figure 1.12b).
An interesting feature of these devices is their remodeling ability, enabling them to
adapt themselves to whatever type of mitral annulus of the concerned patient. Therefore,
two main families of devices are identified: the remodeling ones and the non-remodeling
ones [Ant12]. The former aim to restore the size and the physiological shape (very close
to a "D" as pictured on the left of Figure 1.12) of the loosed mitral annulus whereas the
latter simply decrease the overall circumference of the annulus [Ant12].
Finally, after the implantation of any type of intracardiac device, an echocardiography
of the LH is usually performed to assess if any residual leak is still observed [G+ 08].
Additional clinical values (e.g., the Left Ventricular Outflow Tract (LVOT) gradient or the
regurgitant volume of blood) can also be measured and compared to reference values.
Being able to identify which solution should be preferred for a given patient is a difficult
task and contributes to many debates between physicians and clinicians. Globally, the mitral
valve repair, when it is possible, is usually preferred to mitral valve replacement [FDOA06].
This is explained by the fact that, when considering the mitral valve replacement, the
mechanical prostheses may induce severe complications in a patient (e.g., formation of
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blood clot to blood flow changes or mandatory prescription of anticoagulant drugs) and the
bioprostheses naturally degrade with time, thus requiring a further surgery. Moreover, in
case of severe MR, the tendency seems to be in favor of the mitral valve repair, appearing
to be more efficient [L+ 17], even if this choice must be nuanced when other criteria
are taken into account (e.g., the age which keeps being the principal significant risk
factor [MEC+ 02] or the experience of the surgeons). Nevertheless, as there is no clear
tendency of supremacy between the repair solution and the replacement solution for a
standard case of MR [GBN+ 08], both of them are currently considered in-depth and are
under ongoing clinical and industrial development.
In the sequel, we will particularly focus on the minimally invasive solutions provided by
the two start-up companies, Kephalios and Epygon, members of the Mivana consortium and
of the Affluent Medical group. Epygon elaborates a solution of transcatheter bioprosthetic
mitral valve, thus belonging to the “mitral valve replacement” category, whereas Kephalios
develops a solution of adjustable mitral valve annuloplasty ring belonging to the “mitral
valve repair – annuloplasty” category.

1.5.3

Epygon – The transcatheter mitral valve

Epygon, founded in 2012 and now member of the Affluent Medical group, develops
the first world-wide solution of "physiological" transapical transcatheter mitral prosthesis.
This new bioprosthetic valve device claims to be less intrusive and more physiological than
the current existing ones and able to restore the natural hemodynamics of blood flowing
in the LV and through the aortic valve [Epy]. It was thought and designed to bring the
best surgical results possible to the patients suffering from severe mitral insufficiency [Epy].
Indeed, the restoration of blood flow, similar to the native one, fosters the recovery of the
ventricular function in the patients, especially for the fragile one presenting a seriously
impaired cardiac function [Epy].
The particular features of this new device, as well as its induced benefits, are listed
below:
• Contrary to the case of the native mitral valve, this device is made of a single leaflet
(see Figure 1.14a). This ensures a physiological diastolic asymmetric flow towards the
posterior wall to get an optimal LV filling and low pressure gradients [Epy]. Moreover,
this asymmetric shape helps generating a vortex in the ventricle which minimizes
the energy loss of blood flow. This ensures an optimal transport of blood towards
the aorta as well as a minimization of the LVOT obstruction [Epy].
• The annular ring of the bioprosthesis has a D-shaped form (see Figure 1.14b). This
prevents the possible LVOT obstruction encountered when using round trileaflet
valves [Epy].
• The bioprosthesis is anchored in the native mitral valve with protected extension
bodies (see Figure 1.14c), pushing the defecting leaflets towards the ventricle wall
(see Figure 1.15c). This allows the device not to be disturbed by them. Moreover, the
valve is enclosed in a surrounding stent (see Figure 1.14c), preventing it from flipping
over towards the atrium due to any possible Systolic Anterior Motion (SAM) [Epy].
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• The stent is self-expandable and is made of nitinol. The leaflet, usually made of
polyester fabric in most of devices, is made of bovine pericardial monoleaflet. The
absence of polyester fabric, classical component in most of devices, allows to reduce
the risk of formation of blood clots [Epy].

(a) Lateral view.

(b) Top view.

(c) Side view.

Figure 1.14 – Synthetic images of the Epygon device. The stent and the leaflet are colored
in camel and the anatomic anchoring system and the engagement arms are colored in light
grey. Images from [Epy].

Process of implantation of the device: Preliminary to the beginning of the surgery,
the Epygon device is prepared and folded on itself inside a catheter (see Figure 1.15a) in
order to ease its motion inside the patient. This catheter is then inserted through the apex
and the center of the Epygon device is optimally placed inside the native mitral valve (see
Figure 1.15a), using echo guidance [Epy].
In the first stage of delivery, only the atrial portion of the device is released (see
Figure 1.15b). Under 3D echo view, the atrial petals of the valve stent are gradually
deployed immediately above the annular plane to obtain the desired D-shaped annulus [Epy].
In a second phase, the ventricular anchoring systems of the stent are then released
below the annulus while two engagement arms capture the posterior and anterior leaflets to
prevent LVOT obstruction (see Figure 1.15c). Deployed as such, the Epygon transcatheter
mitral valve prosthesis is able to restore physiological blood flow within the ventricle while
maintaining the native leaflets/tendinous chordae (depicted in Figure 1.15c) under traction
to better preserve the LV function [Epy].

1.5.4

Kephalios – The adjustable mitral ring

Pioneer of the annuloplasty, the “Carpentier” rings implantation technique has been practiced routinely for several decades [DJR+ 90]. In spite of its numerous benefits [JDA+ 92],
a major drawback is that any necessary post-operation adjustment due to residual regurgitation is simply impossible. Usually, after this kind of open-heart surgery, about 40%
of patients suffering from MR are not completely healed [FHB03] and a new intervention
is required in about 10% of cases [Kep]. The purpose of Kephalios is to correct that
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(a) Early stage.

(b) Intermediate stage.

(c) Final stage.

Figure 1.15 – Typical steps of the implantation of the Epygon device. Images from [Epy].
by proposing an implantable device, inspired by the “Carpentier” rings, that still can be
reached after surgery.
Founded in 2011, Kephalios, now member of the Affluent Medical group, develops
minimally invasive and implantable intracardiac devices. Its first device consists in a mitral
annuloplasty ring, made of metal and of dacron, that can be adjusted repeatedly and
progressively, in a percateneous way thanks to minimally invasive interventions, even months
after its implantation [Kep]. This device may improve both short (residual regurgitation)
and long-term (recurrent regurgitation) patient outcome and, most of all, prevent the need
for a second operation, a situation often met by patients with very low compliance [Kep].
This is a world premiere in the field of annuloplasty techniques.
The Kephalios device in its initial configuration and the catheter (and the associated
mandrel) used for placing the device inside the patient are pictured in Figure 1.16a. Its
adjusted configuration, where the posterior zones have been inflated thanks to the inner
balloon catheter, is pictured in Figure 1.16b. Note the presence of the metal eyelets, used
for the stitches and for the swelling of the textile, on both Figures.

(a) Kephalios device, catheter and mandrel trio. (b) Ring adjusted with the inner balloon catheter.

Figure 1.16 – Pictures of the Kephalios device (with the catheter and the mandrel on the
left) in two configurations. The metal core is wrapped by the white textile. The eyelets
used for the stitches and for the adjustment of the device are visible. Images from [Kep].
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Process of implantation of the device: The different typical steps of the implantation
of this device, very similar to the ones of a “Carpentier” ring, are listed below:
• Preliminary to the beginning of the open-heart surgery, the device is stitched to the
catheter which will be introduced via the femoral vein (as depicted in Figure 1.10a).
• Before introducing the device inside the patient, sutures on the left trigone, on the
posterior annulus and on the right trigone are made. If the device is not a simple
annuloplasty band but a full ring, additional sutures are then made on the anterior
annulus.
• The device and the catheter are introduced and placed above the defecting mitral
valve (see Figure 1.17a).
• Once correctly placed, the stitches connecting the device to the catheter are cut
off and are passed through the eyelets and the sutures on the mitral valve (see
Figure 1.17b).
• The thread passing through an eyelet are tied with the adjacent ones and the catheter
is removed from the atrium (see Figure 1.17c).

(a) Early stage.

(b) Intermediate stage.

(c) Final stage.

Figure 1.17 – Typical steps of the implantation of Kephalios device. The sutures on the
trigones and on the annulus are not visible. Images from [Kep].
In terms of terminology, note that this ring is implanted by open-heart surgery [Kep],
so it is more invasive than the Epygon device. Nevertheless, compared to other classical
annuloplasty techniques which do require surgeries for the implantation and also for the
post-surgery correction, the Kephalios device only requires one surgery for the implantation.
Therefore, it is still considered as a minimally invasive device with regard to the other
mitral valve repair devices.
Just after the surgery, the mitral ring remains accessible by replacing the previous
mandrel (pictured in Figure 1.16a) with a balloon-catheter actuator, allowing to perform
an adjustment of the ring shape [Kep]. Starting from the initial configuration (depicted
in Figure 1.18a), and with ultrasound, the distance between the anterior and posterior
parts of the annulus ring can be independently reduced along the P1, P2 and P3 axes
(see Figure 1.18b). This ensures an increasing of the leaflets coaptation length only where
required for the considered patient. Therefore, with proper adjustment, the previously
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lost coaptation is restored again, without unnecessarily reducing the total valve orifice
area [Kep].

(a) Initial configuration.

(b) Adjusted configuration.

Figure 1.18 – The two typical configurations of the Kephalios device. The textile cover is
colored in light grey, the posterior eyelets are colored in black and the anterior line used
for the suturing is colored in green. Images from [Kep].
Finally, the same previous adjustment can be done again to correct recurrent MR, even
months after the date of first surgery. The percutaneous solution made of the inner balloon
catheter does not require any additional surgery [Kep].

1.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, the physiological context of this thesis has been addressed, highlighting
the complexity and the crucial role of the CS. As we have seen, this living system, and
more particularly the mitral valve, may be subject to many diseases, requiring open-heart
and/or minimally invasive surgeries coupled with use of intracardiac devices to efficiently
treat them. Due to the preponderance of MR among the population worldwide, many
new experimental devices – such as the ones from Kephalios and Epygon – have been
designed and tested in in vivo and in vitro conditions. As detailed in the introduction
of this thesis, in the last decades, numerical simulation has appeared to be an efficient
and reliable tool for the design of such devices, allowing to spare time and animal lives.
This explains the strong clinical and industrial interests which have grown for predictive
numerical simulations ever since, requiring an efficient and accurate mathematical modeling
of cardiac hemodynamics to address these problems. This is what we further detail in
Chapter 2.

Chapter 2

Modeling and simulation of cardiac
hemodynamics

In this chapter, some models commonly considered in the context of the mathematical
modeling and simulation of cardiac hemodynamics are presented as well as the associated
coupling strategies. Then, based on the degree of complexity adopted for the description of
the cardiac valves, two main approaches are considered: the RIS model and the FSI model.
For the latter one, a consequent review of the existing numerical techniques are provided
based on the following classification criteria: the spatial discretization of the problem and
the nature of the splitting between the fluid and the structure solvers. The content of this
chapter will be the fundamental mathematical background of the work presented later in
Parts II and III.
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2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we address the modeling and the simulation of hemodynamics in the left
heart, also termed cardiac hemodynamics in what follows. As detailed in Section 1.2, the
left heart is recognized as a complex living system due to its inherent multi-physics nature.
Therefore, its modeling calls for the consideration of several models, operating at different
levels of complexity and inducing two-way effects between them. For instance, we can
think of blood flowing inside the left heart and interacting with both the cardiac valves and
the myocardium. This type of coupling gives birth to complex fluid-structure interactions
which represent serious challenges of modeling (e.g., the large structural displacements and
fast dynamics of the valves, the topological changes (when leaflets come into contact) and
the induced high pressure-drops) and which require efficient numerical methods to address
them. The coupling of such mathematical models, sometimes characterized by different
temporal and spatial scales, is one of the most active aspects of research in hemodynamics
(see, e.g., [VS06, dSGB08, JMS10, SASZA+ 18]).
In the sequel, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with continuum mechanics, and
more particularly, with fluid and solid mechanics. The models and equations used in the
context of this work will be introduced and described, but more in-depth references are
available in the literature. Without being exhaustive, we cite [Mal69, Gur81, MPF92]
for introductory general texts on continuum mechanics and [Cia88, MHC83] for more
mathematical oriented ones. As regards fluid mechanics, we mention [MROH12, Fay94,
Ari89] for the theory and [FFGQ09] for the derivation of the associated equations. Then,
we refer to [Cia88, MHC83] for the mathematical aspect of solid mechanics and to [ATN04]
for a particular focus on non-linear mechanics. Finally, for the shell theory, only briefly
described in what follows, we refer to [Cia00] for the general mathematical theory. In
addition, notions of linear shell theory can be found in [CB11, FFGQ09] and the treatment
of the non-linear case is provided in [CB11, LS05].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The key components of a simulation of
cardiac hemodynamics (i.e., the geometrical description of the heart and blood modeling)
are introduced in Section 2.2 before presenting the different coupling strategies considered
in this work in Section 2.3. Based on the degree of complexity adopted for the description
of the cardiac valves, two approaches are investigated: we start with the simple RIS model,
presented in Section 2.4, before presenting the full FSI model in Section 2.5, more complex
but allowing a more refined description of cardiac hemodynamics. Finally, the conclusions
are given in Section 2.6.

2.2

Geometries and blood flow modeling

Realistic simulations of cardiac hemodynamics could not be carried out without using
proper geometries of the left heart and accurate modeling of blood and its dynamics. These
two concerns are addressed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. The modeling of
cardiac valves is postponed until Section 2.3.2.2.

2.2. Geometries and blood flow modeling

2.2.1
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Geometrical description of the left heart

In this thesis, the geometries used for the further 3D simulations of cardiac hemodynamics in the left heart come from Zygote Media Group1 , a company whose core business
is the realization of anatomically accurate 3D human models thanks to Computerized
Tomography (CT) scans [BH07]. The original Zygote CT scan of the human heart is shown
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 – Representation of the original Zygote CT scan of the human heart.
Inside this CT scan, the left heart and its adjacent vessel parts are of crucial interest
for the numerical simulations investigated in this work. Therefore, their corresponding
volumes, highlighted in Figure 2.2a, are extracted from the rest of the initial geometry.
Values of some physical quantities relative to these volumes of interest for the simulations of
cardiac hemodynamics are given in Table 2.1. Their typical dimensions are slightly smaller
than the ones coming from physiological data (see, e.g., [RLWS70, RDKFO89, GSFA06]).
This is explained by the fact that the CT scan has been realized on a dead body.
As already mentioned in Section 1.3.2, heart valves (and especially the mitral valve) are
expected to play a crucial role in the development of the structure of the intraventricular
flow. It is then mandatory to precisely model their geometry to be able to correctly compute
this flow. The native mitral valve (in open configuration) and the native aortic valve (in
closed configuration) are represented in the previous volume of interest (see Figure 2.2b).
The native valves are not the only ones investigated in this work (see Chapters 4 and 7) and
more information about the geometries of the different considered valves (either biological
or artificial) are given in Appendix A.
The full workflow used to generate the computational meshes associated to these
geometries is resumed below: starting from the Zygote2 heart model, detailed above, and
1
2

See https://www.zygote.com/.
See http://www.3dscience.com/.
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Physical quantity
Ventricular volume
Atrial volume
Aortic root volume
Ventricular long axis length
Mitral valve orifice area
Aortic cross sectional area

Value
87 mL
56 mL
10 mL
7.7 cm
4.7 cm2
4.0 cm2

Table 2.1 – Values of some physical quantities relative to the volume of interest for the
simulations of cardiac hemodynamics.

(a) Volume of interest for the simulations of car- (b) Native mitral and aortic valves in the exdiac hemodynamics.
tracted volume.

Figure 2.2 – Representation of the volume of interest for the simulations of cardiac
hemodynamics and the corresponding native heart valves.

using the 3-matic3 software, computationally-correct surface meshes are obtained. Then,
the Mmg PLATFORM4 based on the meshing software YAMS5 [Fre01] is used to further
process and refine them. Finally, using these refined surface meshes, the 3D meshing
software GHS3D6 [GHS90] generates the 3D computational meshes, where an example of
such a final result is depicted in Figure 2.3.

3

See
See
5
See
6
See
4

https://www.materialise.com/.
https://www.mmgtools.org/.
https://www.ljll.math.upmc.fr/frey/publications/RT-0252.pdf.
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Figure 2.3 – 3D computational mesh corresponding to the volume of interest for the
simulations of cardiac hemodynamics.

2.2.2

Blood flow modeling

The mathematical equations describing blood and its dynamics are the key components
in the mathematical modeling of cardiac hemodynamics. Blood flow behavior is commonly
assumed to be homogeneous, incompressible, Newtonian and governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations. In Section 2.2.2.1, the physical validity of these hypotheses is justified before
introducing these equations in different frameworks in Section 2.2.2.2.
2.2.2.1

Modeling choices

Two main criteria are commonly used when determining which fluid model should be
used: the non-Newtonian effects and the laminar/turbulent nature of blood flow.
As detailed in Chapter 1, blood is not purely a fluid but a suspension of particles in
the plasma, mostly made of water. Red cells represent the most important proportion of
these particles and thus determine the mechanical properties of blood. In particular, they
exhibit complex hemodynamic effects which induce a global non-Newtonian behavior. Such
effects (e.g., shear thinning, thixotropy, viscoelasticity and yield stress [FQV09]) have been
widely studied, from experimental and theoretical points of view, in the last century (see,
e.g., [CLW06, YG08]). These studies have highlighted that these non-Newtonian effects
are predominant in the small vasculature (meaning, capillaries and medium and small
blood vessels) and negligible in the large one (meaning, large blood vessels and heart’s
chambers).
The Reynolds number (Re) is an important dimensionless quantity in fluid mechanics.
Its value helps to predict the general flow pattern, either laminar or turbulent. At low
values, the flow is dominated by laminar effects (meaning sheet-like or regular fluid motion),
whereas at high values, the flow is dominated by turbulent effects (meaning eddy or
unstable fluid motion). Laminar flow is characterized by smooth and steady fluid motion
whereas turbulent flow is characterized by disruptive and chaotic changes in pressure and
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velocity [Mal69]. The Reynolds number is defined as
Re =

ρf uD
,
µ

where ρf , u, D and µ denote in the cardiac hemodynamics context, respectively, the density
of blood, the typical velocity of blood in the considered vessel, the typical dimension of
the considered vessel (e.g., its diameter or its length) and the dynamic viscosity of blood.
Typical values of the Reynolds number and peaks of velocity in some blood vessels are
given in Table 2.2.
Considered vessel

Peak velocity (cm/s)

Reynolds number

Ascending aorta
Thoracic aorta
Large vein
Small vein
Small artery
Arteriole
Capillary

1.0
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.01
0.001

4000
2500
1700
100
100
0.5
0.003

Table 2.2 – Values of peak velocity and Reynolds number in some blood vessels. Table
adapted from [FQV09].
In healthy situations, no turbulence is observed in the whole CS, except at the exit of
the aortic valve during peaks of velocity flow (i.e., limited to the systolic phase during short
time intervals [FQV09]). This work focuses on the LH (large arteries, heart’s chambers
and cardiac valves), hence, it seems reasonable to not consider flow instabilities in our fluid
model. Moreover, even if it must be kept in mind that local non-Newtonian effects can
exist in the LH (due to, e.g., valve hinges and leakage jet during valve closure [SB09]), it is
commonly assumed that blood is homogeneous, incompressible and Newtonian and thus
governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.
2.2.2.2

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

When studying a continuous media like blood, two main approaches can be considered
for the description of its motion: the Eulerian and the Lagrangian ones [Mal69, Gur81,
FFGQ09]. In the Eulerian approach, the observer does not move and gazes at a fixed
location in space through which the fluid flows as time passes. In the Lagrangian approach,
the observer follows a small control volume as it evolves in time and space.
The Eulerian approach is the most commonly used when fixed geometries are considered.
Nevertheless, as detailed in the description of the cardiac cycle in Section 1.3, the LV
distorts drastically during a typical heartbeat. Thus, modeling the space occupied by
blood with a fixed domain is not physiologically satisfying and a domain evolving with
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time must be then considered. But, describing such a time-dependent domain with an
Eulerian description is cumbersome and an alternative formulation, named Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), which combines the benefits of both Eulerian and Lagrangian
approaches, has been developed to avoid such difficulties [DGH82].
In the sequel, we present the Navier-Stokes equations in the Eulerian and in the ALE
frameworks. We also detail why the ALE formulation is preferred to the Eulerian one when
handling moving domains.
Eulerian formulation: In what follows, Ω is assumed to be a bounded domain of Rd ,
where d = 2 or 3. This domain possesses a Lipschitz continuous boundary, denoted ∂Ω,
and an exterior unit normal, denoted n. The symbol t represents the physical time.
The Navier-Stokes equations in the Eulerian formalism read as follows: find the velocity
u = u(x,t) : Ω × R+ → Rd and pressure p = p(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R, such that
 


 ρf ∂u + u · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) = f f
in Ω,
∂t
(2.1)


∇·u=0
in Ω,
where the fluid Cauchy stress tensor is given by
def

def

σ(u, p) = 2µ(u) − pI, (u) =

1
∇u + ∇uT )
2

and where I denotes the identity tensor. f f is a body force, function of space and time,
and is assumed to be equal to 0 when not specified. Due to the assumed nature of the fluid
(homogeneous, incompressible and Newtonian), ρf and µ are constant in space and time.
The system (2.1) has to be completed with initial conditions:
u(0) = u0
and with boundary conditions:
(

in Ω

u = uD

on ΓD ,

σ(u, p)n = g N

on ΓN ,

(2.2)

where uD and g N are given vector functions and where ΓD and ΓN form a partition of ∂Ω
such that ∂Ω = ΓD ∪ ΓN . (2.2)1 is called the Dirichlet boundary condition on ΓD and (2.2)2
the Neumann boundary condition on ΓN .
ALE formulation: In this paragraph, we reformulate the Navier-Stokes equations (2.1)
in the ALE framework. Only the basic notions of the ALE formulation will be addressed here.
For the interested reader, more information can be found in [Nob01, DHPRF04, FFGQ09].
∂·
When considering moving domains, the discretization of the time derivative
in (2.1)1
∂t
is cumbersome as it cannot be naturally approximated on such domains [FFGQ09]. Then,
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the motivation of the ALE formulation is to propose a framework that facilitates the time
discretization of terms which involve quantities transported in space and time.
In what follows, the previous domain Ω ⊂ Rd is now supposed to evolve with t and
is denoted Ω(t). Similarly, its Lipschitz continuous boundary is now denoted ∂Ω(t). The
time-dependent control volume Ω(t) is assumed to be parametrized as
b t),
Ω(t) = A(Ω,

(2.3)

∀t ∈ Rd ,

b is the reference configuration and A : Ω
b × R+ → Rd is a one–to–one mapping
where Ω
b × R+ → Rd with the expression:
given in terms of the fluid domain displacement df : Ω
def
f
+ → Rd is then simply defined as
b
A = I Ω×R
+ + d . The fluid domain velocity w : Ω × R
b
f
def ∂d
b 0) = Ω,
b highlighting
w =
. Note that by replacing t with 0 in (2.3), we get Ω(0) = A(Ω,
∂t
the fact that the current configuration Ω is initially identical to the reference configuration
b We shall also use the notation At for the deformation, defined by At def
Ω.
= A(·,t), and
∂·
for the ALE time derivative, given by the following equality:
∂t A
∂q
∂t

A

∂q
,
∂t

= w · ∇q +

(2.4)

for any physical field q.
If any physical field q evaluated on the current configuration can also be defined on the
reference configuration, we adopt the superscript b for the latter alternative to distinguish
both fields q and qb. We use (x,t) and (b
x,t) for the independent variables of q and qb for,
respectively, the current and the reference configurations. The relations between q and qb
are given by
def
b × R+ ,
qb(b
x,t) = q(At (b
x),t), ∀(b
x,t) ∈ Ω
(2.5)
def
+
q(x,t) = qb(A−1
(x),t),
∀(x,t)
∈
Ω(t)
×
R
t
and are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
At

At
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(b) From qb to q.

Figure 2.4 – Relations between q and qb. Images adapted from [FFGQ09].

Remark 2.1
The choice of A is not unique. Its only requirement is to satisfy the chosen domain
boundary displacement. Therefore, a classical approach is to build A from the evolution of
the boundary ∂Ω(t) of the fluid domain Ω(t).
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2.3. Coupling strategies
Finally, by applying (2.4) to u, the following material derivative holds:
∂u
∂u
=
∂t
∂t

A

− w · ∇u

(2.6)

and the Navier-Stokes equations in the ALE formalism, obtained from (2.1), read as follows:
b × R+ → Rd and the pressure pb = pb(b
b × R+ → R,
b=u
b (b
find the velocity u
x,t) : Ω
x,t) : Ω
such that
 


 ρf ∂u + (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) = f f
in Ω(t),
∂t A
(2.7)


∇·u=0
in Ω(t).

The system (2.7) has to be completed with initial conditions:
u(0) = u0

in Ω(0)

and with boundary conditions on ∂Ω(t) similar to the ones detailed in (2.2) but now
applied to the moving boundaries ΓD (t) and ΓN (t) which form a partition of ∂Ω(t).

2.3

Coupling strategies

In this section, the different coupling strategies considered in this thesis are presented as
well as the assumptions made to obtain them. We start with the description of a complete
heart model in Section 2.3.1 before deriving the different simplified approaches obtained
from it in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1

A complete heart model

A complete heart model can be split into three main components which are coupled all
together: (i) a 3D blood flow model F (as the ones described in Section 2.2.2.2), (ii) a 3D
myocardium electromechanics model E and (iii) a complete mechanical model of cardiac
Full coupling
valves S. Figure 2.5 depicts the different couplings existing in such a heart model.
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Figure 2.5 – Representation of the different couplings existing in a complete heart model.
F , E and S represent, respectively, the 3D blood flow model, the 3D myocardium electromechanics model and the complete mechanical model of cardiac valves. Black arrows
represent the degree of coupling between all models.
In spite of the physical validity of this approach and of the significant advances achieved
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since the beginning of this century (see, e.g., [LP00, vLAdHB04, KHY+ 17, MSV+ 16,
GFQ+ 17]), the simulation of a complete heart model, which takes into account all the
couplings between its components, remains a complex and challenging problem not easily
achievable in practice.

2.3.2

A reduced heart model

In order to overcome the complexity of the previous complete heart model, a common
approach consists in modeling F and S with simplified models. For instance, as proposed
in [SMCCS06, CLMS12], F is replaced with a 0D lumped model (e.g., adequate Windkessel
models), denoted F 0D , and S is replaced with 0D valves, denoted V 0D , which behave like
realisticSimplified
diodes regulating
flow between blood compartments. Figure 2.6 represents the
full coupling
different couplings existing in the resulting reduced heart model.
F 0D
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Figure 2.6 – Representation of the different couplings existing in a reduced heart model.
E represent the 3D myocardium electromechanics model. F 0D and V 0D represent, respectively, the simplified 0D models of blood flow and valves. Black arrows represent the
degree of coupling between all models.
Similarly to the components of the complete heart model (see Figure 2.5), the simplified
models F 0D and V 0D are still two-way coupled with E and between them. The main
benefit of this reduced heart model approach is that it ensures less interlinked solvers and
less computational complexity but is still able to provide realistic results (see [SMCCS06,
CLMS12]).
In the rest of this work, this reduced heart model will be the framework of reference for
the simplified FSI model of the heart. More information about it is provided in Appendix B.
2.3.2.1

Coupling with a 3D blood flow model

In spite of the computational benefits brought by this reduced heart model, the 3D
structure of the intraventricular flow cannot be obtained with F 0D and a 3D blood flow
model F (as the ones described in Section 2.2.2.2) is required for this. Therefore, in order
to avoid the computational complexity of a complete heart model (see Figure 2.5) and
to be able to compute the full structure of the intraventricular flow in an efficient and
not time-consuming way, an one-way uncoupling between the reduced heart model (see
Figure 2.6) and a 3D blood flow model F is often assumed (see, e.g., [CCV+ 15]). This
coupling strategy is depicted in Figure 2.7.
A consequence of this one-way uncoupling is that the effects of electromechanics on
F are taken into account but that no feedback is considered. In addition of the reduced
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2.3. Coupling strategies
Fluid
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Figure 2.7 – Representation of the one-way uncoupling between the reduced heart model
and the 3D blood flow model. The dotted box represents the reduced heart model depicted
in Figure 2.6. F represents a 3D blood flow model. Black arrows represent the degree of
coupling between all models.
computational complexity compared to the complete heart model (see Figure 2.5), this
approach allows the use of different temporal discretization in E and F .
In this thesis, the approach depicted in Figure 2.7 is primarily used to improve the
simulations of cardiac hemodynamics by enhancing them with physiological boundary
conditions (as illustrated in the various numerical examples further detailed in Chapters 3,
4 and 7). For instance, we can cite the distortion of the left ventricle surface dictated by
the myocardium electromechanics model which is of fundamental interest to be able to
compute a correct behavior of blood flow during a heartbeat. Due to the recurring use of
this approach, the second section of Appendix B is totally dedicated to this topic. We refer
to it for more information about the extraction of results used to improve the simulations
of cardiac hemodynamics.
2.3.2.2

Coupling with two different models of cardiac valves

Finally, as regards the modeling of implantable intracardiac devices dedicated to the
treatment of MR, a two-way coupling of blood flow with a model of cardiac valves is
required. This type of coupling allows to compute the reciprocal consequences of the
geometry and distortion of the cardiac valves on blood flow. Depending on the nature of
the problem, two different models of cardiac valves can be considered:
• The structure of the intraventricular flow is expected to be mainly induced by the
geometry of the open configuration of the valve located at the mitral position (see
Section 1.2.2.4). Therefore, for a preliminary computation of this flow, a resistive
approach of the cardiac valves, where only their open and closed configurations
are considered and immersed into the computational domain, is sufficient. This
corresponds to the RIS modeling, illustrated in Figure 2.8.
• If more refined problems are investigated (e.g., the study of the mitral prolapse,
the study of the influence of the valves geometry on MR or the computation of the
constraints applied on their leaflets), a complete mechanical model of cardiac valves
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(where their dynamics is taken into account) must be considered. This corresponds
RIS-BISillustrated in Figure 2.9.
to the FSI modeling,
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Figure 2.8 – Representation of the different couplings existing in our RIS modeling of
cardiac hemodynamics. The dotted box represents the reduced heart model depicted in
Figure 2.6. F and V represent, respectively, the 3D blood flow model and the resistive
immersed model of cardiac valves. Black arrows represent the degree of coupling between
all models.
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Figure 2.9 – Representation of the different couplings existing in our FSI modeling of
cardiac hemodynamics. The dotted box represents the reduced heart model depicted in
Figure 2.6. F and S represent, respectively, the 3D blood flow model and the complete
mechanical model of cardiac valves. Black arrows represent the degree of coupling between
all models.
The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the above-mentioned V and
S models (F has already been introduced in Section 2.2.2.2). In particular, the F -V and
F -S two-way couplings are addressed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.

2.4

Resistive Immersed Surfaces method of cardiac valves

In spite of the major advances achieved since the beginning of the 21st century [LP00,
vLAdHB04, KHS+ 15, GFQ+ 17], the full FSI simulation of cardiac hemodynamics remains
a complex and challenging problem. In order to reduce the complexity of this coupled
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problem, several alternative models have been proposed in the literature [AHSG12, CMN16,
FFDQ17, TDQ17]. The fundamental idea of these simplified approaches consists in
combining a reduced modeling of the valves dynamics with a kinematic uncoupling of
cardiac hemodynamics and electromechanics (i.e., displacement fields, coming either from
measurements or from simulations, are imposed on the boundaries of the fluid cavities), as
depicted in Figure 2.8.
The goal of this section is to present one of these approaches dedicated to the simulation
of cardiac hemodynamics in the LV, namely the RIS model (see, e.g., [AHSG12]), and to
provide its key elements used in Chapter 3 before applying them on 3D realistic numerical
examples in Chapter 4.

2.4.1

Original model

In the RIS model proposed in [AHSG12], a cardiac valve is described in a simplified
manner by neglecting its dynamics and by only considering its open and closed configurations. These configurations are represented by co-dimension one surfaces (meaning
⊂ Rd−1 ) which are both immersed in the fluid at the same time (see later Chapters 3 and 4
for illustrations). The fundamental idea of this model consists in introducing a resistive
surface term in the fluid momentum equation for each immersed surface. This term is
characterized by a time-dependent resistive parameter R(t) which is null when the valve is
open and large when the valve is closed. More information about the choice of its value is
provided in Section 2.4.3.
In what follows, d is set to 3. We consider the flow of a fluid within a moving domain
Ω(t) ⊂ R3 with n immersed valves. The closed configuration of the valves is given in terms
of the surfaces Σi (t) ⊂ Ω with i = 1 . . . n. The associated open configuration can also
coexist with Σi (t) but is not considered here. Each surface is characterized by a resistive
parameter Ri (t) and is assumed to be oriented by a normal n. We then define a negative
def

def

and a positive side via the normal n− = n and n+ = −n− . For a given continuous scalar
or tensorial field f defined in Ω(t) (possibly discontinuous across the immersed surface
Σi (t)), we define its positive and negative sided restrictions to Σi (t), denoted respectively
def

def

by f + and f − , as f + (x) = limξ→0+ f (x − ξn+ ) and f − (x) = limξ→0+ f (x − ξn− ), for
all x ∈ Σi (t).
We first recall some notations coming from Section 2.2.2.2 where the immersed valve
Σi (t) is now also considered in the ALE formulation of Ω(t). The current configuration is
b
b is the reference configuration and A : Ω
b × R+ → R3 is
denoted by Ω(t) = A(Ω,t),
where Ω
the ALE one-to-one mapping, as depicted in Figure 2.10. This mapping is defined by the
def
f
fluid domain displacement df with the expression A = I Ω×R
+ + d . Similarly, we have
b
def
c t) and Σi (t) def
ci , t). To simplify notations, in the rest of this section,
∂Ω(t) = A(∂Ω,
= A(Σ
Ω now refers to Ω(t), ∂Ω to ∂Ω(t), Σi to Σi (t) and Ri to Ri (t).
The displacement field df is given in terms of an arbitrary
lifting of the exterior boundary

f
f
f
displacement d |∂ Ωb through the relation d = L d |∂ Ωb , where L is a well chosen lifting
b to Ω.
b Moreover, the Lamé parameters of the elements of Ω
b are chosen
operator from ∂ Ω
such that the small elements are stiffer than the large ones [STB03, STB04] in order to
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Figure 2.10 – Geometric description with a single valve and a moving domain.

prevent skewed elements. The fluid domain velocity w (i.e., the mesh velocity) is then
f
def ∂d
simply defined from df as w =
on Ω.
∂t
Using the ALE formulation and defining n individual immersed surfaces Σi={1...n} and
∂·
as the ALE time derivative, the RIS problem reads as follows: find the velocity
∂t A
u = u(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R3 and the pressure p = p(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R, such that
 

X

f ∂u

ρ
+ (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) +
δΣi Ri (u − w) = f f
in Ω,
∂t A
i={1...n}



∇·u=0
in Ω,
(2.8)
where δΣi denotes the Dirac measure on the immersed surface Σi . As detailed in further
Section 2.4.2, the additional term δΣi Ri (u − w) in (2.8) ensures the continuity of the
velocity u on the moving immersed surface Σi and allows jump of the normal stress across
it when Ri 6= 0. Finally, the system (2.8) has to be completed with initial conditions:
u(0) = u0

in Ω

and with boundary conditions on ∂Ω. For instance, based on the type of boundary
conditions that will be considered in Chapter 4 and based on Figure 2.10, let us consider
three sub-parts ∂ΩN1 , ΩN2 and ∂Ωs which form a partition of ∂Ω. A normal stress is applied
on ∂ΩN1 and on ∂ΩN2 to impose the constant static pressures g1 and g2 , respectively, while
a no-slip Dirichlet boundary condition is ensured on ∂Ωs , as detailed by the following
system:


 σ(u,p)n = g1 n on ∂ΩN1 ,
(2.9)
σ(u,p)n = g2 n on ∂ΩN2 ,


u=w
on ∂Ωs .
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Interface conditions

As pointed out in the original model [AHSG12], if one defines the velocity jump and
the stress jump as
def

JuK = u+ − u− ,

(2.10)

def

Jσ(u,p)nK = σ(u− ,p− )n− + σ(u+ ,p+ )n+ ,
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then problem (2.8) enforces the following interface conditions:

The Ohm’s-law-like relation is not the only one conceivable. Indeed, using the classic Bernoulli
JuKof=blood
0, at rest in the atria and ventricles, we could
equation and making the further assumption
(2.11)
model valves as orifices. In this particular case, we have
Jσ(u,p)nK = −Ri (u − w)
8
p
when Pv 6 Pat ,
< Q D Cat Pat ! Pv
Qasymptotic
D0 p
when Patare
6 Pvthen
6 Par , deduced: when(3)Ri is large,
on Σi for i = {1 . . . n}. Two
behaviors
:
Q D Car Pv ! Pat
when Pv > Par ,
u = w is enforced on the moving surface Σi , whereas when Ri is close to 0, the flow does
Car are
two constants
related to drop
the atrioventricular
and semilunar
Cat and and
not ’see’ Σwhere
there
is no pressure
across it. When
Ri isvalves,
between these
i anymore
respectively [12].
two extremes,
Σ acts as a porous surface [FGM08, CFGM11] via the interface Robin
Modelsi proposed in [13] or [14] also introduce Ohm’s law for the isovolumetric phases, namely
for Equation
condition (2.11)
2 . (1)2 . In these models, valves behave like non-ideal diodes; that is, they could be
affected by leakage: the smaller the corresponding resistance, the bigger is the leaking. The final
set of equations is

2.4.3

Choice of8
the resistive parameter
< Q D .Pv ! Pat /=Rat

when Pv 6 Pat ,
Q D .Pv ! Pat /=Rc
when Pat 6 Pv 6 Par ,
D .Pv ! Pof
when
Pv >
,
(open:orQ closed)
each
cardiac
valve
is fixed
byParthe
physics
ar /=R
ar C .P
ar ! Pat /=R
c

(4)

The status
of the problem,
and more specifically by the local values of the velocity and pressure fields near the
where Rc represents the resistance when the valves are closed.
immersed surfaces.
When
a valve
is closed,
it will
if there
positive
pressure jump
Models (2)–(4)
assume
that valves
open and close
onlyopen
under the
action ofisa a
pressure
difference.
However,
other
assumptions
can
be
made
on
the
way
the
valves
are
working.
For
example,
in
[10],
it detected
across it. On the opposite, when a valve is open, it will close if there is a backflow
is assumed that the closure is dictated by the flow reversal. The corresponding model is represented
through itsin corresponding
open
surface.
physical
decision
the flow chart reported
in Figure
2. In theThe
presentcorresponding
work, a similar condition
is adopted
to definecriteria are
the
opening
and
the
closure
of
the
valves
(Section
3).
depicted in Figure 2.11. The value of the resistive parameter Ri of each immersed surface
A different approach has been considered in [12], where a dynamic valve model based on ODE
varies accordingly
to the The
status
of itsintocorresponding
valve:interaction
when aandgiven
valve
is closed, the
has been presented.
ODE takes
account the blood–leaflet
describes
the evolution
in
time
of
the
valve
opening
angle
(Figure
3),
providing
therefore
more
accurate
information
resistive parameter of its closed configuration is large and the one of its open configuration
on the variation of the valve resistance in time.
is null; this is the opposite when the valve is open.
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Figure 2. Flow chart representation of the aortic valve modeling in [10].
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Figure 2.11 – Flow chart representation of the resistive immersed surfaces.
To conclude the presentation of the RIS model, we emphasize the fact that gradual
opening and closing of the valve cannot be achieved with the above formulation because
only the open and closed configurations of the immersed surfaces are considered. Recent
work have introduced a reduced model that handles moving resistive immersed implicit
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the aortic valve and the opening angle ! formed by its leaflets.
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surfaces to correct this flaw (see, e.g., [FFDQ17]). Despite this improvement, the RIS model
considered and used in the rest of this work will be the one introduced in Section 2.4.1.
Last, this formulation allows the simulation of blood flow patterns within the cardiac
cavities at a reduced computational cost, but at the price of neglecting parts of the cardiac
cycle, such as the isovolumetric phases (i.e., when all the valves of the ventricle are closed).
Though short-lasting, these phases play a major role in the preservation of a correct
unidirectional blood flow within the heart (see Section 1.3.1). Therefore, their correct
computation is crucial for the physiological validity of the results. We will investigate this
problem in Chapter 3.

2.5

Fluid-Structure Interactions method of cardiac valves

The numerical simulation of the mechanical interaction between elastic thin structures
(i.e., cardiac valves) and an incompressible viscous fluid (i.e., blood) is an essential ingredient
in the mathematical modeling of the left heart (as depicted previously in Figure 2.9). The
earliest three-dimensional FSI models and simulations of cardiac valves date back to the
first decade of the present century (see, e.g., [DPSB03, AGPT09, EKR+ 04, GLMP09])
and the topic has recently seen a surge of interest in the literature (see, e.g., [MGG+ 13,
HKB+ 14, KHY+ 17]).
The purpose of this section is to provide a review of some of the state-of-the-art
numerical techniques dedicated to the approximation of such FSI problems and to highlight
their specificities and limitations. The key components of the FSI methods considered
in the context of this thesis are then presented. Moreover, in all the above-mentioned
references, computational cost is recognized as one of the major difficulties in the numerical
simulation of such problems, related to the efficiency of the FSI coupling method and,
when it is modeled, to the robustness of the contact algorithm (see, e.g., [KXL+ 18]). These
points will be specifically addressed, respectively, in Sections 2.5.3.3 and 2.5.4.
We refer to [Ast10, Lan16] (and the references therein) for general introductions to
fluid-structure interaction. Particularly, we refer to [FG09] for an extensive discussion
on this topic and for the numerical treatment of the coupled problem. Finally, general
reviews of various numerical methods and their associated coupling strategies can be found
in [HWL12, Fer11a, vLAvdVS07].

2.5.1

Cardiac valves

In what follows, the choices made for the modeling of the cardiac valves are discussed
in Section 2.5.1.1 before providing the resulting model of reference in Section 2.5.1.2.
2.5.1.1

Modeling choices

Numerous studies in the scientific literature are focused on the study of the mechanical
properties of cardiac valves, indispensable prerequisite for being able to address their
correct mathematical modeling. We mention some references (see, e.g., [YCS05, SB09])
for a general overview of the properties of the artificial valves, such as the ones described
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in Section 1.5. For the native valves, described in Section 1.2.2.4, we recall that their
structure is characterized by a fibrous tissue network, which is mainly made of collagen
and elastin. In the past decade, models have been proposed to take into account these
valve tissue characteristics (see, e.g., [WKM05]) but this refined level of description clearly
outreaches the scope of this work. Therefore, we will describe the cardiac valves as general
nonlinear elastic inert materials without taking into account their fibrous tissue network
and associated properties.
Given the ratio thickness/size of their leaflets (see Section 1.2.2.4), an additional
common assumption (see, e.g., [dSGB08, AGPT09, Ast10, KHS+ 15, Lan16]) is to model
the cardiac valves as co-dimensional one structures (i.e., (d − 1)-dimensional models where
d is the dimension of the problem under analysis). These simplified (but still realistic)
dimensionally reduced problems, that we refer to as thin-walled solid models, represent a
fundamental key ingredient of the FSI numerical techniques presented later in Section 2.5.2
and considered in Chapters 5–7.
2.5.1.2

Non-linear Reissner-Mindlin beam model

We refer to Appendix C for the derivation of the thin-walled solid models in the linear
framework.
The shear-membrane-bending model (which belongs to the family of the thin-walled
solid models and whose derivation is also provided in Appendix C), extended to the
non-linear framework, will be the model of reference for the description of the cardiac
valves in the rest of this work. This model reads as follows: find the solid mid-surface
.
displacement d : Σ × R+ → Rd , the solid mid-surface velocity d : Σ × R+ → Rd and the
director vector a : Σ × R+ → Rd with unit length, |a| = 1, such that
 s .

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,a) = T
La (d,a) = 0

.

d = ∂t d

on Σ,
on Σ,

(2.12)

on Σ,

where ρs and  represent, respectively, the density of the solid and its thickness (assumed
constant). T denotes a given source term (e.g., a force per unit area) and the surface
operators (Ld ,La ) represent the strong formulation of the thin-solid elastic contributions
(we refer to Appendix C for their explicit treatment in the linear framework).
Finally, the above problem (2.12) has to be completed with initial conditions:

= d0

 d(0)
.
.
d(0) = d0


a(0) = a0

on Σ,
on Σ,

(2.13)

on Σ

and with boundary conditions (e.g., on d and/or on a) on ∂Σ.
In the rest of this work, we will also refer to (2.12) as the non-linear Reissner-Mindlin
beam model. The justification of this terminology is provided in Appendix C.
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2.5.2

Fluid-structure coupled problem

We introduce a general FSI problem setting in Section 2.5.2.1 before presenting,
in Section 2.5.2.2, the different mathematical models that will be considered through
Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
2.5.2.1

Geometric configurations and notation

We consider a fluid-structure interaction problem coupling an incompressible viscous
fluid (modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (see Section 2.2.2.2) in the
Eulerian or in the ALE formalisms) with an immersed thin-walled solid (modeled by a
non-linear Reissner-Mindlin beam model (see Section 2.5.1.2) in Lagrangian form). Let
Σ ⊂ Rd , where d = 2 or 3, be the reference configuration of the solid mid-surface. In the
context of a thin-walled solid model, Σ also corresponds to the fluid-structure interface.
The current position of the interface, denoted by Σ(t), is given in terms of the deformation
def

map φ : Σ × R+ → Rd as Σ(t) = φ(Σ,t), with φ = I Σ×R+ + d, where d denotes the
displacement of the solid. The structure is supposed to move within a fixed domain Ω ⊂ Rd
def
with boundary Γ = ∂Ω. The fluid occupies the time-dependent domain Ω(t) defined as
def

Ω(t) = Ω\Σ(t) ⊂ Rd ,
with its boundary being partitioned as ∂Ω(t) = Σ(t) ∪ Γ, as depicted in Figure 2.12.

⌦(t)

⌃(t)

⌦(t)
Figure 2.12 – The computational domain Ω.
The interface Σ(t) is assumed to be oriented by a unit surface normal vector field
denoted by nΣ . We can hence define positive and negative sides on Σ(t), with respective
def

def

unit normals n+ = nΣ and n− = −nΣ . For a given continuous field f defined in Ω
(possibly discontinuous across the interface), we define its sided–restrictions to Σ(t), denoted
def

def

by f + and f − , as f + (x) = limξ→0+ f (x + ξn+ ) and f − (x) = limξ→0+ f (x + ξn− ), for
all x ∈ Σ(t). In addition, we also define the following jump and average operators across
Σ(t):

def
def
def 1
Jf K = f + − f − , Jf nK = f + n+ + f − n− , {{f }} =
f+ + f− .
2
def

Finally, in order to ease the presentation, we introduce the notation φt = φ(·,t), for all
field φ defined in Ω × R+ .
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Coupled problem in different formalisms

In this section, three different formulations of the FSI problem are successively introduced: the Eulerian-Lagrangian, the ALE-Lagrangian and the mixed ALE-EulerianLagrangian ones.
Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation of the coupled problem: Considering the Eulerian form of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.1), the first non-linear coupled problem
considered reads as follows: find the fluid velocity and pressure u : Ω × R+ → Rd ,
.
p : Ω × R+ → R, the solid displacement and velocity d : Σ × R+ → Rd , d : Σ × R+ → Rd
and the unit director vector a : Σ × R+ → Rd such that
 f
f

 ρ ∂t u + ρ u · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) = 0 in Ω(t),
(2.14)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω(t),


u = 0 on Γ,
 s .
on Σ,

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,a) = T
La (d,a) = 0
on Σ,
(2.15)

.

d = ∂t d on Σ,

φ = I Σ×R+ + d, Σ(t) = φ(Σ,t), Ω(t) = Ω\Σ(t),



.

u = d ◦ φ−1
on Σ(t),
(2.16)
ˆ
ˆ t


−1

 T ·y =−
Jσ(u, p)nK · y ◦ φt ,
Σ

Σ(t)

for all smooth test function y : Σ → Rd . The
initial conditions:

u(0) = u0




 d(0) = d0
.
.

d(0) = d0




a(0) = a0

above problem has to be completed with
on Ω(0),
on Σ,
on Σ,

(2.17)

on Σ

and with boundary conditions on Γ and ∂Σ.
The three lines in (2.16) enforce, respectively, the geometric, the kinematic and the
dynamic interface coupling. (2.16)1 represents the fact that the fluid control volume Ω(t)
follows the motion of the interface Σ(t). (2.16)2 ensures the continuity of the velocity at
the interface Σ(t) (as the fluid sticks to it due to its viscosity) and (2.16)3 represents the
balance of stresses at the interface Σ(t) (also known as Newton’s third law).
Remark 2.2
As denoted in Section 2.5.2.1, the solid mid-surface Σ is fully identified with the fluidstructure interface, (i.e., the beam thickness effects are neglected in the interface coupling).
This is a commonly used simplification when coupling thin-walled media (see, e.g., [CF03]).
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Remark 2.3
The coupled problem (2.14)–(2.16) has an inherent mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian nature,
which is a direct consequence of the presence of the maps φt and φ−1
in the interface
t
coupling (2.16). This introduces additional (geometrical) non-linearities.

ALE-Lagrangian formulation of the coupled problem: We first recall some notations coming from Section 2.2.2.2. The moving control volume Ω(t) is assumed to be
b
b × R+ → Rd is a one-to-one mapping
parametrizable as Ω(t) = A(Ω,t),
where A : Ω
f
f
given by the relation A = I Ω×R
+ + d , in terms of the fluid domain displacement d (see
b
Figure 2.13).

A(·, t)

b
⌦
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Figure 2.13 – Definition of the ALE map in the ALE-Lagrangian formulation.

The geometrical compatibility between the fluid and solid domains can hence be
guaranteed through a relation of the type df = L (d), where L (d) represents a suitable
b which vanishes on Γ. Note that df can be arbitrarily defined in
lifting of d from Σ to Ω
b
Ω\Σ.
We also recall that by a simple use of the chain rule (see Section 2.2.2.2), we have
the following relation:
∂t u = ∂t |A u − w · ∇u,
(2.18)
def

where ∂t · |A denotes the ALE time derivative and w = ∂t df the fluid domain velocity.
Using the above relations and considering the ALE form of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.7), the second non-linear coupled problem considered reads as follows: find the
b × R+ → Rd , the fluid velocity u
b × R+ → Rd , the fluid
b:Ω
fluid domain displacement df : Ω
b × R+ → R, the solid mid-surface displacement d : Σ × R+ → Rd , the solid
pressure pb : Ω
.
mid-surface velocity d : Σ × R+ → Rd and the unit director vector a : Σ × R+ → Rd , such
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that
 f
f

 ρ ∂t |A u + ρ (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) = 0
∇·u=0


u=0
 s .
on Σ,

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,a) = T
La (d,a) = 0
on Σ,

.

d = ∂t d on Σ,

df = L (d) , w = ∂t df , A = I Ω×R

+
b





φ = I Σ×R+ + d, Σ(t) = φ(Σ,t),


.

in Ω(t),
on Γ,
(2.20)
+ df ,

.

−1
u = d ◦ φ−1
on Σ(t),
t = d ◦ At


ˆ
ˆ
ˆ



−1

 T ·y =−
Jσ(u, p)nK · y ◦ φt = −
Σ

Σ(t)

(2.19)

in Ω(t),

Σ(t)

b t),
Ω(t) = A(Ω,

(2.21)

Jσ(u, p)nK · y ◦ A−1
t ,

for all smooth function y : Σ → Rd . The above problem has to be completed with initial
conditions similar to (2.17) and with boundary conditions on Γ and ∂Σ.
Similarly to what has been emphasized for (2.16), the two lines (2.21)1 and (2.21)2
enforce the geometric interface coupling. (2.21)3 and (2.21)4 enforce, respectively, the
kinematic and the dynamic interface coupling.
Remark 2.4
The fundamental relation which justifies the terminology “ALE-Lagrangian” used in this
formulation is the following:
−1
A−1
on Σ(t).
(2.22)
t = φt
Physically speaking, (2.22) represents the fact that df is dictated by the distortion of the
structure: df does match with d on Σ(t).
Mixed ALE-Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation of the coupled problem: We now
consider a mixed ALE-Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation of the coupled problem. The two
main differences with the previous formulations is that (i) a given displacement field dw is
now applied on a sub-part Σwall (t) of the fluid boundary defined as Σwall (t) = ∂Ω(t)\Γ (see
Figure 2.14) and (ii) the domain Ω(t) is obtained thanks to a map A which is independent
of the displacement d of the structure.
b
The moving control volume Ω(t) is still assumed to be parametrizable as Ω(t) = A(Ω,t),
+
d
b
where A : Ω × R → R is a one-to-one mapping given by the relation A = I b + + df ,
Ω×R

in terms of the fluid domain displacement df . df is obtained through a relation of the type
b which
df = Lwall (dw ), where Lwall (dw ) represents a suitable lifting of dw from Σwall to Ω
f
b
vanishes on Γ. Note that d can be arbitrarily defined in Ω\Σwall and does not depend on
d.
Using the above relations and considering the ALE form of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.7), the third non-linear coupled problem considered reads as follows: find the fluid
b × R+ → Rd , the fluid velocity u
b × R+ → Rd , the fluid
b :Ω
domain displacement df : Ω
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Figure 2.14 – Definition of the ALE map in the mixed ALE-Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation.

b × R+ → R, the solid mid-surface displacement d : Σ × R+ → Rd , the solid
pressure pb : Ω
.
mid-surface velocity d : Σ × R+ → Rd and the unit director vector a : Σ × R+ → Rd , such
that
 f
ρ ∂t |A u + ρf (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p) = 0 in Ω(t),





∇ · u = 0 in Ω(t),
(2.23)

u
=
0
on
Γ,




u = w on Σwall (t),
 s .
on Σ,

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,a) = T
La (d,a) = 0
on Σ,
(2.24)

.

d = ∂t d on Σ,

f
b t)\Σ(t),
Ω(t) = A(Ω,
df = Lwall (dw ) , w = ∂t df , A = I Ω×R

+ + d ,
b





ψ = I Σwall ×R+ + dw , Σwall (t) = ψ(Σwall ,t),




φ = I Σ×R+ + d, Σ(t) = φ(Σ,t),
.


u = d ◦ φ−1
on Σ(t),



ˆ
ˆ t




Jσ(u, p)nK · y ◦ φ−1
 T ·y =−
t ,
Σ

Σ(t)

(2.25)

for all smooth function y : Σ → Rd . The above problem has to be completed with initial
conditions similar to (2.17) and with boundary conditions on Γ and ∂Σ.
Similarly to what has been emphasized for (2.16), the three lines (2.25)1 , (2.25)2
and (2.25)3 enforce the geometric interface coupling. (2.25)4 and (2.25)5 enforce, respectively, the kinematic and the dynamic interface coupling.

Remark 2.5
The fundamental relations which justify the terminology “mixed ALE-Eulerian-Lagrangian”
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used in this formulation are the following:
−1
A−1
t 6= φt

A−1
t

=

on Σ(t),

ψ −1
t

(2.26)

on Σwall (t).

Physically speaking and contrary to (2.22), (2.26)1 and (2.26)2 represent the fact that df
is no more dictated by the distortion of the structure but now by the given distortion of
the fluid boundary Σwall (t): df does not match with d on Σ(t) but does match with dw on
Σwall (t).
2.5.2.3

Energy balance

From the energetic point of view, we define the system mechanical energy E(t) as
def

ˆ

E(t) =

Ω(t)

ρf 2
|u| +
2

ˆ
Σ

ρs  . 2
|d| +
2

ˆ
Σ

1 2
|d| ,
2

for all t ∈ R+ . The first two terms account for the kinetic energy whereas the last one stands
for the elastic potential energy. For the three coupled systems (2.14)–(2.16), (2.19)–(2.21)
and (2.23)–(2.25), the following proposition holds:
Proposition 2.1
Assuming that the system is isolated, then the following energy inequality holds:
E(t) ≤ E(0).

(2.27)

Proof. We refer to [FG09] for the proof of the energy balance (2.27) in the ALE-Lagrangian
case.

2.5.3

Numerical methods

In what follows, various available numerical techniques for this type of coupled problems
are reviewed according to two classification criteria: the spatial discretization of the FSI
problem (see Section 2.5.3.1) and the nature of the splitting between the fluid and the
structure solvers (see Sections 2.5.3.2 and 2.5.3.3).
2.5.3.1

Spatial discretization

The spatial discretization of FSI problems generally depends on the amount of solid
displacement within the fluid. Problems featuring moderate interface displacements can be
successfully simulated using (moving) fitted meshes with an ALE description of the fluid
which follows the motion of the interface (see Figure 2.15). The fact that the fluid and
solid meshes fit at their interface guarantees the accurate computation of the transmission
conditions. In particular, the discontinuous features of the fluid pressure solution can be
straightforwardly incorporated within this framework by duplicating the pressure degrees
of freedom at the interface.
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(a) Initial configuration.

(b) Displaced configuration.

Figure 2.15 – Illustration of fitted fluid and solid meshes.
Nevertheless, for problems involving large structural deflections with solids that might
come into contact (where blood-cardiac valve interaction clearly represents a possible
application), the ALE formalism becomes cumbersome (see, e.g., the resulting skewed
fluid elements when contact occurs in Figure 2.16b). A preferred approach in this case
is to combine an Eulerian formalism in the fluid with an unfitted mesh discretization, in
which the fluid-structure interface deforms independently of a background fluid mesh (see
Figure 2.16). Among these approaches, we can mention the Immersed Boundary (IB) (see,
e.g., [Pes02, BCG11]) and the FD methods (see, e.g., [GPHJ99, Baa01, DPSB03, AGPT09,
BCG15, BG17]), which keep a Lagrangian formalism for the solid, and the methodologies
based on a fully Eulerian formalism for the fluid (see, e.g., [CMM08, Ric13]).

(a) Initial configuration.

(b) Displaced configuration.

Figure 2.16 – Illustration of unfitted fluid and solid meshes.
In general, these unfitted mesh approaches are known to be inaccurate in space, because
the discrete treatment of the interface conditions and/or the fluid spatial discretization
do/does not allow for discrete discontinuities across the interface, which often yields severe
mass loss across the interface. Mesh adaptation can alleviate these issues (e.g., [HFCC13])
but does not cure the problem. The eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM), which
combines a cut-FEM methodology with a local enrichment (see, e.g., [ZL08, GW08, ST11]),
overcomes these issues but at the price of introducing additional unknowns (Lagrange multipliers) and a degradation of robustness (with respect to the interface cuts). These difficulties
have been recently circumvented by the Nitsche-XFEM method reported in [AFFL16, BF14].
The superior accuracy properties of cut-FEM approaches comes at a price: these methods
demand a much more involved computer implementation and require a specific evaluation
of the interface intersections (see, e.g., [AFFL16]). In Chapter 5, we will compare the
above-mentioned fitted and unfitted meshes methods on a benchmark of 2D numerical
examples in order to assess their respective accuracy. The objective is to illustrate and to
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discuss the advantages and limitations of each method.
2.5.3.2

Coupling approaches

The content of this section is inspired from [Lan16].
At the discrete level, the above-mentioned numerical methods must satisfy the different transmission conditions (see (2.16), (2.21) or (2.25) depending on the considered
formulation), made of the kinematic and dynamic coupling conditions and of the geometrical compatibility between the fluid and solid computational domains. A straightforward way to satisfy them is to simultaneously solve the fluid and the structure subproblems in an unified mathematical
Monolithic framework. This is the monolithic approach (see,
e.g., [BQQ08a, RW10, GKW11, CDFQ11, MMH12]), depicted in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 – Illustration of the monolithic approach. The fluid F and the solid S
subproblems are simultaneously solved, in a single block, at a given time-step before
proceeding to the next one.
A monolithic method can deliver unconditional stability and optimal accuracy [FG09],
but at the price of solving a computationally demanding coupled problem at each timestep. Moreover, this approach results in a global solver which is not easily adaptable.
In particular, designing efficient global preconditioners and maintaining state-of-the-art
numerical techniques in each of its subproblems becomes quickly cumbersome.
Therefore, a common alternative is to consider two distinct fluid and structure subproblems which are separately solved with their respective mesh and numerical techniques. This
is the partitioned approach
(see, e.g., [FM05, BNV08, DBHV08, Van11, BK12, NPV13]),
Partitioned
depicted in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 – Illustration of the partitioned approach. The fluid F and the solid S
subproblems are separately solved, in two distinct blocks, at a given time-step before
proceeding to the next one.
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A partitioned method represents an attractive solution because, within this approach,
independent efficient solvers can be easily maintained and coupled together. Nevertheless,
from the computational point of view, this modularity does not always mean superior
efficiency over the monolithic approach (see, e.g., [BQQ08a, GKW11]). Another major
difference between the two above-mentioned approaches concerns the interfacial conditions.
In the monolithic approach, the interfacial data is exchanged between homogeneous
subproblems coexisting in a single block. In the partitioned approach, this data must be
adapted to the heterogeneous nature of the subproblems.
In the rest of this work, we will only consider partitioned procedures, simpler to handle
thanks to their versatility.
2.5.3.3

Coupling schemes within the partitioned approach

The way the kinematic-dynamic coupling is enforced between the fluid and solid
subsystems determines the so-called coupling scheme: implicit or explicit, as detailed in
the following. In Chapter 6, we will provide some examples of such coupling schemes and
discuss them in the context of the FD method.
Remark 2.6
No particular treatment of the geometric compatibility condition has been specified so far.
In this thesis, this condition will always be treated in an explicit fashion. Therefore, the term
“implicit”, used in the following, refers to the implicit treatment of the kinematic-dynamic
coupling and to the explicit treatment of the geometric coupling.
Implicit coupling: This type of coupling is characterized by the existence of inner
Implicit
iterations between the fluid
and the solid subproblems at each time-step. Its corresponding
workflow is depicted in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19 – Illustration of the implicit coupling for the partitioned approach. F and
S represent, respectively, the fluid and the solid subproblems. The arrows in oval shape
represent the inners iterations between F and S at each time-step. A tolerance parameter
(not specified here) controls the number of computed inner iterations before proceeding to
the next time-step.
Performing inner iterations at each time-step allows to enforce the transmission conditions with high accuracy [FG09]. Therefore, this type of method is also said to be “strongly
coupled”.

2.5. Fluid-Structure Interactions method of cardiac valves
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Explicit coupling: This type of coupling is characterized by the absence of inner
Explicit
iterations between the fluid
and the solid subproblems at each time-step, contrary to the
implicit coupling. Its corresponding workflow is depicted in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20 – Illustration of the explicit coupling for the partitioned approach. F and
S represent, respectively, the fluid and the solid subproblems. At a given instant, each
subproblem is called only once in a fixed sequential order (F then S) before proceeding to
the next time-step.
The absence of inner iterations at each time-step allows a cheaper approach in terms of
computational time, which is particularly interesting for the 3D cardiac hemodynamics
simulations investigated in the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the price to pay is that
the coupling conditions are no more exactly enforced but now simply approached, resulting
in a degradation of accuracy [FG09]. Therefore, this type of coupling is also said to be
“weakly coupled”.
Another major drawback of this type of explicit scheme is that numerical instabilities
are observed in the context of the simulation of cardiac hemodynamics. The origin of these
instabilities can be explained by an effect called the added-mass effect [CGN05, FWR07],
ρs
characterized by the value of the density ratio f . It has been proved in [CGN05] that, for
ρ
a given geometry, numerical instabilities can be experienced in loosely coupled partitioned
algorithms as soon as this ratio is lower than a certain threshold, which is always the case
for blood and cardiac valves [CGN05, FWR07, vB09, Ast10].
Over the last decade, significant advances have been achieved in the development
and in the analysis of fluid-solid splitting schemes that avoid strong coupling, without
compromising stability and accuracy. In the majority of these studies, the spatial discretization is based on body fitted fluid meshes (see, e.g., [FGG07, QQ07, BQQ08b, BF09,
GGCC09, BCG+ 13, Fer13, FMV13, BHS14, FMV15, FLV15, LVCF17]) which makes it
become cumbersome or unfeasible in the presence of large interface deflections or of topological changes (e.g., due to contact between solids). In this case, the alternative is to
consider an unfitted mesh formulation, in which the fluid mesh is independent of the solid
mesh (see, e.g., [Pes02, LCB06, ZL08, GW08, ST11, dSGB08, AGPT09, BCG11, BF14,
KHS+ 15, BCG15, AFFL16, KDP18]). Within the unfitted mesh framework, splitting
schemes which avoid strong coupling are rare in the literature. In fact, we are only aware of
the methods reported in [BCG11, Ann17, KLC18], using immersed boundary or fictitious
domain methods, and in [BF14, AFFL16, KDP18], using unfitted Nitsche based methods
with cut-elements. The fundamental drawback of explicit coupling schemes, reported in
[BCG11, BF14, KDP18, KLC18], is that their stability/accuracy demands severe time-step
restrictions or is limited by the amount of added-mass effect.
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These issues have been recently circumvented in [AFFL16, Ann17], by borrowing the
ideas of [Fer13, FMV13] where explicit Robin-Neumann schemes are proposed, but at the
price of compromising the explicit nature of the coupling scheme. Indeed, the resulting
methods are only semi-implicit (see also [FL15]).
Semi-implicit coupling: The type of semi-implicit coupling considered here consists
in a fractional-step time-marching in the structure: the contribution of the structure
inertial effects are coupled with the fluid in an implicit way whereas the contribution of
the structure elastic effects are coupled with the fluid in an explicit way. Its corresponding
Semi-implicit
workflow is depicted in
Figure 2.21. Other types of fractional-step time-marching exist in
the literature (see, e.g., [GGCC09, Fer11b, BCG+ 13, LMRHZ13]).
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Figure 2.21 – Illustration of the semi-implicit coupling for the partitioned approach. F ,
S i and S e represent, respectively, the fluid, the solid inertia and the solid elasticity
subproblems. The arrows in oval shape represent the inners iterations between F and
Implicit avec l’inertie et explicite avec l’élastique
S i at each time-step. A tolerance parameter (not specified here) controls the number of
computed inner iterations before proceeding to the explicit coupling with S e . Finally, after
one call of S e , we proceed to the next time-step.
This semi-implicit coupling, enforcing a specific implicit/explicit treatment of the
transmissions conditions, represents a stable and less computationally onerous alternative
to classical strong coupling approaches [Fer13]. In particular, the implicit part of the
coupling guarantees stability, while the explicit one reduces computational complexity.
In Chapter 6, we will introduce and analyze a new explicit coupling scheme for FD
approximations of FSI problems in cardiac hemodynamics with immersed thin-walled
structures, obtained starting from this semi-implicit coupling scheme and which overcomes
the above-mentioned stability and accuracy issues. The definitions of S i and S e will also
be specified.

2.5.4

Contact modeling

As detailed in Section 1.2.2.4, the main function of cardiac valves is to open and close
in order to regulate intracardiac blood flow. Therefore, the contact between their leaflets
must be necessary taken into account in the FSI models in order to compute physiological
numerical simulations. Despite its crucial importance, studies addressing it are still
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very preliminary (see, e.g., [vLAvdV06, AGPT09, MPGW10, KXL+ 18]), highlighting the
complexity of this singular problem.
The purpose of this section is to introduce the way the contact is handled in this
work. In Section 2.5.4.1, we present the fundamental considered approach for modeling the
contact before providing an overview of its numerical implementation in Sections 2.5.4.2
and 2.5.4.3.
In what follows, the contact is assumed to be frictionless and soft, characterized by the
fact that only displacements in the normal direction are constrained. Other approaches for
the approximation of the contact exist in the literature (see, e.g., [SDL13] for a surface
potential framework and [KXL+ 18] for a repulsive volumetric potential framework) but
will not be addressed here. Moreover, no additional forces due to the lubrication of the
structures by the surrounding fluid are considered. In spite of these simplifications, this
problem is still complex to handle as the induced contact constraints are non-convex, as
detailed in Sections 2.5.4.2 and 2.5.4.3.
2.5.4.1

⌃(t)
⌦(t)
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Fundamental approach

The fundamental idea of the contact modeling considered in this work is summarized
in what follows. When the distance between a given elastic structure and its respective
contact surface (which can be, e.g., a simple straight wall (see Figure 2.22) or another
elastic structure (see Figure 2.23)) is greater than a tolerance value εg (also termed gap),
nothing happens. When this tolerance value is reached, a contact force is applied on the
structures nodes where this condition is satisfied [dSGB08]. The purpose of this contact
force, which coexists with the hydrodynamic forces and which is applied in the same
way [dSGB08], is to prevent the structure body to penetrate the contact surface. Contact
occurs as long as the tolerance value is reached by at least one single node of the elastic
structure (or equivalently, as long as the amplitude of this additional contact force applied
on this node is a non-zero value).
contact
structure contact
colliding with a simple
Initial The
state approximation of the
Real
contact in the case of a Approximated
straight wall in 2D is depicted in Figure 2.22.
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(a) No contact.

(b) Realistic contact.
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(c) Approximated contact.

Figure 2.22 – Two-dimensional illustrations of the way the contact is approximated for the
structure-wall case.
A natural extension is to consider the contact between two elastic structures. Acting on
the same principle as the simple structure-wall case, the approximation of the contact in
the case of a structure colliding with another structure in 2D is depicted in Figure 2.23. We
refer to Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.3 for some illustrations of this structure-structure contact,
respectively, in 2D and in 3D.
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(a) No contact.

(b) Realistic contact.
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(c) Approximated contact.

Figure 2.23 – Two-dimensional illustrations of the way the contact is approximated for the
structure-structure case.

Another natural extension of the considered approach consists in the n-structures
contact (where n ≥ 3), not represented here. This type of contact occurs, for instance, in
the case of the aortic valve where n = 3 leaflets can interact and coapt together. We refer
to [AGPT09] and to the numerical experiment of Section 7.3.2 for an illustration of such
multi-body contact.

Remark 2.7
The way the contact is approximated, as illustrated above, violates the balance of stresses
(also known as Newton’s third law) at the interface Σ. As depicted in Figures 2.22b
and 2.23b for cases of realistic contact, when contact occurs for some structures nodes, the
balance of stresses predicts that the force applied on these nodes is equal to the contact
force. As depicted in Figures 2.22c and 2.23c for cases of approximated contact, a thin fluid
layer of thickness εg remains in the contact zone. This thin layer induces hydrodynamic
forces which add up to the contact force resulting in a balance of stresses different from
the one obtained with the realistic contact and hence physically wrong.
Recent studies have replaced this thin fluid layer by a porous medium Ωp (see,
e.g., [ASV+ 18]). This porous medium allows a consistent approach of the fluid-structurecontact interaction where the Newton’s third law is ensured [ASV+ 18]. Illustrations of
the previous cases in the presence of an intermediate porous medium Ωp are provided in
Figure 2.24.
Note that the definition of this porous medium Ωp is straightforward for the structurewall case (see Figure 2.24a) but becomes very cumbersome for the structure-structure case
(see Figure 2.24b) where Ωp is no more fixed but evolves with the distortion of the leaflets
within the fluid domain. This major difficulty justifies the choice of working with the first
above-mentioned approach for the contact (depicted in Figures 2.22c and 2.23c), able to
provide satisfying results [dSGB08, AGPT09] despite not being realistic from a physical
standpoint.

Approximated contact with two valves
2.5. Fluid-Structure Interactions
method of cardiac valves

Approximated contact with porous interface
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(a) Structure-wall case.

(b) Structure-structure case.

Figure 2.24 – Two-dimensional illustrations of the way the contact is approximated for the
structure-wall and the structure-structure cases with the use of an intermediate porous
medium Ωp colored in yellow.
2.5.4.2

Algorithm and numerical implementation

The content of this section is inspired from [Ast10].
This algorithm has been developed in the context of previous PhD research works
(see [dS07, Ast10]) and is dedicated to the contact between the leaflets of a cardiac
valve. Only the general ideas are detailed here and we refer the interested reader
to [AGPT09, dSGB08] for additional information about the algorithm and to [Pan11]
for the mathematical approach of the contact (and more particularly to the definition of
the (non-)convex neighborhood U detailed in what follows).
To describe the main structure of the algorithm, we need to introduce the following
notations: M denotes the family of M immersed solids M = (M1 , M2 , ..., MM ), TH a P1
finite element mesh of M and X a space of continuous functions defined as

X = ϕ ∈ C 0 (M; Rd ), ϕ|T ∈ P1 , ∀T ∈ TH ,

where d is equal to 2 or 3, depending on the dimension of the problem. ϕ is a function
representing the position of the structure and ϕΣ is its restriction to the interface Σ.
This deformation ϕ : ∪i={1...M} Mi → Rd is determined by solving at each time-step the
following structure minimization problem:
inf J(ϕ),

ϕ∈U

(2.28)

with
U = {ϕ ∈ X, dist(ϕ(T1 ),ϕ(T2 )) ≥ εg , ∀T1 , T2 ∈ TH such that T1 ∩ T2 = ∅},

(2.29)

where J : U → R stands for the energy of the structure, “dist” the standard Euclidian
distance, εg the considered tolerance gap between and ϕ(Ti ) the current position of a finite
element mesh P1 of Mi , where i ∈ {1,...,M}.
Note that the set of constraints (2.29) is clearly non-convex, inducing severe difficulties
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in the minimization problem (2.28) for the research of the global minimum. These difficulties
can be circumvented by turning this non-convex problem into a sequence of problems with
convex constraints, better suited for classical optimization methods. This is made possible
thanks to some geometrical assumptions, detailed in [Pan11, AGPT09]), which result into
the definition of a convex neighborhood for the above problem (2.28). The price to pay
is that at convergence, ϕ does not satisfy a priori the optimal conditions of the original
problem. However, the induced error is proved to be only of order O(h) [Pan11].
The proposed algorithm is made of three interlinked loops. The external loop (Loop
1) handles the fluid-structure coupling. The first inner loop (Loop 2) builds a sequence of
convex sets, denoted by C(ϕk ), which replaces (2.29) for the resolution of the minimization
problem (2.28) handled in the second inner loop (Loop 3). Each loop possesses its own
stopping criterion. The algorithmic formulation of the above explanation is summarized
in [AGPT09] by the following steps:
j
Loop 1: Fluid-Structure Iterate on j until kϕj+1
Σ − ϕΣ k ≤ εfsi :

1. Solve the fluid problem: given the structures deformation ϕjΣ , compute the fluid
velocity and pressure (uj , pj ).
2. Compute the load exerted by the fluid σ f,j .
3. Loop 2: Sequence of convex minimization problems
Iterate on k until kϕj,k+1 − ϕj,k k ≤ εC :
(a) Definition of a convex neighborhood C(ϕj,k ) of ϕj,k .

(b) Loop 3: Minimization with convex constraints
Uzawa algorithm (tolerance εcvx ) to solve the convex structure problem


j,k+1
ϕ
= arg
inf
J(ψ) .
ψ∈C(ϕj,k )

More details about the numerical methods considered for the resolution of each loop
can be found in [AGPT09]. In what follows, the numerical implementation of the most
inner loop – Loop 3 – is further detailed as its resolution is crucial for the overall efficiency
of the whole contact algorithm.
2.5.4.3

Uzawa algorithm for saddle point problems

To solve the most inner loop, various methods – like penalization or relaxation with
projection – exist but lead to important changes in the architecture of the existing
structure solver. In order to minimize these modifications, the preferred alternative is the
maximization of a dual energy thanks to a gradient method with projection.
In what follows, (V , k·k) denotes a real Hilbert space, where previous U , given by (2.29),
is a subset of V . We consider the Lagrangian as a function L : V × (R+ )M → R defined as
L(v,µ) = J(v) + µ · F (v), (v, µ) ∈ V × (R+ )M ,
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where M is the number of immersed solids and F represents the vector of constraint
functions that must verify the following inequalities:
Fi (v) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ {1,...,M}.
Physically speaking, for any i ∈ {1,...,M}, µi can be interpreted as the Lagrange multiplier
associated to the constraint Fi .
The benefits of using L instead of J is that the resolution of (2.28) can be done on the
whole space V instead of the non-convex subset U as detailed in the following proof.
Proof. If we do define the function J : V ⊃ U → R as
J (v) =

sup
µ∈(R+ )M

L(v, µ) =

(

J(v) if

Fi (v) ≤ 0,

+∞ if

∃ i ∈ {1,...,M} such that Fi (v) > 0,

∀i ∈ {1,...,M},

then it leads directly to the following equalities:
inf J(v) = inf J (v) = inf

v∈U

v∈V

v∈V

sup
µ∈(R+ )M

!

L(v,µ) .

The first term with J considers the subset U whereas the other terms with J and L
consider the whole space V . This completes the proof.
We also introduce the dual energy G : (R+ )M → R as
G(µ) = inf L(v,µ)
v∈V

and the saddle point defined below.
Definition 2.1
(u,λ) is a saddle point of L in U × (R+ )M if and only if
J (u) = inf J (v) =
v∈V

sup
µ∈(R+ )M

G(µ) = G(λ).

If we apply the previous definition to our problem, we get the following result:
!
inf J(v) = inf J (v) = inf

v∈U

v∈V

v∈V

sup

µ∈(R+ )M

L(v,µ)

=

sup

µ∈(R+ )M

G(µ),

which is of fundamental interest as the projection on an arbitrary convex is generally
difficult compared to the one on (R+ )M .
The two steps of the Uzawa algorithm are detailed below. For the sake of clarity, the
superscript j used in the previous Section is omitted here.
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1. First, we begin with the primal problem. Let u(µ) be the solution of the following
minimization problem without constraints:


u(µ) = arg inf L(v,µ) .
(2.30)
v∈V

By definition, we have
G(µ) = J(u(µ)) + µ · F (u(µ))
and, by deriving with respect to µ,
G 0 (µ) = F (u(µ)) + h J 0 (u(µ)) + µ · F 0 (u(µ)), u0 (µ)i.

(2.31)

As u verifies the following equation:
∂L
(u,µ) = 0,
∂v
we have

J 0 (u(µ)) + µ · F 0 (u(µ)) = 0

and by reinserting this into (2.31), we get
G 0 (µ) = F (u(µ)).
2. Then, we consider the dual problem. Let λ be the solution of the following maximization problem on the closed convex (R+ )M :
!
λ = arg

sup

µ∈(R+ )M

G(µ) .

(2.32)

λ is then obtained thanks to a gradient method with projection on (R+ )M denoted
by Π(R+ )M :


λk+1 = Π(R+ )M λk + αG 0 (λk ) ,

where α is the step size of the gradient method.

Based on the above description, the whole loop of minimization with convex constraints
(Loop 3) can be finally summarized by the following two steps:


k
k
First step : u = arg inf L(v, λ ) ,
v∈V
(2.33)


Second step : λk+1 = Π(R+ )M λk + αF (uk ) .
Towards a more efficient implementation: The efficiency of resolution of this most
inner loop is of major concern as the number of iterations might greatly increase when the
computed contact forces are important and the structures thin, which is the case for the
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simulation of cardiac valves.
Therefore, despite its ease of implementation, other optimization methods, known to
perform better than this gradient method with projection step (2.33)2 where the step
size is fixed, have been investigated and used to improve the overall efficiency of the
contact algorithm. For this purpose, we have used the Method of Moving Asymptotes
(MMA) algorithm available with the NLopt library. NLopt7 is a free/open-source library
for non-linear optimization, providing a common interface for various implementations
of optimization routines. MMA8 is an algorithm dedicated to non-linear constrained
gradient-based optimization and we refer to [Sva02] for further information about its
implementation.

2.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, the modeling and the simulation of cardiac hemodynamics has been
addressed. First, the geometrical description of the left heart as well as standard models
of blood flow, key components of realistic simulations, have been presented. It has been
physically justified that blood can be assumed to be homogeneous, incompressible and
Newtonian and thus governed by the Navier-Stokes equations in their Eulerian or ALE
formulations. Then, the preferred coupling strategy considered in this work has been
described and its benefits highlighted: it consists in a simplified heart model one-way
kinematically uncoupled with a 3D blood flow model. This common approach ensures an
overall reduced computational complexity compared to fully coupled solutions.
For the purpose of realistic simulations, this blood flow model needs to be two-way
coupled with a model of cardiac valves. Based on the degree of complexity adopted for
their modeling (i.e., whether or not their dynamics is considered), two main methods
have been introduced and widely discussed: the RIS and the FSI ones. For each of them
and particularly for the latter one, we have reviewed various formulations and associated
state-of-the-art numerical techniques in order to assess their respective strengths and
limitations. Finally, the contact between several elastic structures, which is specific to the
FSI approach, has been addressed. We have detailed the way it is modeled in this work as
well as its numerical implementation.
The content of this chapter will be the fundamental mathematical background of the
work presented in the rest of this thesis, in Parts II and III, for the RIS and the FSI models,
respectively.

7
8

See https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
See https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/NLopt_Algorithms/.

Part II

Simulation of intracardiac
blood flow with a simplified
model of valves

Chapter 3

Augmented resistive immersed surfaces
valve model for the simulation of cardiac
hemodynamics with isovolumetric phases

In order to reduce the complexity of cardiac hemodynamics simulations, one-way coupling
approaches are often considered for the modeling of the immersed valves as an alternative to
complex FSI models. A possible shortcoming of these simplified approaches is the difficulty
to correctly capture the pressure dynamics during the isovolumetric phases. In this chapter,
we propose an enhanced RIS model of cardiac valves which overcomes this issue. The
benefits of the model are investigated and tested in blood flow simulations of the left heart.
The results presented in this chapter have been reported in:
• L. Boilevin-Kayl, A. This, M.A. Fernández and J.F. Gerbeau, Augmented Resistive Immersed Surfaces valve model for the simulation of cardiac
hemodynamics with isovolumetric phases. International Journal for Numerical Methods in Biomedical Engineering, in press, 2019. Available online:
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01944798.
• L. Boilevin-Kayl, A. This, M.A. Fernández and J.F. Gerbeau, An efficient valve
model based on resistive immersed surfaces enhanced with physiological
data. CMBE 2017 – 5th International Conference on Computational and Mathematical Biomedical Engineering, April 2017, Pittsburgh, United States. Available online:
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01519602.
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3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a new simplified modeling approach which fixes the problem
of definition of the isovolumetric phases mentioned in Section 2.4. Starting from the
RIS model for valves dynamics [AHSG12] described in Section 2.4.1, we introduce an
additional interface term which controls the ventricle pressure when both valves are closed.
This term involves ventricle pressure data coming either from measurements or from
external electromechanical simulations, hence the terminology augmented RIS model. The
fundamental idea of the proposed approach is that, under some basic assumptions and
for moderate values of the resistive parameters, the simulated fluid pressure within the
ventricle can be regulated in terms of the external pressures, the volume variation and the
provided pressure data. Two three-dimensional numerical examples are proposed to test
the new model and to assess the validity of its related assumptions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides an estimation of
the pressure within an enclosed cavity obtained with the original RIS model and introduces
the new augmented one. In Section 3.3, two three-dimensional numerical examples are
presented. Finally, a summary of the main results are given in Section 3.4.

3.2

Problem setting and mathematical models

In this section, we first briefly recall the original RIS model [FGM08, AHSG12] as well
as its spatial and temporal discretization in the context of its application to a moving
cavity enclosed by multiple immersed valves. Then, an estimate of the intracavity pressure
in the resulting setting is provided. This analysis motivates the derivation of the ARIS
model, whose goal is to properly control this intracavity pressure during the isovolumetric
phases.

3.2.1

Original RIS model

We refer to Section 2.4.1 for the description of the original RIS model, given by (2.8).
For the sake of clarity, in the rest of this chapter, we remind that Ω will refer to Ω(t),
∂Ω to ∂Ω(t), Σi to Σi (t) and Ri to Ri (t). We also recall that J·K represents the jump
operator, initially introduced in (2.10)1 , whereas J·KΣi represents its specific application on
the immersed surface Σi .
The fully discrete approximation of (2.8)–(2.9) is detailed in what follows. We denote
def

τ > 0 the time-step length and we define tn = nτ for n ∈ N. For any tensorial field q, we
denote q n the value of this field evaluated at time tn for n ∈ N. For the sake of clarity, f f
is assumed to be equal to 0.
As regards the discretization in space, a stabilized finite element method is considered,
namely the couple of finite elements P1 /P1 . To this purpose, we consider a family of
{Th }0<h<1 of the reference fluid domain Ω which are fitted to the (reference) valve surfaces
Σi . The discrete space for the velocity V h ⊂ [H 1 (Ω)]3 is the standard Lagrange finite
element space of continuous piece-wise affine functions. The pressure space Qh ⊂ L2 (Ω) is
also made of piece-wise affine functions which are globally continuous except across Σi .
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This allows to correctly capture the pressure jumps when the cardiac valves, represented
by Σi , are closed [AHSG12]. This has been achieved by considering fluid meshes which are
fitted to these immersed surfaces.
Finally, combining the temporal and spatial
discretization, we get the following fully
n n
b h , pbh ∈ V h × Qh , with u
b nh |∂Ωs = wnh , such that
discrete method of (2.8)–(2.9): find u
ρf
τ

ˆ

Ωn

ˆ

unh




· v h + afΩn ,h uhn−1 − wnh ; (unh ,pnh ),(v h ,qh )
n−1
ˆ
ˆΩ
X
n
n
n
f
Ri
(unh − wnh ) · v h
(∇ · wh )uh · v h +
−ρ
un−1
h

· vh −

Ωn

i={1...n}

ˆ

=−

∂Ωn
N1

Σn
i

g1n n

ˆ

· vh −

∂Ωn
N2

g2n n · v h , (3.1)

bh |∂Ωs = 0. The discrete Navier-Stokes trilinear form
for all (b
v h , qbh ) ∈ V h × Qh , with v
afΩn ,h is given by
afΩn ,h

ˆ

ˆ
ρf
(∇ · z h )uh · v h
z h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) = ρ
(z h · ∇uh ) · v h +
2 Ωn
Ωn
ˆ
ˆ
+
σ(uh , ph ) : ∇v h +
qh ∇ · uh
Ωn ˆ
Ωn
X


+
δh ρf (z h · ∇) uh + ∇ph · ρf (z h · ∇) v h + ∇qh ,


K∈Thn

f

K

where the last term stands for the Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)/PressureStabilized Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) stabilization (see, e.g., [Tez91]).
Remark 3.1
Note that in (3.1), the dissipative terms read as follows:
ˆ
ˆ
n n n
n n
n
Ri uh · v h = Ri
unh · v h ,
Ri uh δΣi , v h =
Σn
i

Σn
i

∀i ∈ {1 . . . n},

illustrating the way the δΣni function (Dirac measure) associated to the surface Σni is
numerically handled.
Remark 3.2
In (3.1), the fluid integrals in the current configuration involve the composition with the
corresponding discrete ALE map provided in Section 2.4.1. For instance, the second term
is given by
ˆ
ˆ
n−1
−1
uh · v h =
(b
un−1
◦ (An−1
v h ◦ (Ahn−1 )−1 ).
h
h ) ) · (b
Ωn−1

Ωn−1

In the rest of this chapter and for the sake of clarity, further models are derived and
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described only in strong formulation.

3.2.2

Estimate of the pressure within an enclosed cavity

Based on the original RIS model (2.8), let Ω denote a moving domain, composed of
def

three fluid sub-domains Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ Ω3 , as depicted in Figure 3.1. We assume that
Ω1 shares an interface with Ω2 , denoted as Σ12 , and that Ω2 also shares another interface
with Ω3 , denoted as Σ23 . The domains Ω1 and Ω3 do not share any interface. The opening
and closing dynamics of Σ12 and Σ23 are described using the RIS model.
The exterior boundary of Ω is divided into non-overlapping subsets ∂Ω·,D and
∂Ω·,N as depicted in Figure 3.1. No-slip Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed
on ∂Ω·,D = ∂Ω1,D ∪ ∂Ω2,D ∪ ∂Ω3,D and Neumann normal boundary conditions are imposed
on ∂Ω·,N = ∂Ω1,N ∪ ∂Ω3,N . The body force f f is assumed to be equal to 0.

Figure 3.1 – Geometrical domain Ω considered for the problems (3.2) and (3.9).

R3

The following problem is therefore considered: find the velocity u = u(x,t) : Ω × R+ →
and the pressure p = p(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R, such that

 
∂u
f


+ (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p)
ρ


∂t A


X




+
Ri δΣi (u − w) = 0
in Ω,




i={12,23}
(3.2)
∇·u=0
in Ω,





u = w on ∂Ω1,D ∪ ∂Ω2,D ∪ ∂Ω3,D ,






σ(u,p)n = g 1 on ∂Ω1,N ,



σ(u,p)n = g 3 on ∂Ω3,N .
The above system has to be completed with initial conditions:
u(0) = u0

in Ω.

The main difficulty which arises in the description of the isovolumetric phases using an
uncoupling approach is that the ventricular pressure is defined up to a constant, since the
fluid velocity is prescribed on the boundary of the enclosed cavity. This issue is circumvented
in the original RIS model (2.8) thanks to the interface Robin condition (2.11)2 , for moderate
values of Ri . However, as we shall discuss below, this results in an arbitrarily fixed internal
pressure.
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Figure 3.2 – Time history of the pressures. The grey areas delimit the isovolumetric phases.
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ForTimeinstance, Figures 3.2a–3.2b depict, respectively,
the expected pressures and the
typical computed ones, in a simple toy problem based on the domain depicted in Figure 3.1
and described later in Section 3.3.1. Results portrayed in Figure 3.2b have been obtained
by using the setting (3.2). Outside the chosen isovolumetric phases delimited by the gray
Time
Time
Time
areas, the computed pressures match the Time
reference ones depicted in Figure 3.2a. On the
other hand, when the middle cavity Ω2 is closed, its inner computed volume-averaged
pressure PΩ2 is clearly different from the expected one. It can be noted that, during these

isovolumetric phases, PΩ2 reaches an arbitrary value, outside of the interval PΩ1 , PΩ3 .
In the following analysis, we provide an estimate of the resulting pressure inside Ω2
in the situation where both R12 and R23 belong to ]0, + ∞[. We consider two simplifying
assumptions:
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(H1) the viscous contribution to the normal stress is considered negligible on the valves.
(H2) the pressure inside the cavities are considered approximately constant in space when
the valves are closed, namely,
p(x,t) ' PΩi (t), ∀(x,i) ∈ Ωi × {1,2,3}.
Proposition 3.1
Under assumptions (H1) and (H2), the pressure inside the cavity Ω2 can be estimated as
ˆ
ε12 |Σ12 |
ε23 |Σ23 |
1
PΩ2 '
PΩ1 +
PΩ3 −
w · n,
(3.3)
K
K
K ∂Ω2
1
def
, K = (ε12 |Σ12 | + ε23 |Σ23 |) and |Σi | stands for the measure of the surface
Ri
Σi , where i = {12,23}.
def

where εi =

Proof. We consider the following interface condition (see (2.11)2 ) on Σi :
Jσ(u,p)nK = −Ri (u − w) .

(3.4)
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Using assumption (H1) and rearranging the terms, we obtain
u'w+


1
p− n− + p+ n+
Ri

on Σi .

Multiplying by n− and integrating over Σi , we get
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ

1
−
−
u·n '
w·n +
p− − p+ .
Ri Σi
Σi
Σi
Using assumption (H2), we finally obtain
ˆ
ˆ

1
p− − p+ |Σi |.
u · n− '
w · n− +
Ri
Σi
Σi

In particular, for Σ12 and Σ23 , we get the following expressions:
ˆ
ˆ
1
u · n− '
w · n− +
(PΩ2 − PΩ1 ) |Σ12 |,
R
12
Σ12
Σ12
ˆ
ˆ
1
−
(PΩ2 − PΩ3 ) |Σ23 |.
u·n '
w · n− +
R23
Σ23
Σ23
Applying the divergence theorem on (3.2)2 , we have
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
∇·u =0 ⇔
u · n− +
u · n− +
Ω2

∂Ω2,D

Σ12

Σ23

u · n− = 0.

(3.5)
(3.6)

(3.7)

Finally, by substituting (3.5), (3.6) and (3.2)3 into (3.7), we obtain
ˆ
1
1
(PΩ2 − PΩ1 ) |Σ12 | +
(PΩ2 − PΩ3 ) |Σ23 | ' 0.
w · n− +
R12
R23
∂Ω2
Rearranging the equation, we get the the estimation (3.3). This completes the proof.
It is worth noting that, when the cavity is closed and if the assumptions hold, the
pressure PΩ2 is regulated both by the exterior pressures (i.e., with PΩ1 and PΩ3 ) and by
the
´ change of the volume of Ω2 . In the case of a perfectly incompressible cavity (i.e., when
∂Ω2 w · n = 0), a balance of the exterior pressures is reached and is regulated both by
the surface area of the immersed surfaces – |Σ12 | and |Σ23 | – and by the value of their
corresponding resistive parameters Ri .
´
If the volume of the closed cavity is undergoing change (i.e., ∂Ω2 w · n 6= 0), its
pressure
´ will also evolve. Noting that n is the outgoing normal, the dilatation of the cavity
(i.e., ∂Ω2 w · n > 0) would
´ induce a negative pressure contribution. On the opposite, a
contracting cavity (i.e., ∂Ω2 w · n < 0) would result in a positive pressure contribution.
Moreover, this pressure change is proportional to Ri and inversely proportional to the
surface area of the immersed surfaces. This behavior is coherent with the fact that the
original RIS formulation has been designed to model porous media. In the case of an
increasing porous surface area, more fluid would pass through, resulting in a lower pressure

3.2. Problem setting and mathematical models
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jump across the surface. On the other hand, in the case of a decreasing porosity, less fluid
would pass through, resulting in a higher pressure jump.
While the intracavity pressure has been estimated in a situation where both R12 and
R23 are different from 0, it has to be noted that this estimation becomes singular when
both R12 and R23 converge to +∞. In this asymptotic case, the fact that the velocity is
prescribed on the whole cavity boundary leaves the pressure undetermined and might not
be compatible with the incompressibility constraint.

3.2.3

Augmented Resistive Immersed Surface model

As shown in Section 3.2.2, an estimation of the pressure PΩ2 has been proposed. This
expression involves the distal pressures, the wall velocity, the surface area of the immersed
surfaces as well as the value of their resistive parameters. In this section, given a reference
time-dependent pressure P ? = P ? (t), the objective is to modify the RIS model in order to
enforce PΩ2 ' P ? .
The proposed approach consists in considering an additional normal stress term on
each of the immersed surfaces so that the corresponding interface condition (3.4) becomes
Jσ(u,p)nKΣi = −Ri (u − w) + gΣi n.

(3.8)

The proposed approach will be referred to as the ARIS model. Assuming the same
setting as the one in Section 3.2.2 and applying this model on the immersed surfaces Σ12
and Σ23 , we consider the following problem: find the velocity u = u(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R3
and the pressure p = p(x,t) : Ω × R+ → R, such that

 
f ∂u


+ (u − w) · ∇u − ∇ · σ(u,p)
ρ


∂t A


X
X




+
Ri δΣi (u − w) =
gi δΣi n in Ω,




i={12,23}
i={12,23}
(3.9)
∇·u=0
in Ω,





u = w on ∂Ω1,D ∪ ∂Ω2,D ∪ ∂Ω3,D ,






σ(u,p)n = g 1 on ∂Ω1,N ,



σ(u,p)n = g 3 on ∂Ω3,N .

The above system has to be completed with an appropriate initial condition. The following
interface conditions are then satisfied:
JuKΣi = 0.

Jσ(u,p)nKΣi = −Ri (u − w) + gΣi n.

(3.10)
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Proposition 3.2
Let P ? = P ? (t) be a given time-depend function. Using the ARIS model with the stress
terms gΣ12 and gΣ23 defined as
ˆ
ˆ
1
1
def
def
?
?
w · n and g23 = PΩ3 − P −
w · n,
g12 = PΩ1 − P −
(3.11)
K ∂Ω2
K ∂Ω2
we have the following estimation of the pressure inside the cavity Ω2 :
PΩ2 ' P ? .

(3.12)

Proof. By reproducing the proof of Section 3.2.2 using the interface condition resulting of
the proposed ARIS model as a starting point, the pressure estimate PΩ2 obtained is
ˆ
ε23 |Σ23 |
1
ε12 |Σ12 |
PΩ2 '
(PΩ1 − gΣ12 ) +
(PΩ3 − gΣ23 ) −
w · n.
(3.13)
K
K
K ∂Ω2
Substituting (3.11) into (3.13), one readily obtains (3.12). This completes the proof.

Remark 3.3
Looking at the pressure estimate (3.13), it is clear that one can find an infinite amount of
pairs {gΣ12 , gΣ23 } for which PΩ2 ' P ? . The proposed pair (3.11) is nevertheless intuitive
as each corrective term counteracts the contribution of the exterior pressure related to the
immersed surface on which this term is applied. Moreover, the term related to the cavity
volume change is counteracted by both gΣ12 and gΣ23 at the same time.

3.3

Numerical experiments

As the core motivation of the present chapter is the simulation of the isovolumetric
phases in the LV, two three-dimensional examples mimicking the behavior of such a system
are considered. To assess the efficiency of the ARIS model introduced in Section 3.2.3,
prescribed reference pressure will be compared with the simulated one in different formulations of the pressure corrective term (3.11). Finally, the choice of the resistive parameter
Ri is crucial and requires a specific care. The determination of its value will be discussed,
for each numerical example, in the next paragraphs.
In this section and in the rest of this work, the ARIS model (3.9) is discretized in space
by using P1 /P1 SUPG/PSPG stabilized finite elements for the velocity and the pressure
unknowns (see, e.g., [Tez91]). All the numerical experiments presented in what follows have
been computed by using the finite element library FELiScE1 . All the units are expressed
in the CGS system, unless specified otherwise.
1

See https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/felisce/.
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3.3.1

Toy problem

A simple academic case is designed to reproduce the setting and the problems described
in Section 3.2. The simplified geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω, which has
the shape of a cylinder, as depicted in Figure 3.3a. The domain is divided into 3 parts,
successively denoted as Ω1 , Ω2 and Ω3 , as depicted in Figure 3.3b. Their dimensions
are respectively given by {rΩ1 = 1, lΩ1 = 2}, {rΩ2 = 1, lΩ2 = 6} and {rΩ3 = 1, lΩ3 = 2},
where r and l stand for, respectively, the radius and the length of the cylindric subdomain.
Two identical planes surfaces are immersed inside the domain: Σ12 is the interface between
Ω1 and Ω2 whereas Σ23 is the interface between Ω2 and Ω3 , as shown in Figure 3.3b.
The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1.06 and µ = 0.04. The simulations are
carried out for a total time of t = 0.2 with a time-step τ = 10−3 . The fluid is initially at
rest. The whole computational domain Ω is made of 7 375 tetrahedra. Both immersed
surface, Σ12 and Σ23 , are made of 95 triangles.

(a) Exterior of the fluid domain.

(b) Interior of the fluid domain.

Figure 3.3 – Computational domains used for the toy problem model.
A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on the solid wall of the large cylinder ∂Ω1,D ∪
∂Ω2,D ∪ ∂Ω3,D . The following Neumann conditions are prescribed on the inlet and outlet
boundaries:
σ(u,p)n = 0

on ∂Ω1 ,

σ(u,p)n = −105 n on ∂Ω3 .
Moreover, a reference pressure P ? , which should be obtained for PΩ2 , is used in the
pressure corrective term (3.11). All these pressures have been analytically generated to
imitate the main simplified characteristics of a human left heart [FL08] and are depicted
in Figure 3.4.
The surface of the middle cavity ∂Ω2,D is displaced to mimic the typical behavior of a
LV during a heartbeat. In order to address different situations where the incompressibility
constraint is broken or not, three different surface velocities, denoted w0 , wiso and wnot-iso ,
evolving with time, are considered. The corresponding displacement field is then obtained
thanks to a simple backward Euler method. The motion of the full domain is computed by
extending the imposed surface displacements within the domain Ω using an appropriate
non-linear lifting operator [LVCF17] (denoted L in Section 3.2.1). The surface velocities
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∀t ∈ R+ | (R12 (t) = 0 or R23 (t) = 0) .

r is a periodic function of period T = 0.15, mimicking contraction and dilatation of a
pumping heart and tailored to produce a radial displacement. To obtain a negligible shift
of the vertices at the immersed surface level, a gaussian profile is prescribed to get a greater
displacement at the center of Ω2 compared with its extremities.
Figures 3.5a–3.5c present some typical snapshots of the displacement field obtained
with wiso and applied to the computational domain, respectively, at t = 0 (initial state),
t = 0.04 (maximum contraction state) and t = 0.115 (maximum dilatation state).

(a) t = 0.

(b) t = 0.04.

(c) t = 0.115.

Figure 3.5 – Snapshots of the displacement magnitude of the computational domain
obtained with wiso for the toy problem model. The amplitude of the deformation field has
been amplified by 10 to increase its visibility.
In this toy problem model, the values of R12 and R23 are arbitrarily prescribed.
Figure 3.6a depicts the evolution of the status of the valves and Figure 3.6b relates it to
the evolution of the volume of the cavity Ω2 . Long contraction and dilatation phases are
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interspersed with three short isovolumetric phases (respectively defined by the time intervals
[t = 0.025, t = 0.05], [t = 0.1, t = 0.125] and [t = 0.175, t = 0.2]). During the contraction
and dilatation phases, at least one of the two valves is open, while both valves are closed
during isovolumetric phases.
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Figure 3.6 – Description of the isovolumetric phases considered for the toy problem model.
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On the other hand, wiso represents a case with perfect isovolumetric phases while wnot-iso
reflects non-perfect isovolumetric phases where a slight residual is introduced when both
valves are closed – between t = 0.025 and t = 0.05 and between t = 0.1 and t = 0.125 –
hence inducing a violation of the incompressibility constraint.
The pressure correction is tested using successively the following two terms:
def

• gΣi ,pc = p+ − P ? on Σi : the partial corrective term which only accounts for the
contribution of the distal pressures.
1 ´
def
• gΣi ,c = gΣi ,pc −
w · n on Σi : the full corrective term, defined by (3.11), which
K ∂Ω2
accounts for both the distal pressures contribution and the residual volume change
of the cavity.
An investigation is first provided to evaluate the influence of the resistive term Ri on
the efficiency of the pressure correction. For this purpose, a case with no cavity motion
(i.e., when w(t)|∂Ω2,D = w0 (x, t)) is considered and the term gΣi ,pc is used to correct the
intracavity pressure. The set of values used for the resistive parameter Ri is
Ri = {10i , i = 0 . . . 10}.
Defining Q(t) as the inlet flow rate and Q0 (t) as the inlet flow rate of a reference case in
which no valve model is used, we define the logarithmic scaled residual flow rate Qres as


Q(t)
Qres (t) = log10
.
(3.14)
Q0 (t)

0.14

0.16

0.18
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Its value is reported to quantify the actual flow reduction provided by the resistive
immersed surfaces. For each value of Ri , the average pressure inside the cavity Ω2 , denoted
PΩ2 , is compared with the reference pressure P ? to evaluate how good the intracavity
pressure is corrected.
Following this first investigation, the best value of Ri is then empirically fixed and used
for all cases described in the following Table 3.1:
Case

w|∂Ω2,D

gΣ12

gΣ23

T1,NC
T1,C
T2,NC
T2,C
T3,NC
T3,PC
T3,C

w0 (x, t)
w0 (x, t)
wiso (x, t)
wiso (x, t)
wnot-iso (x, t)
wnot-iso (x, t)
wnot-iso (x, t)

0

0

gΣ12 ,pc
0
gΣ12 ,pc
0
gΣ12 ,pc
gΣ12 ,c

gΣ23 ,pc
0
gΣ23 ,pc
0
gΣ23 ,pc
gΣ23 ,c

Table 3.1 – Cases of pressure correction considered for the toy problem model.
Cases T1 are designed in order to test the pressure correction in a simple, non-moving
domain. Cases T2 are designed to test the pressure correction in a more complex setting
involving domain motion. Cases T3 are designed to test the pressure correction in an even
more challenging setting involving domain motion and breaking of the incompressibility
constraint. The subscripts NC, PC and C denote, respectively, "No Correction", "Partial
Correction", and "Correction". Note that for the cases T1 and T2 , there is no distinction
between partial correction and correction as ´the cavity is not undergoing volume change
during the isovolumetric phases (i.e., when ∂Ω2 w · n = 0). The average pressure PΩ2
inside the cavity Ω2 is systematically computed in these different cases and compared with
the prescribed pressure P ? to quantify the effectiveness of the pressure correction.
3.3.1.1

Results

Sensitivity analysis of the resistance parameter
Figure 3.7 depicts the evolution of Qres (t)|t=0.17 with respect to the resistance value Ri .
The time instant t = 0.17 has been chosen to allow the flow rate Q0 to be fully developed
in the open channel. Moreover, it represents a time instant where only one valve of the
toy problem model is closed, hence allowing to properly quantify the flow reduction of Q
compared to Q0 . It is noted that, as the resistance increases, the flow rate through the
valves decreases, as expected from the standard RIS model. This result tends to justify
the choice of a high value for the resistance Ri .
In Figure 3.8, the pressures PΩ2 and P ? are compared, with respect to the time, using
several values of Ri . From Ri = 100 to Ri = 106 , the prescribed pressure P ? and computed
pressure PΩ2 match properly during the isovolumetric phases depicting a successful behavior
of the pressure correction. One can also notice that for Ri = {105 ,106 }, the RIS model is
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Figure 3.7 – Log relative flow rate through the valves with respect to Ri for the toy problem
model.
impermeable enough to also ensure proper pressure values outside the isovolumetric phases.
For higher values of Ri , the pressure corrective term cannot ensure a good fit anymore.
This justifies the choice of a resistance Ri below 106 .
In conclusion, it is shown that a trade-off has to be made to ensure that the intracavity
pressure is well corrected by the ARIS model while ensuring a good impermeability of the
valve. In this specific setting, using Ri = {105 ,106 } satisfies both conditions: the pressure
inside Ω2 is properly corrected while ensuring a small residual flow rate compared with the
open channel flow rate (i.e., Q lower than 1% of Q0 ). Based on this study, in the following,
the value of the resistance Ri is set to 105 .
Evaluation of the pressure correction for cases T1 , T2 and T3
Figures 3.9a–3.9b depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases T1,NC and T1,C ,
for which no motion of the domain is imposed. In the case T1,NC , no pressure correction is
applied. During the phases where both valves are closed, it is observed that the average
pressure PΩ2 is approximately equal to 5 · 104 . This result is coherent with the pressure
estimation described by (3.3). Indeed, as R12 = R23 and |Σ12 | = |Σ23 |, (3.3) can be
1
1
reformulated as PΩ2 = PΩ1 + PΩ3 ' 5 · 104 , given that PΩ1 ' 0 and PΩ3 ' 105 due to
2
2
the considered applied Neumann normal boundary conditions. For the corrected case T1,C
(i.e., when we are using the corrective term gΣi ,pc ), the intracavity pressure is successfully
corrected during the isovolumetric phases, with less than 0.1% difference compared to the
reference value.
Figures 3.10a–3.10b depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases T2,NC and
T2,C . In those cases, a domain motion keeping the intracavity volume constant during
the isovolumetric phases is imposed. Spurious pressure peaks are noticed after valve
transitions (e.g., t = 0.025 or t = 0.05). These pressure peaks quickly decay (less than five
time iterations) toward stable values. As a side note, these spurious pressures are visible
even in the non-corrected case. Similar to the cases T1 , the average intracavity pressure
is properly predicted by the theoretical analysis (3.3) in case T2,NC . For the case T2,C ,
using the corrective term gΣi ,pc allows to get the expected intracavity pressure during the
isovolumetric phases.
Finally, Figures 3.11a–3.11c depict the results coming from, respectively, the cases
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F gure 3 8 – T me h story of the computed pressures obta ned w th pressure correct on for
different values of R for the toy problem model.
T3 NC , T3 PC and T3 C . In these cases, an additional difficulty is addressed by considering
a residual motion imposed during the isovolumetric phases. Compared to the previous
cases T1 and T2 , a major difference is observed for the intracavity pressure for the
non corrected case T3 NC . Indeed, the pressure is strongly offset during the non-perfect
isovolumetric phases: positively when the residual motion induces a contraction of the
cavity and negatively when it induces a dilatation. This behavior has been predicted by
the analysis provided in the discussion of Section 3.2.2. In the partially corrected case
T3 PC , it may also be noted that the corrective term gΣ pc is not enough to correct the
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<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xRQ5ZM8K/l7gm8eeJntuN3RXjgc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNBBI8VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCopZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyh/38ctqv1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg2a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6ukdVH33Lr3cFVr3BVxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4Aui+OoA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>

2

g3

3

<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0C
sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>

8x104

0.120 0.14 0.16 0.18

0.1

<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xRQ5ZM8K/l7gm8eeJntuN3RXjgc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNBBI8VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCopZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyh/38ctqv1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg2a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6ukdVH33Lr3cFVr3BVxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4Aui+OoA==</latexit>
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1.4x105

2x104

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

<latexit sha1_base64="0yOkapyrMDHTlw/RSUCDEVRkl7g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokIuiyIII7K9gHNCFMptN26DzCzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78GydtFtp6YOBwzj3cuSdOGNXG876dysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu+fuH3S0TBUmbSyZVL0YacKoIG1DDSO9RBHEY0a68eS68LuPRGkqxYOZJiTkaCTokGJkrBS5R4G0dpHOWlEW3HEyQpGf55Fb9xreDHCZ+CWpgxKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5LUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMNTqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnNVuCv3jyMumcN3yv4d9f1Js3ZR1VcAxOwBnwwSVoglvQAm2AQQ6ewSt4c56cF+fd+ZiPVpwycwj+wPn8ATIVlsg=</latexit>

5

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glfzTIvdmgWnPr7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKWUTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1MoxuglyoNEOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvqp7bt17uK4174o4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz+3JY6e</latexit>
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Volume-averaged pressure

105

<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>

8x104

105

Volume-averaged pressure

6x104

<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xRQ5ZM8K/l7gm8eeJntuN3RXjgc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNBBI8VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCopZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyh/38ctqv1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg2a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6ukdVH33Lr3cFVr3BVxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4Aui+OoA==</latexit>

g1
P?
10
g3
<latexit sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glfzTIvdmgWnPr7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKWUTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1MoxuglyoNEOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvqp7bt17uK4174o4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz+3JY6e</latexit>

1.2x105

Volume-averaged pressure

4

5

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>
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3.3.2

Simplified heart model

Since the pressure correction introduced in Section 3.2 has proved its benefits in
correcting the intraventricular pressure of the toy problem model in several settings, we
now use the ARIS model to assess its robustness and to confirm its benefits in a more
realistic setting. In particular, we consider a case involving a simplified geometry of the
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human left heart with physical values comparable to quantities that can be observed in a
physiological setting. Therefore, in this section, the term realistic and physiological will be
used to refer to this case, even though it is admitted that it is a simplification of reality.
We consider, for the fluid domain Ω, a simplified anatomically realistic portion of the
human heart, as depicted in Figure 3.12a. For simplicity, we will use the physiological terminology of the cardiology to designate the different parts of the considered computational
domain. Based on the previous notations of Section 3.2, the computational domains Ω1 ,
Ω2 , Ω3 correspond, respectively, to the portion of the atrium, to the full ventricle and to
the portion of the aorta, as shown in Figure 3.12b. The geometry comes from a CT scan
realized by Zygote (see Section 2.2.1) and has been processed as follows.
The right side of the heart has been removed. The volumes corresponding to the left
ventricle, to the left atrium and to the aortic root have been extracted from the rest of the
geometry. The pulmonary veins and aorta openings have been closed using a planar surface.
The endocardial surface has been smoothed to remove the trabeculae and papillary muscles.
Two immersed resistive valves, Σ12 and Σ23 , corresponding, respectively, to the mitral valve
(see Figure 3.12c) and to the aortic valve (see Figure 3.12d) have been inserted into the
geometry. The former has been designed with the 3-matic software2 based on physiological
in vivo data [RLWS70, RSE52, DPM64, N+ 16, VCV+ 08] whereas the latter was already
included in the Zygote model. More information about the geometry of the mitral valve is
provided in Appendix A. Then, each volume – namely, 1) the left atrium, 2) the cavity
defined by the open and closed configurations of the mitral valve, 3) the left ventricle and
4) the aortic root – have been meshed using the 3D meshing software GHS3D3 [GHS90]
ensuring that surface meshes shared by two adjacent volumes are conformal. Finally, all
the resulting volume meshes have been fused together. Typical dimension of the resulting
simplified left heart model can be found in Appendix B.
The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1.06 and µ = 0.04. The simulations are
carried out for a total time of t = 0.85, based on averaged physiological values for the
heartbeat of a young adult [Har15], with a time-step τ = 10−3 . The fluid is initially at
rest. The whole computational domain Ω is made of 326 090 tetrahedra. The immersed
surfaces, Σ12 and Σ23 are made of, respectively, 816 and 1 474 triangles.
In order to enhance the physiological validity of the considered numerical example,
an electromechanical simulation [CFG+ 09, CLMS12] was used in order to prescribe some
boundary conditions of the fluid simulation. We refer to Appendix B for more information
about electromechanics. The surface displacement d|∂Ω2,D obtained from the electromechanical simulation is extended throughout the domain Ω using the ALE framework. A
no-slip boundary condition on the velocity is enforced on ∂Ω1,D ∪ ∂Ω2,D ∪ ∂Ω3,D . The
pressure is prescribed on the inlet ∂Ω1,N – corresponding to the cut ends of the pulmonary
veins – as well as on the outlet ∂Ω3,N – corresponding to the lower cut section of the aorta

2
3

See https://www.materialise.com/.
See https://team.inria.fr/gamma3/gamma-software/ghs3d/.
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(a) Exterior of the fluid domain.

(b) Interior of the fluid domain.

(c) Immersed surface Σ12 .

(d) Immersed surface Σ23 .

Figure 3.12 – Computational domains used for the realistic model.
– using the following Neumann normal boundary conditions:
σ(u,p)n = −g1 n on ∂Ω1 ,

σ(u,p)n = −g3 n on ∂Ω3 .

The amplitude of these pressures, respectively denoted g1 and g3 , as well as the
intraventricular pressure P ? used in the corrective term (3.11), are given by time-dependent
values obtained from Windkessel models which are coupled to the electromechanical
model [SMCCS06] (see Appendix B). Their values are depicted in Figure 3.13. Finally,
a backflow stabilization based on a local regularization of the fluid velocity along the
tangential directions on the Neumann boundaries [MBH+ 11] is applied on ∂Ω1,N and on
∂Ω3,N .
The surface displacement prescribed on ∂Ω2,D is extended to the rest of the domain
using an appropriate non-linear lifting operator [LVCF17] (denoted L in Section 3.2.1).
Figures 3.14a–3.14c present some typical snapshots of the resulting displacement field,
applied to the computational domain, respectively, at t = 0 (initial state), t = 0.2
(maximum dilatation state) and t = 0.5 (maximum contraction state).
In this example, the temporal evolutions of R12 and R23 are not manually prescribed
anymore. Instead, we now consider the instantaneous opening and closing dynamics of the
original RIS model as detailed in previous Figure 2.11. For the immersed surface Σ12 , a
positive
pressure jump and an existing backflow mean, respectively, p+ −p− > 0 on Σ12 and
´
+
−
+
Σ12 u · n < 0. For the immersed surface Σ23 , it means, respectively, p − p > 0 on Σ23
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Figure 3.14 – Snapshots of the displacement magnitude of the computational domain
obtained for the realistic model.
´
and Σ23 u · n− < 0. A refractory time, typically set to a few time-steps, is introduced to
prevent the valve from changing its status immediately after a first switch. This given
constraint ensures a full development of the flow physics near the valve before a possible
second switch.
Based on the pressure values previously depicted in Figure 3.13, two short isovolumetric phases (respectively defined by the time intervals [t = 0.135, t = 0.215] and
[t = 0.465, t = 0.533]) are then expected. The evolution of the volume of the cavity Ω2 ,
given by the previous mentioned electromechanical simulation (see Appendix B), is portrayed in Figure 3.15. As observed in real physiological cases [WBWW78], the dilatation
of the ventricle lasts longer than its contraction. Two zooms (the blue arrows) show that
the incompressibility constraint is not perfectly verified during the isovolumetric phases.
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Therefore, the full pressure correction (3.13) is expected to be mandatory to compute the
correct values of the pressures and thus the correct behavior of the resistive immersed
valves.
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Figure 3.15 – Time history of the volume of the ventricle for the realistic model. The grey
areas delimit the expected isovolumetric phases.
In the following, the ARIS model is applied on this realistic model and the results
obtained without pressure correction are compared with the ones obtained by using the
corrective term given by (3.11).
To assess the sensitivity of the efficiency of the pressure correction with respect to the
parameter Ri and to confirm our previous choice, the same analysis, as the one described
in Section 3.3.1, is carried on here. The set of values used for the resistive parameter Ri is
still
Ri = {10i , i = 0 . . . 10}.
Eventually, as the structure of the flow dynamics inside the ventricle can be used as a
predictor of diseases or malfunction [DQCP07, CMN16], it is crucial to ensure that the new
pressure correction does not perturb the velocity field. A comparative study of the velocity
and pressure fields obtained during the first isovolumetric phase, with and without the
pressure correction, is undertaken in order to highlight the absence of disruption. The first
phase is the most pertinent for this comparison as its correct computation is crucial and
mandatory to not perturb the physics of the developed flow and thus the next time-steps
of the simulation.
3.3.2.1

Results

In Figure 3.16, the matching of the evolution of the pressures PΩ2 and P ? , obtained
with the pressure correction, is compared for several values of Ri with respect to the time.
The goal is to determine suitable value for the resistive parameter.
Firstly, positive and negative peak values are observed for PΩ2 , respectively, at t = 0.21
and at t = 0.54 (i.e., respectively, just after the first and the second isovolumetric phases),
on all cases. This behavior is similar to what has been observed for the toy model in
Section 3.3.1.1. Moreover, even for a case where the pressure correction is not applied (i.e.,
when Ri = 0), the same pressure peaks are obtained, as depicted in Figure 3.16a. This
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highlights the fact that these local quickly decaying extrema for PΩ2 are not induced by
the introduced pressure correction. A possible explanation would be that the resistance
changes, due to valve opening and closing, are explicitly imposed to the fluid. As a result,
some time-steps are required for the fluid to adapt to these topological changes, inducing
pressure oscillations.
We refer the readerPoliceto36 —>
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Volume-averaged pressure

1.5x105

Volume-averaged pressure

<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>

⌦1

<latexit sha1_base64="0yOkapyrMDHTlw/RSUCDEVRkl7g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokIuiyIII7K9gHNCFMptN26DzCzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78GydtFtp6YOBwzj3cuSdOGNXG876dysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu+fuH3S0TBUmbSyZVL0YacKoIG1DDSO9RBHEY0a68eS68LuPRGkqxYOZJiTkaCTokGJkrBS5R4G0dpHOWlEW3HEyQpGf55Fb9xreDHCZ+CWpgxKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5LUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMNTqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnNVuCv3jyMumcN3yv4d9f1Js3ZR1VcAxOwBnwwSVoglvQAm2AQQ6ewSt4c56cF+fd+ZiPVpwycwj+wPn8ATIVlsg=</latexit>

8x104

⌦

P⌦

<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>

⌦

⌦2

P⌦ 3

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

Volume-averaged pressure

2x104

0

<latexit sha1_base64="0yOkapyrMDHTlw/RSUCDEVRkl7g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokIuiyIII7K9gHNCFMptN26DzCzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78GydtFtp6YOBwzj3cuSdOGNXG876dysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu+fuH3S0TBUmbSyZVL0YacKoIG1DDSO9RBHEY0a68eS68LuPRGkqxYOZJiTkaCTokGJkrBS5R4G0dpHOWlEW3HEyQpGf55Fb9xreDHCZ+CWpgxKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5LUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMNTqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnNVuCv3jyMumcN3yv4d9f1Js3ZR1VcAxOwBnwwSVoglvQAm2AQQ6ewSt4c56cF+fd+ZiPVpwycwj+wPn8ATIVlsg=</latexit>

m
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2x104

2x104
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4x104

4x10

<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xRQ5ZM8K/l7gm8eeJntuN3RXjgc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNBBI8VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCopZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyh/38ctqv1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg2a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6ukdVH33Lr3cFVr3BVxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4Aui+OoA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>
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8x104

m
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6x104

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glfzTIvdmgWnPr7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKWUTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1MoxuglyoNEOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvqp7bt17uK4174o4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz+3JY6e</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>
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Figure 3.16 – Time history of the computed pressures obtained with pressure correction
for different values of R for the realistic model.
Figure 3.16a depicts the case where no immersed valve is used (as R is set to 0)
and where the matching of the pressures is hence, obviously, impossible to obtain. The
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computed pressure PΩ2 of Figures 3.16b–3.16f fail to match the reference P ? outside the
isovolumetric phases, due to the bad behavior of the immersed valves which keep fluctuating
quickly between their closed and open configurations. This phenomenon is illustrated by
the pressures oscillations. Among all the cases, the best pressure matching is obtained
for Ri = 105 , as observed in Figure 3.16g. When the resistance is increased beyond
this value, the intraventricular pressure is not matching the reference pressure anymore,
especially for the first isovolumetric phase, as depicted in Figures 3.16h–3.16j. For the
case Ri = 106 , portrayed in Figure 3.16h, even if PΩ2 is confined between PΩ1 and PΩ3 ,
it is not monotonous, as it should be in a physiological case. For the two following cases,
due to the inaccurate computed physics, and more precisely the wrong intraventricular
pressure, the valve status change several time during the isovolumetric phases while they
were supposed to keep being closed. Beyond the case of Ri = 108 , where PΩ2 present
very strong oscillations for t ∈ [0.135, 0.215] and for t ∈ [0.465, 0.533], as represented in
Figure 3.16j, the other cases fail to converge and the simulations stops around t = 0.2, as
portrayed in Figures 3.16k–3.16l. Based on this study, in the following, the value of the
resistance Ri is now set to 105 .
Figures 3.17a–3.17b depict the pressure curves coming from, respectively, the case
without and with the use of the corrective term (3.11), both for the optimized value of
Ri = 105 . It must be noted that, except for the isovolumetric phases, the computed
pressures between both cases are almost perfectly identical. This underlines the fact that
the corrective term, only used during the isovolumetric phases, does not have an impact
on the other instants of the simulation, as expected.
As portrayed in Figure 3.17a, for the case without correction, PΩ2 is not well-defined
when both valves are closed and get arbitrary values. Therefore, this induces wrong
behaviors of thePolice
immersed
valves. On the opposite, when the
corrective term is applied,
36 —> 42
Police 36 —> 42
PΩ2 is now correctly
defined
and
the
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pressures
match
the reference ones, as
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<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>
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2x104
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0
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2x105
1.5x105

<latexit sha1_base64="0yOkapyrMDHTlw/RSUCDEVRkl7g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokIuiyIII7K9gHNCFMptN26DzCzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78GydtFtp6YOBwzj3cuSdOGNXG876dysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu+fuH3S0TBUmbSyZVL0YacKoIG1DDSO9RBHEY0a68eS68LuPRGkqxYOZJiTkaCTokGJkrBS5R4G0dpHOWlEW3HEyQpGf55Fb9xreDHCZ+CWpgxKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5LUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMNTqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnNVuCv3jyMumcN3yv4d9f1Js3ZR1VcAxOwBnwwSVoglvQAm2AQQ6ewSt4c56cF+fd+ZiPVpwycwj+wPn8ATIVlsg=</latexit>

105

Volume-averaged pressure

105

g3

Volume-averaged pressure

4x104

2x104

105

2x105

<latexit sha1_base64="xRQ5ZM8K/l7gm8eeJntuN3RXjgc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNBBI8VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCopZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyh/38ctqv1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg2a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6ukdVH33Lr3cFVr3BVxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4Aui+OoA==</latexit>

8x104

<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd4
sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glfzTIvdmgWnPr7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKWUTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1MoxuglyoNEOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvqp7bt17uK4174o4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz+3JY6e</latexit>

1.2x105
1.2x105

2

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>

Vo ume a e aged p e

4x104

Volume-averaged pressure

6x104

Volume-averaged pressure

1.2x10

6x104

5

105

Vo ume a e aged p e u e

1.2x105

105

Volume-averaged pressure

Volume-averaged pressure

8x104

<latexit sha1_base64="0yOkapyrMDHTlw/RSUCDEVRkl7g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokIuiyIII7K9gHNCFMptN26DzCzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78GydtFtp6YOBwzj3cuSdOGNXG876dysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu+fuH3S0TBUmbSyZVL0YacKoIG1DDSO9RBHEY0a68eS68LuPRGkqxYOZJiTkaCTokGJkrBS5R4G0dpHOWlEW3HEyQpGf55Fb9xreDHCZ+CWpgxKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5LUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMNTqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnNVuCv3jyMumcN3yv4d9f1Js3ZR1VcAxOwBnwwSVoglvQAm2AQQ6ewSt4c56cF+fd+ZiPVpwycwj+wPn8ATIVlsg=</latexit>

Volume-averaged pressure

10

8x104

1.4x105
1.4x105

5

Volume-averaged pressure

105

Volume-averaged pressure

Volume-averaged pressure

1.2x105
1.2x105

1.2x105
1.2x105

1.4x105
1.4x105

1

<latexit sha1_base64="zSdmGxkRvTVFoD+T0ypPj733d2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCCB4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glfzTIvdmgWnPr7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKWUTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1MoxuglyoNEOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvqp7bt17uK4174o4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz+3JY6e</latexit>

Volume-averaged pressure

1.4x105
1.4x105

105

2

<latexit sha1_base64="G9ru8W6yDZUqfTAncfTOTmf9a/4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BgQwWME85BkDbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bNk4N43UWy9i0Imq5FJrXUaDkrcRwqiLJm9Hoeuo3n7ixItb3OE54qOhAi75gFJ30UHvMOhapmXRLZb/iz0CWSZCTMuSodUtfnV7MUsU1MkmtbQd+gmFGDQom+aTYSS1PKBvRAW87qqniNsxmB0/IqVN6pB8bVxrJTP09kVFl7VhFrlNRHNpFbyr+57VT7F+FmdBJilyz+aJ+KgnGZPo96QnDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegyKroQgsWXl0njvBL4leDuoly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAlVuIUa1IGBgmd4hTfPeC/eu/cxb13x8pkj+APv8wcQDZCT</latexit>

g3

8x104

<latexit sha1_base64="tGJ3KlYX4g4JZxbQb+3CgKGQnF4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkCLosiODOCvYBTQiT6bQdOo8wMxFKyMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccw937okTRrXxvG9nZXVtfWOzslXd3tnd23cPDjtapgqTNpZMql6MNGFUkLahhpFeogjiMSPdeHJd+N1HojSV4sFMExJyNBJ0SDEyVorc40Bau0hnrSgL7jgZoaiR55Fb8+reDHCZ+CWpgRKtyP0KBhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTOkDMWM5NUg1SRBeIJGpG+pQJzoMJsdkMMzqwzgUCr7hIEz9XciQ1zrKY/tJEdmrBe9QvzP66dmeBVmVCSpIQLPFw1TBo2ERRtwQBXBhk0tQVhR+1eIx0ghbGxnVVuCv3jyMuk06r5X9+8vas2bso4KOAGn4Bz44BI0wS1ogTbAIAfP4BW8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wycwT+wPn8ATOblsk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SEBuWsKn/PK1Itp/8ZrD/PZGfnU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgaL4KokKuiyIII7K1hbaEKYTCft0HmEmYlQQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+UMKqN6347laXlldW16nptY3Nre6e+u/egZaow6WDJpOpFSBNGBekYahjpJYogHjHSjcZXhd99JEpTKe7NJCEBR0NBY4qRsVJYP/CltYt01g4z/5aTIQrP8jysN9ymOwVcJF5JGqBEO6x/+QOJU06EwQxp3ffcxAQZUoZiRvKan2qSIDxGQ9K3VCBOdJBND8jhsVUGMJbKPmHgVP2dyBDXesIjO8mRGel5rxD/8/qpiS+DjIokNUTg2aI4ZdBIWLQBB1QRbNjEEoQVtX+FeIQUwsZ2VrMlePMnL5KH06bnNr2780bruqyjCg7BETgBHrgALXAD2qADMMjBM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0YpTZvbBHzifPzUhlso=</latexit>
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P⌦P
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?

6x104

4x104

<latexit sha1_base64="0WVKkUTzQrsugei6e8IhzTJxCoI=">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</latexit>

4x104

P
P
P 2
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P⌦⌦3
P⌦ 1 ⌦
⌦1

1

6x104

3

<latexit sha1_base64="b1Ha9Ik5Jrz7SGaXi4XAUq6eEvo=">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</latexit>
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F gure 3 17 – T me h story of the computed pressures for the opt m zed va ue of R = 105
for the realistic model.
The t me h story of the va ves status of each mmersed surface Σ12 and Σ23 obta ned for
the cases w thout and w th pressure correct on are dep cted respect ve y n F gures 3 18a–

0.16

0.14

0.18

0.16

0.18

96
3.18b. Major differences are observed during the first isovolumetric phase: non physiological
changes of configuration of each valve are obtained when no pressure correction is applied
while the expected correct behavior, similar to the one used for the toy model in Figure 3.6a,
is get with the pressure correction. This difference of behavior is crucial to correct as a
wrong isovolumetric phase will induce a erroneous computation of the flow characteristics
during the rest of the simulation.
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⌃12

⌃23

⌃23

<latexit sha1_base64="oP1BibYWwCsM0CmXPvWjMlpNHuA=">AAACEXicbVBNS8MwGE79nPWr6tFLcAg7jXYKehx68TjRfcBaSpplW1iSliQdjNK/4MW/4sWDIl69efPfmG0VdPOBwMPzvB95nyhhVGnX/bJWVtfWNzZLW/b2zu7evnNw2FJxKjFp4pjFshMhRRgVpKmpZqSTSIJ4xEg7Gl1P/faYSEVjca8nCQk4GgjapxhpI4VOxb+jA47CzKvlvm/7Y5UgTDK36mKe2z9m7SwPnbIRZ4DLxCtIGRRohM6n34txyonQmCGlup6b6CBDUlPMiJmdKmJ2jdCAdA0ViBMVZLOLcnhqlB7sx9I8oeFM/d2RIa7UhEemkiM9VIveVPzP66a6fxlkVCSpJgLPF/VTBnUMp/HAHpUEazYxBGFJzV8hHiKJsDYh2iYEb/HkZdKqVT236t2el+tXRRwlcAxOQAV44ALUwQ1ogCbA4AE8gRfwaj1az9ab9T4vXbGKniPwB9bHN7YpnEs=</latexit>

1 CLOSED

<latexit sha1_base64="oP1BibYWwCsM0CmXPvWjMlpNHuA=">AAACEXicbVBNS8MwGE79nPWr6tFLcAg7jXYKehx68TjRfcBaSpplW1iSliQdjNK/4MW/4sWDIl69efPfmG0VdPOBwMPzvB95nyhhVGnX/bJWVtfWNzZLW/b2zu7evnNw2FJxKjFp4pjFshMhRRgVpKmpZqSTSIJ4xEg7Gl1P/faYSEVjca8nCQk4GgjapxhpI4VOxb+jA47CzKvlvm/7Y5UgTDK36mKe2z9m7SwPnbIRZ4DLxCtIGRRohM6n34txyonQmCGlup6b6CBDUlPMiJmdKmJ2jdCAdA0ViBMVZLOLcnhqlB7sx9I8oeFM/d2RIa7UhEemkiM9VIveVPzP66a6fxlkVCSpJgLPF/VTBnUMp/HAHpUEazYxBGFJzV8hHiKJsDYh2iYEb/HkZdKqVT236t2el+tXRRwlcAxOQAV44ALUwQ1ogCbA4AE8gRfwaj1az9ab9T4vXbGKniPwB9bHN7YpnEs=</latexit>

1 CLOSED

<latexit sha1_base64="ZHV43lJ3HHeMOewvR9f+4ENGWOg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh4LteBBsKL9gDaUzXbTLt1swu5ErKG/xIsHRbz6U7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzPNjwTU4zreVW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd2i/beflNHiaKsQSMRqbZPNBNcsgZwEKwdK0ZCX7CWP6pO/dYDU5pH8h7GMfNCMpA84JSAkXp2sQvsEfwgrV7f3NUuJz275JSdGfAycTNSQhnqPfur249oEjIJVBCtO64Tg5cSBZwKNil0E81iQkdkwDqGShIy7aWzwyf42Ch9HETKlAQ8U39PpCTUehz6pjMkMNSL3lT8z+skEFx4KZdxAkzS+aIgERgiPE0B97liFMTYEEIVN7diOiSKUDBZFUwI7uLLy6R5Wnadsnt7VqrUsjjy6BAdoRPkonNUQVeojhqIogQ9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvzVnZzAH6A+vzB1cckt8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rfBHVqS9vpDlcjfbSKHdX9xrqLA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BiQgCeNYB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZ3qDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwbuJUc6jxWMa6GTADUiiooUAJzUQDiwIJjWBwPfEbQ9BGxOoBRwn4EespEQrO0Ep+G+EJgzC7q1Zux51C0S25U9Bl4s1JkcxR7RS+2t2YpxEo5JIZ0/LcBP2MaRRcwjjfTg0kjA9YD1qWKhaB8bPp0WN6apUuDWNtSyGdqr8nMhYZM4oC2xkx7JtFbyL+57VSDK/8TKgkRVB8tihMJcWYThKgXaGBoxxZwrgW9lbK+0wzjjanvA3BW3x5mdTPS55b8u4viuXKPI4cOSYn5Ix45JKUyQ2pkhrh5JE8k1fy5gydF+fd+Zi1rjjzmSPyB87nD71akhI=</latexit>
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Status of the valve
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CLOSED
1 1

Status of the valve

Status of the valve
Status of the valve

Status of the valve
0

<latexit sha1_base64="ZHV43lJ3HHeMOewvR9f+4ENGWOg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh4LteBBsKL9gDaUzXbTLt1swu5ErKG/xIsHRbz6U7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzPNjwTU4zreVW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd2i/beflNHiaKsQSMRqbZPNBNcsgZwEKwdK0ZCX7CWP6pO/dYDU5pH8h7GMfNCMpA84JSAkXp2sQvsEfwgrV7f3NUuJz275JSdGfAycTNSQhnqPfur249oEjIJVBCtO64Tg5cSBZwKNil0E81iQkdkwDqGShIy7aWzwyf42Ch9HETKlAQ8U39PpCTUehz6pjMkMNSL3lT8z+skEFx4KZdxAkzS+aIgERgiPE0B97liFMTYEEIVN7diOiSKUDBZFUwI7uLLy6R5Wnadsnt7VqrUsjjy6BAdoRPkonNUQVeojhqIogQ9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvzVnZzAH6A+vzB1cckt8=</latexit>
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Figure 3.18 – Time history of the status of the valves obtained for the realistic model. The
grey
areas delimit the expected isovolumetric phases.
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and with pressure correction. The same typical features of the velocity field, especially its
vorticity, are obtained for the two cases, illustrating the fact that the additional normal
stress term (3.8), applied on the immersed surfaces, keeps the velocity field comparable.
To quantitatively compare these two fields, the normalized Root Mean Square (RMS) of
the difference of velocities in the ventricular cavity is depicted in Figure 3.20 for the first
portion of the cardiac cycle, for which the time history of the valve status are comparable.
In particular, during the isovolumetric phase (starting at t = 0.135), the differences between
the two flow fields is less than 4% (corresponding to an absolute RMS of approximately
0.35).
Snapshots of the pressure fields obtained without and with ARIS pressure correction are
given in Figures 3.21a–3.21b, respectively. On both figures, observation of the ventricular
cavity reveals that even though PΩ2 is not perfectly homogeneous on the scale of the
ventricle – as it is assumed in (H2) – the pressure values near the first immersed surface
Σ12 and near the second immersed surface Σ23 are approximately equal. This observation
highlights the fact that using the same value PΩ2 for the negative sided–restrictions of the
pressure p− in (3.5) and (3.6), respectively, for both immersed surfaces Σ12 and Σ23 , is
coherent.
Based on the reference pressures
of Figure
3.13, PΩ2 is expected, at t = 0.185, to


belong to the interval of values PΩ1 , PΩ3 . The intraventricular pressure is correctly
computed when pressure correction is applied whereas, when there is no correction, its
value is overestimated and even exceed the aortic one, as illustrated in Figure 3.21a. This
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0
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3.3. Numerical experiments

(a) Without correction.

(b) With correction.

Figure 3.19 – Snapshots of the velocity field obtained at t = 0.185 for the realistic model.
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Figure 3.20 – Time history of the normalized RMS, restricted to the portion of the cardiac
cycle where the time history of the valve status are comparable. The vertical gray dotted
line represents the time instant at which the two velocity fields depicted in Figure 3.19 are
compared.
highlights the benefits brought by the pressure corrective term (3.11) for the computation
of the correct transitional pressure during the isovolumetric phases.
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(a) Without correction.

(b) With correction.

Figure 3.21 – Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at t = 0.185 for the realistic model.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, a new reduced model for heart valves has been introduced for the
description of the isovolumetric phases within an uncoupling approach.
The generic problem of a fluid cavity enclosed by two closed RIS valves has been
considered by providing an estimate of the internal pressure in Section 3.2.2. A simplified
expression estimating the pressure of the cavity has been derived, highlighting that its value
depends on several parameters including the exterior pressures, the resistive term of the
RIS model and the wall cavity velocities. This analysis proved why realistic isovolumetric
phases could not be obtained with the standard RIS model. In Section 3.2.3, the new
reduced model, called ARIS, has been presented. An additional normal stress term was
introduced in order to counteract the contributions of the exterior pressures and wall
velocities.
In Section 3.3, two numerical examples have been considered to illustrate the benefits
of this new approach. First, a toy model with a simplified geometry has been designed to
reproduce the main characteristics of more complex heart simulations. Arbitrary pressure
values and several different domain motions have been prescribed to test the efficiency of
the ARIS model in different configurations. The second numerical example has consisted
of a physiological left heart geometry where the pressure values and domain motions were
provided by an external electromechanical simulation. In all those cases, the original RIS
model failed to properly model the intracavity pressures and the valves behavior during
the isovolumetric phases. These experiments highlighted that the intracavity pressure
could be computed using the pressure estimate described by (3.3). It also highlighted that
the violation of the incompressibility constraint and its correction is a key challenge to
compute the correct intraventricular pressure during the isovolumetric phases.
In both numerical examples, an analysis of the influence of the valve resistive parameter
Ri showed that a trade-off had to be made between a proper correction of the intracavity
pressure and an acceptable impermeability of the valves. Indeed, the introduced corrective
term benefits from the fact that the RIS model is penalizing the fluid on the immersed
surfaces and is only enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions in a weak sense. However, as
the resistive term keeps increasing, the RIS model converges toward a singular problem
equivalent to imposing only Dirichlet boundary conditions. In this setting, the pressure
correction was not working anymore.
A suitable value of Ri has been empirically determined in each example and its use in
the ARIS model led to strong improvements in the physiological validity of the numerical
simulations compared to the traditional RIS model. In the cardiac test case, it was
shown that the ARIS model was able to control the left ventricular pressure during the
isovolumetric phases resulting in a better physiological behavior of the valves. Moreover,
the ARIS model properly corrected the intracavity pressure without alteration of the
velocity field and its main features.
The proposed approach therefore offers a good compromise between standard uncoupling
and complex FSI models. By expanding the original RIS formulation with an additional
reference value, a realistic behavior of the intracavity pressure during the isovolumetric
phases is partially recovered without using fully coupled fluid-structure models. We further
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illustrate the possibilities offered by this resulting ARIS model in Chapter 4, in the context
of the numerical simulation of implantable intracardiac devices.
Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank D. Chapelle, P. Moireau, R. Chabiniok,
G. Bureau and colleagues, from the M3DISIM Inria project-team, for providing data on
displacements and pressure of the left ventricle, used in Section 3.3.2, and for their support
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Chapter 4

Simulation of implantable cardiovascular
devices with the augmented resistive
immersed surfaces valve model
In this chapter, we illustrate the capabilities of the ARIS model, introduced in Chapter 3,
by considering the numerical simulation of the implantable cardiovascular devices mentioned
in Chapter 1. The goal here is to highlight the benefits brought by this model when considering
realistic cases, despite its simplicity compared to FSI approaches.
Some of the results on mitral regurgitation presented in this chapter have been reported
in:
• A. This, L. Boilevin-Kayl, H. Morales, O. Bonnefous, P. Allain, M.A. Fernández and
J.F. Gerbeau, One Mesh To Rule Them All: Registration-Based Personalized Cardiac Flow Simulations. FIMH 2017 – 9th International Conference
on Functional Imaging and Modeling of the Heart, June 2017, Toronto, Canada.
Available online: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01512309.
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Introduction

The performance and benefits of bioprosthetic valves, designed for the treatment of
MR, are usually evaluated on clinical values (e.g., effective orifice area, para-valvular
leakage, transvalvular pressure drop, ...) accessible by echocardiography [Bac97]. The
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most commonly used artifical valve is the trileaflet one which has clinically been proven to
ensure long-term durability [V+ 10]. Recent studies showed that the intraventricular flow
can be significantly altered after the implantation of such an artificial valve at the mitral
position [F+ 10, PDT10]. This can be explained by modifications of the left ventricular
hemodynamics induced by factors not yet clinically evaluated, such as valve geometry and
orientation [SLG16]. In fact, the structure of the flow vortex during the filling phase is
an indicator of cardiac health [GRK+ 06, ACK+ 13] and abnormal flow behaviors can be
used to predict early development of cardiac diseases [PD15, PLCAT14]. This explains
the strong clinical interest for efficient predictive numerical simulations able to reproduce
such physiological phenomena. This chapter aims at illustrating the capabilities of the RIS
and ARIS models, introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, to model hemodynamics of MR and of
its treatment.
For this purpose, as a first numerical example, a simplified simulation of MR is computed
with the original RIS model and is compared to its corresponding healthy configuration
simulated with the ARIS model. Then, numerical simulations computed with the ARIS
model are used to assess the impact of two different artificial valves on hemodynamics
of the LV in a context of Mitral Valve Replacement (MVR). The goal is to numerically
point out that the structure of intraventricular blood flow obtained with the D-shape
monoleaflet valve from Epygon is much more physiological than the one induced by the
tricuspid valve (also known as trileaflet valve) which is however used in many surgeries
(see, e.g., [BCM60, RGDRC17]). In both numerical experiments, the native valve case
computed with the ARIS model will be considered as the reference for the comparison of
results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the geometries
and configurations of the immersed valves considered through this chapter as well as
additional elements of modeling for the numerical simulations. In Section 4.3, the two
studies on MR and MVR, whose purpose is detailed above, are computed and their results
are discussed. Finally, the main results obtained with the ARIS model are summarized in
Section 4.4.

4.2

Problem setting

In this section, the mathematical models and notations are those of Chapter 3. In the
following, we will refer to the native mitral valve by “native valve”, to the bioprosthetic
tricuspid valve by “tricuspid valve” and to the D-shape monoleaflet valve from Epygon by
“Epygon valve”.

4.2.1

Immersed valves configurations

The fluid domain Ω is the same as the one depicted in Figure 3.12a. The immersed
valve Σ23 , which represents the aortic valve, is identical to the one depicted in Figure 3.12b
and is located in the same place. Only the immersed valve Σ12 , which represents the mitral
valve, is different. Its open and closed configurations are depicted in Figure 4.1 for the
three different valves.
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4.2. Problem setting

(a) Native valve – Open.

(b) Tricuspid valve – Open.

(c) Epygon valve – Open.

(d) Native valve – Closed.

(e) Tricuspid valve – Closed.

(f) Epygon valve – Closed.

Figure 4.1 – Computational domains configurations used for the different immersed valves.
The open configurations, colored in yellow, are expected to have an important impact on
the structure of the intraventricular flow. The closed configurations are colored in orange
and the immersed walls, linking the valves to the mitral annulus (see Figure 4.2c below),
in transparent light grey.

The open and closed configurations of the native valve have been designed using
physiological data. The closed configuration of the tricuspid valve is coming from a previous
work. Its corresponding open configuration has been computed in a FSI framework starting
from the closed configuration and using a following pressure. Finally, the open and closed
configurations of the D-shape monoleaflet valve have been directly provided by Epygon,
thanks to digitization of its existing device. More information about the geometry of each
valve as well as their associated references, when available, are provided in Appendix A.
A particular point of attention is the upper part of the LV surface which must fit the
immersed mitral valve. Note that the geometry of this part slightly changes with the
considered valve in order to match the corresponding annulus, as depicted in Figure 4.2.
An electromechanical simulation must be run for each type of valve in order to provide
a displacement field matching the associated upper part of the LV surface in the further
fluid simulations. More information about this matching and the extraction of results are
provided in Appendix B.
Finally, the spatial discretization of all the fluid computational domains Ω, Σ12 (in open
and closed configurations) and Σ23 are given in the following Table 4.1 for the different
valves cases:
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(a) Native valve.

(b) Tricuspid valve.

(c) Epygon valve.

Figure 4.2 – Upper part of the ventricle surface of the considered computational domain
for the different valves.
Case
Native valve
Tricuspid valve
Epygon valve

Ω

Σ12 – open

Σ12 – closed

Σ23

316 100 tetrahedra
409 244 tetrahedra
335 848 tetrahedra

1 867 triangles
4 277 triangles
1 054 triangles

816 triangles
3 177 triangles
815 triangles

1 474 triangles
1 474 triangles
1 474 triangles

Table 4.1 – Size of all the computational domains Ω, Σ12 and Σ23 for the different immersed
valves.

4.2.2

Simulation time and boundary conditions

The boundary conditions and physical parameters considered here for all the numerical
simulations through this chapter are identical to the ones provided in Section 3.3.2. The
only difference between the two examples concerns the total time of the simulation: for the
comparison of cardiac hemodynamics between the different valves (and, in particular, of
the intraventricular flow during the diastole), instead of considering one single heartbeat,
the simulation is run for a total time t = 2.55, corresponding to three full heartbeats of a
young adult. The idea is to get a periodic behavior independent of the initial conditions.
On the opposite, for the simulation of MR, computing one heartbeat is enough since the
purpose here is simply to highlight the differences occurring during the systole between
two healthy and regurgitant configurations.
In the following, only the native valve case is depicted as this geometry is the same
in both numerical examples. In addition, the computational domains for the tricuspid
and the Epygon valves being almost identical, depicting them would be unduly redundant.
Figures 4.3a–4.3i present some typical snapshots of the resulting displacement field, obtained
for the case of the native valve, at different instants of the three heartbeats. Compared to
Figure 3.14, major differences can be observed for the atrium. They are discussed later in
Section 4.2.3.
The corresponding LV volume is depicted with respect to the time for the case of the
native valve in Figure 4.4. Note that the consideration of several heartbeats allows a
clear definition of the atrial systole (described in Section 1.3.1) which was not previously
observed in Figure 3.15.
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4.2. Problem setting

(a) t = 0.

(b) t = 0.2.

(c) t = 0.5.

(d) t = 0.85.

(e) t = 1.05.

(f) t = 1.35.

(g) t = 1.7.

(h) t = 1.9.

(i) t = 2.2.

Figure 4.3 – Snapshots of the displacement magnitude obtained for the case of the native
valve at different instants of the three heartbeats. Each line corresponds to a heartbeat.
For a given heartbeat (meaning, for a given line), the first column corresponds to the
initial state, the second one corresponds to the maximum contraction state and the last
one corresponds to the maximum dilatation state.
The amplitude of the pressures considered for the boundary conditions and for the
pressure correction in the context of the native valve case, are depicted with respect to the
time in Figure 4.5.

4.2.3

Stiffening of the immersed valves

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the open configuration of the immersed mitral valve is
expected to have an important impact on the structure of the intraventricular flow. Based
on the displacement field applied on the LV surface, the edge belonging to the mitral
valve, which is linked to the mitral annulus, may be subject to important deformations as
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Figure 4.4 – Time history of the volume of the ventricle for the case of the native valve.
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This stiffening ensures that the open configurations of the immersed valves (see Figure 4.1) are indeed the ones inducing the structure of the computed intraventricular flow
and not arbitrary deformations of them. This choice is also supported by the fact that, for
the Epygon valve, the stent wrapping the flexible leaflet (see Figure 1.14) is supposed to
be rigid and thus not distorted during its lifespan.
Several consequences flow from this stiffening. First, as noticed in Section 4.2.2, the
displacement field of the atrium, now linked to a less distorted annulus, is smaller than
before (see Figure 4.3 compared to previous Figure 3.14). Second, the ventricle is more
constrained than before as its upper part near the mitral annulus, linked to the stiffed
elements, is prevented to distort as dictated by the displacement field coming from the
electromechanical simulations (see Appendix B). This may induce strong distortions in
the first layer of finite elements of the LV surface near the mitral annulus, leading to
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degradations in the matching of the computed pressures with the reference ones, as detailed
in Section 4.3, compared to what has been computed in Chapter 3.

4.2.4

Modeling of mitral regurgitation

The modeling of MR is based on an original idea from [Ale19], where a sphere of given
dimensions is used to define the regurgitating region (see Figure 4.6a). The elements of
the closed mitral valve intersected by the sphere (colored in light green in Figure 4.6b) are
the ones used for simulating the leak towards the atrium: when the valve is closed, the
resistance Ri of its elements is set to its usual optimal value except for the intersected ones
whose resistive parameter is set to 0. This null value locally disables the porosity, allowing
the fluid to flow through them.

(a) Considered sphere for the marking.

(b) Resulting marked region.

Figure 4.6 – Region marking strategy for the native valve in closed configuration. The
light green triangles represent the finite elements where the porosity is disabled. Images
from [Ale19].
Note that this simplified approach for the modeling of MR does not correspond to
one of the cases listed into the Carpentier’s functional classification (see Figure 1.9) but
has the main benefit of considering the same computational domain as the one used for
the healthy configuration. Therefore, no additional mesh generation is required. Finally,
it is worth noting that this region marking strategy has been only applied to the closed
configuration of the immersed mitral valve: it has been assumed that the effects of the
regurgitating region on the open configuration are not interesting for our comparison study
and can hence be neglected.

4.3

Numerical experiments

All the following results have been obtained with the ARIS model whose pressure
correction (detailed in Section 3.2.3) has been enabled during isovolumetric phases. For
the simulation of MR (denoted by “regurgitant case”), such phases do not exist due to the
regurgitation and the use of pressure correction does not make sense. Thus, the results
about MR have been obtained with the original RIS model (introduced in Section 2.4.1).
All the units are expressed in the CGS system, unless specified otherwise.
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4.3.1

Mitral regurgitation simulation

In this section and in the context of the native mitral valve, a healthy case is computed
with the ARIS model and is used as a reference to evaluate the main differences obtained
with a regurgitant case computed with the RIS model. For this purpose, the matching
of the evolution of the pressure PΩ2 and P ? is depicted in Figure 4.7 for both cases.
Figure 4.7a depicts a good overall pressures matching for the healthy case. On the contrary,
for the regurgitant case, the simulation is characterized by a pressure PΩ2 strongly offset
from P ? , as pictured in Figure 4.7b. In particular, during the time interval defined by
[t = 0.215, t = 0.465], PΩ2 keeps decreasing towards PΩ1 , consequence of blood leakage into
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the atrium. It is worth recalling that for the regurgitant case, P ? is simply illustrative and
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F gure 4 7 – T me h story of the computed pressures obta ned for the hea thy and regurg tant
cases.
F gure 4 8 presents some snapshots of the ve oc ty fie d obta ned n the ear y moments
of the simulation, for both healthy and regurgitant cases. At t = 0.05 and t = 0.125, the
results between both cases are the same as the regurgitating region only exists when the
mitral valve is in its closed configuration (i.e., when t > 0.215). Figure 4.8f depicts the
velocity field when MR occurs. An important blood flow coming back into the atrium
through the defined orifice is observed and hits the atrial upper wall before following its
curvature by rotating. Meanwhile, the flow rate though the aorta is reduced compared to
the healthy case (see Figure 4.8e).
Snapshots of the pressure fields obtained for both healthy and regurgitant cases are
given in Figure 4.9. As depicted in Figures 4.9a–4.9d, small differences between both
cases are observed at t = 0.185 and t = 0.2. These differences are explained by the fact
that no pressure correction is considered for the regurgitant case (we recall that the first
isovolumetric phase is roughly defined by the time interval [t = 0.135, t = 0.215]). The
most important differences are obtained at t = 0.35 (see Figures 4.9e and 4.9f) when the
regurgitating region is active (i.e., when MR occurs).
Finally, snapshots of some pathlines are given in Figure 4.10. As detailed for the
velocity field, the results between both cases are the same at t = 0.05 and t = 0.125.
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4.3. Numerical experiments

(a) Healthy case – t = 0.05.

(b) Regurgitant case – t = 0.05.

(c) Healthy case – t = 0.125.

(d) Regurgitant case – t = 0.125.

(e) Healthy case – t = 0.25.

(f) Regurgitant case – t = 0.25.

Figure 4.8 – Snapshots of the velocity field obtained at different early moments of the
simulation for the healthy and regurgitant cases.
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(a) Healthy case – t = 0.185.

(b) Regurgitant case – t = 0.185.

(c) Healthy case – t = 0.2.

(d) Regurgitant case – t = 0.2.

(e) Healthy case – t = 0.35.

(f) Regurgitant case – t = 0.35.

Figure 4.9 – Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at various instants for the healthy
and regurgitant cases. As regards the first isovolumetric phase, the first, second and third
lines correspond to instants, respectively, just before, during and after this phase.

Nevertheless, a clear difference of behavior is observed at t = 0.25 where blood leakage is
obtained for the regurgitant case, characterized by some particles flowing back into the
atrium (see in Figure 4.10f).
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4.3. Numerical experiments

(a) Healthy case – t = 0.05.

(b) Regurgitant case – t = 0.05.

(c) Healthy case – t = 0.125.

(d) Regurgitant case – t = 0.125.

(e) Healthy case – t = 0.25.

(f) Regurgitant case – t = 0.25.

Figure 4.10 – Snapshots of some pathlines obtained at various instants for the healthy and
regurgitant cases.

4.3.2

Cardiac hemodynamics simulations for different artificial valves

The time history of the pressures PΩ2 and P ? are depicted in Figure 4.11 for the three
different types of mitral valve (namely, the native one, the Epygon one and the tricuspid
one). A good overall matching is obtained for the different cases, independently of the
considered heartbeat.
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Figure 4.11 – Time history of the computed pressures obtained for the different valves.
Figure 4.12 presents some snapshots of the velocity field, obtained at various instants
of the second heartbeat for the different valves. At t = 1.1, during the systole phase, the
three ve oc ty fie ds broad y exh b t the same behav or as observed n F gures 4 12a–4 12c
On y the Epygon case s s ght y d fferent due to ts mmersed r g d and mpermeab e stent
which forces blood to circumvent it and to leave the LV by a section more narrowed than
the one of the native and tricuspid cases. Figures 4.12d–4.12f depict the velocity field
when the ventricle filling is just beginning. The aperture angle of the peak flow is clearly
the widest for the tricuspid case. Moreover, as detailed in Section 1.5.3, the physiological
diastolic asymmetric flow oriented towards the posterior wall is observed for the Epygon
va ve and not for the tr cusp d one h gh ght ng ts super or ty F na y th s remark s a so
supported by Figures 4.12g–4.12i where the fully developed velocity field is depicted for
the different valves. One can clearly observe that, for the Epygon case, its structure is
closer to the native one than the tricuspid one, even if it is slightly accelerated (intended
effect described in [Epy]). In particular, the rotation of the flow for the tricuspid valve is
in the opposite direction compared to the physiological one [TKHL16].
Snapshots of the k net c energy fie d obta ned at var ous nstants of the second heartbeat
are given in Figure 4.13 for the different valves. The corresponding snapshots for the
vorticity field are depicted in Figure 4.14. Remarks previously made for the velocity also

0.18
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apply to these physical values. In particular, Figures 4.13e and 4.13f clearly highlight
the difference between both artificial valves in terms of flow structure: symmetric (i.e.,
non-physiological) for the tricuspid one and asymmetric (i.e., physiological) for the Epygon
one. In a healthy native case, the kinetic energy loss is expected to be minimized during
the diastole. This ensures the conservation of the energy provided by the peak flow
rate [KYW+ 00]. As observed in Figures 4.14g–4.14i, the vorticity field generated by the
Epygon valve, even if displaying greater values, is the closest to the native one.
For the purpose of completeness, Figure 4.15 presents the corresponding snapshots
for the pressure field. The three cases exhibit the exact same behavior. Similarities
between Figures 4.15a–4.15c and Figure 3.21b are clearly noticeable, highlighting the
proper functioning of the pressure correction for the three valves.
Figure 4.16 presents snapshots of some pathlines, obtained at various instants of the
second heartbeat for the different valves. As already discussed in the context of the velocity
field, the particles are not flowing in the physiological direction for the tricuspid case.
Pathlines follow the same tendency in terms of structure between native and Epygon cases.
The Epygon pathlines are always ahead of the native ones (as observed by comparing
Figure 4.16f with Figure 4.16d and Figure 4.16i with Figure 4.16g), consequence of the
coveted physiological flow acceleration of blood inside the LV [Epy].
Finally, the residence time of three particles in the LV are given in Table 4.2 for
the different valves cases. As consistent with what has been highlighted in the previous
comparisons of the different physical fields, a clear correlation between the native case and
the Epygon case is observed. The delay obtained for the tricuspid valve can be explained
by the fact that the particles are not flowing in the physiological direction and are then
much farther away from the aortic valve when systole begins than the ones of the native
case. The advance of particle 1 for the Epygon case compared to the native case is also a
consequence of the coveted physiological blood flow acceleration inside the LV [Epy].
Case
Native valve
Tricuspid valve
Relative gap with respect to the native case
Epygon valve
Relative gap with respect to the native case

Particle 1

Particle 2

Particle 3

553 ms
563 ms
+ 1.8 %
533 ms
- 3.6 %

562 ms
611 ms
+ 8.7 %
567 ms
+ 0.9 %

612 ms
704 ms
+ 15.0 %
613 ms
+ 0.2 %

Table 4.2 – Residence time of three particles in the LV for the different valves. The initial
position of each particle has been picked up on the surface defined by the mitral annulus
and has been kept the same between each case.
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(a) Native valve – t = 1.1.

(b) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.1.

(c) Epygon valve – t = 1.1.

(d) Native valve – t = 1.37.

(e) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.37.

(f) Epygon valve – t = 1.37.

(g) Native valve – t = 1.45.

(h) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.45.

(i) Epygon valve – t = 1.45.

Figure 4.12 – Snapshots of the velocity field obtained at various instants of the second
heartbeat for the different valves.
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(a) Native valve – t = 1.1.

(b) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.1.

(c) Epygon valve – t = 1.1.

(d) Native valve – t = 1.37.

(e) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.37.

(f) Epygon valve – t = 1.37.

(g) Native valve – t = 1.45.

(h) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.45.

(i) Epygon valve – t = 1.45.

Figure 4.13 – Snapshots of the kinetic energy field obtained at various instants of the
second heartbeat for the different valves.
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(a) Native valve – t = 1.1.

(b) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.1.

(c) Epygon valve – t = 1.1.

(d) Native valve – t = 1.37.

(e) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.37.

(f) Epygon valve – t = 1.37.

(g) Native valve – t = 1.45.

(h) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.45.

(i) Epygon valve – t = 1.45.

Figure 4.14 – Snapshots of the vorticity field obtained at various instants of the second
heartbeat for the different valves.
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(a) Native valve – t = 1.035.
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(b) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.035. (c) Epygon valve – t = 1.035.

(d) Native valve – t = 1.05.

(e) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.05.

(f) Epygon valve – t = 1.05.

(g) Native valve – t = 1.2.

(h) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.2.

(i) Epygon valve – t = 1.2.

Figure 4.15 – Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at various instants of the second
heartbeat for the different valves.
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(a) Native valve – t = 1.41.

(b) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.41.

(c) Epygon valve – t = 1.41.

(d) Native valve – t = 1.44.

(e) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.44.

(f) Epygon valve – t = 1.44.

(g) Native valve – t = 1.47.

(h) Tricuspid valve – t = 1.47.

(i) Epygon valve – t = 1.47.

Figure 4.16 – Snapshots of some pathlines obtained at various instants of the second
heartbeat for the different valves.
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Conclusions

The RIS and ARIS models, in spite of their simplicity, have provided interesting
illustrations and results in the context of realistic cases. First, a simple model of MR has
been computed on a physiological geometry and has been compared to the corresponding
healthy configuration, emphasizing the possibilities offered by the RIS approach to assess
its severity. Then, with the ARIS model, we have highlighted that, contrary to the
bioprosthetic tricuspid valve, the intraventricular flow generated by the Epygon valve
presents important similarities with the native one, highlighting its superiority. This can
be explained by the presence of the D-shaped annulus combined with the single anterior
valve leaflet, empowering the asymmetry of the downstream flow inside the LV. Studies
on other artificial valves with similar geometrical properties have also observed the same
benefits (see, e.g., [FPK15]).
Several limitations to the presented model can however be mentioned. First, the
ARIS model requires the availability of a reference pressure data. While obtainable in
an uncoupled electromechanical/fluid framework, as presented in Section 3.3.2, in vivo
recovery of the intraventricular pressure by catheterization is an invasive procedure and
might not always be feasible. Secondly, the ARIS model is based on a reduced valve model
and therefore inherits from all its limitations. In particular, we can mention the fact that
the valve instantaneously switches between its open and closed configurations, which is
a simplification of reality. A second limitation of the reduced valve model is dictated by
the arbitrary displacement of the immersed surfaces, resulting from the lifting operator
of the ALE framework: the immersed valve surfaces displacements are not driven by any
physical considerations. Finally, due to the explicit treatment of the valve model, pressure
oscillations can be observed during transition phases, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.1.
This last issue might be circumvented by formulating the valve dynamics as a non-linear
constraint on the fluid velocity.
An interesting extension of this work would be to compare the results coming from the
ARIS model with the ones coming from a fully coupled FSI framework in order to quantify
the potential inaccuracies induced by the current approach. Moreover, while a simplified
left heart geometry (described in Section 3.3.2) was considered, using a richer geometry
(including, e.g., papillary muscles or chordae tendineae) could help evaluating the proposed
approach in a more realistic setting.
Last, the ARIS model is too simplistic to reproduce the most complex phenomena
occurring during a heartbeat. In particular, the dynamics aspects of the flow, induced
by the gradual opening and closing of the valve, cannot be obtained with this reduced
modeling of the immersed surfaces. Even if recent works introducing an implicit valve
description have been proposed to bypass this open/closed duality (see, e.g., [FFDQ17]),
the computation of some specific phenomena are still out ot reach with this simplified model.
We can mention, for instance, the study of the relationship between the mitral annular
shape and the mitral valve prolapse (see, e.g., [LTHW87]). For this type of problems,
more sophisticated models taking into account a full description of the dynamics of the
structures interacting with the fluid, including the management of the contact between the
leaflets, need to be considered. These more complex models will be considered in Part III
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where the simulation of intracardiac blood flow and implantable cardiovascular devices
with a complete fluid-structure interaction model is investigated.

Part III

Simulation of intracardiac
blood flow with a complete
fluid-structure interaction
model

Chapter 5

Numerical methods for immersed
fluid-structure interaction with thin-walled
structures

As detailed in Section 2.5, the numerical simulation of a thin-walled structure immersed
in an incompressible fluid can be addressed by various FSI methods. In this chapter, three
of them are considered: the ALE method, the FD/Lagrange multipliers method and the
Nitsche-eXtended Finite Element Method (NXFEM) method. Taking ALE as a reference,
the advantages and limitations of FD and Nitsche-XFEM are carefully discussed on three
benchmark test cases which have been chosen to be representative of typical difficulties
encountered in cardiac valves simulations.
The results presented in this chapter have been reported in:
• L. Boilevin-Kayl, M.A. Fernández and J.F. Gerbeau, Numerical methods for
immersed FSI with thin-walled structures. Computers & Fluids, DOI:
10.1016/j.compfluid.2018.05.024, 2019. Available online: https://hal.inria.fr/
hal-01704575.
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5.1

Introduction

Unfitted mesh methods for FSI are rarely compared between them in the literature. It
is hence unclear to what extend cut-FEM methodologies are appealing in practice, with
respect to more standard IB or FD methods. The first contribution of this chapter consists
in providing insight into this problem. To this purpose, we compare and validate some
of the unfitted mesh methods mentioned in Section 2.5 in a series of 2D FSI benchmarks
with dynamics interfaces undergoing large deflections. We consider an archetypal sample
of unfitted mesh methods: the FD method as implemented in [dSGB08], an enhanced
variant from [KHS+ 15] and the Nitsche-XFEM method introduced in [AFFL16]. The
numerical approximation provided by an ALE fitted mesh approach is used as reference for
the comparisons. The second contribution of this work has to do with the above referenced
unfitted Nitsche-XFEM method, which is here formulated and validated, for the first
time, in a fully non-linear framework, involving a general thin-wall solid model for large
displacements and rotations. The numerical results reported in [AFFL16] were limited to
moderate (normal) displacements using a simple string model.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 recalls the different
mathematical models and formulations considered through the chapter. The numerical
methods are described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the comparisons of the results
obtained with the three FSI benchmarks tests. Finally, a summary of the main conclusions
is given in Section 5.6.

5.2

Problem setting and mathematical formulations

In what follows, the fluid is modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in
the Eulerian or in the ALE formalisms. The thin-walled solid is described by a non-linear
Reissner-Mindlin beam model in Lagrangian form. We refer to Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.5.1.2
for more information about these models.
The geometric configurations and notations are those of Section 2.5.2.1. Then, for
the coupled problem with Eulerian formalism in the fluid, we refer to (2.14)–(2.16) in
previous Section 2.5.2.2. For the coupled problem with ALE formalism in the fluid, we
refer to (2.19)–(2.21) in previous Section 2.5.2.2.

5.3

Numerical methods

Though the coupled problems (2.14)–(2.16) and (2.19)–(2.21) are equivalent at the
continuous level, their discretization generally leads to different numerical approaches.
def

In what follows, τ > 0 denotes the time-step length, tn = nτ for n ∈ N, and

def 1
∂τ xn =
xn − xn−1 stands for the first-order backward difference. We will also make use
τ
of the standard Sobolev spaces H m (ω) (m ≥ 0). The closed subspaces HΓ1 (ω), of functions
in H 1 (ω) with zero trace on Γ, and L20 (ω), of functions in L2 (ω) with zero mean in ω, will
def

also be used. The scalar product in L2 (ω) is denoted by (·,·)ω . We consider V = [HΓ1 (Ω)]d
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def

and Q = L20 (Ω) as the fluid velocity and pressure functional spaces, respectively. The
space of admissible displacements is denoted by Y ⊂ [H 1 (Σ)]d . The trial set for the unitary
director vectors is denoted by S and its variations are taken in the space Θ ⊂ H 1 (Σ).

5.3.1

Fitted mesh methods

By using the parametrization of the fluid domain, given by the one-to-one mapping A,
we can consider as fluid unknowns
def

b = u ◦ At
u

def

and pb = p ◦ At ,

b ◦ A−1
instead of u = u
and p = pb ◦ A−1
The coupled problem (2.19)–(2.21)
t
t .
hence admits
the
following
variational
formulation
(see, e.g., [FG09]): for t > 0, find

.
.
b |Σ = d, such that the geometric compatb ,b
u
p, d,a ∈ V × Q × Y × S, with d = ∂t d and u
ibility (2.21)1 holds and



 ρf d u, v 
− ρf (∇ · w)u, v Ω(t) + afΩ(t) u − w; (u,p),(v,q)
Ω(t)
dt
(5.1)

. 

s
s
+ ρ  ∂τ d, y Σ + a (d,a),(y,θ) = 0,
b|Σ = y. Here, the trilinear fluid form afΩ(t) is
for all (b
v ,b
q ,y,θ) ∈ V × Q × Y × Θ, with v
defined by
 def

afΩ(t) z; (u,p),(v,q) = cΩ(t) (z, u, v) + aΩ(t) (u,p),(v,q) ,

with

 def

aΩ(t) (u,p),(v,q) = 2µ (u),(v) Ω(t) − (p,∇ · v)Ω(t) + (q,∇ · u)Ω(t) ,
def

cΩ(t) (z,u,v) = ρf (z · ∇u, v)Ω(t) .

The term as represents the weak form of the solid operators Ld and La .
The coupled variational problem (5.1) is particularly well adapted to the discretization
with fitted meshes. We hence consider a family of triangulations of {Thf }0<h<1 of the
reference fluid domain Ω which are fitted to the family of triangulations {Ths }0<h<1 of Σ. In
other words, the fluid and solid meshes match at the interface. The discrete spaces V h ⊂ V ,
Y h ⊂ Y and Θh ⊂ Θ are the standard Lagrange finite element space of continuous piecewise affine functions, so that we have Y h = V h |Σ . The pressure space Qh ⊂ Q is also
made of piece-wise affine functions which are continuous on each sub-domain Ωi , i = {1,2},
but which can be discontinuous across Σ.
The geometric coupling condition (2.21)1 is treated in an explicit fashion as follows.
For a given discrete displacement dn−1
∈ Y h at time level tn−1 , we define the ALE map
h
n
Ah as

n−1
df,n
and Anh = I Ω + df,n
h = Lh dh
h .

The resulting numerical method is detailed in Algorithm 5.1. Here, we have used the
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Algorithm 5.1 Fitted mesh ALE method.
For n ≥ 1,
1. Fluid mesh update:


n−1
df,n
,
h = Lh dh

wnh = ∂τ df,n
h ,

Anh = I Ω + df,n
h ,

Ωnh = Anh (Ω).


.
.
b nh ,b
b nh |Σ = dnh , such
2. Find u
pnh , dnh ,anh ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × S h , with dh = ∂τ dnh and u
that
 fh
i



ρ

n−1
n

u
,
v
−
u
,
v
− ρf (∇ · wnh )unh , v h Ωn
n−1

n
h
h
h
h
Ωh
Ωh
 τ
h

n−1
f
n
n n
(5.2)
+
a
u
−
w
;
(u
,p
),(v
,q
)
n
h h
Ωh ,h
h
h h

h




.

+ ρs  ∂τ dnh , y h Σ + ash (dnh ,anh ),(y h ,θh ) = 0,
for all (b
v h ,b
qh ,y h ,θh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Θh , with v h |Σ = y h .

standard notation
 def

afΩn ,h z h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) = cnh (z h ; uh , v h ) + aΩnh (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )
h

+ sΩnh ,h (z h ; uh , v h ),

with the convective trilinear form given by
def

cnh (z h ; uh ,v h ) = cΩnh (z h ; uh , v h ) +


ρf
(∇ · z h )uh , v h Ωn .
h
2

The form sΩnh ,h corresponds to the SUPG/PSPG and grad-div stabilizations (see,
e.g., [Tez91]) and is given by
s

Ωn
h ,h

def

(z h ; uh , v h ) =

X ˆ

K∈Thf

+

K∈Thf
def

K

X ˆ

K

λ C h2
(∇ · uh )(∇ · v h )
δh



δh ρf (z h · ∇) uh + ∇ph · ρf (z h · ∇) v h + ∇qh ,

 s

δh = λM ρf

16µ2

|2

−1

4
4|z h 
+ 4 f 2+
2
τ
h (ρ )
h2

(5.3)

,

with λM , λC > 0 user-defined parameters. At last, the solid term ash denotes the linear
Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial Components (MITC) approximation of as (see, e.g.,
[Bat96]), involving 3 degrees of freedom per node in the increments (two displacements
and one rotation).
Remark 5.1
In (5.2), the fluid integrals in the current configurations involve the composition with the
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corresponding discrete ALE map. For instance, the second term is given by
un−1
h , vh



Ωn−1
h

−1
−1
b n−1
bh ◦ (An−1
= u
◦ (An−1
h
h ) ,v
h )



n−1
Ωh

.

The main drawback of Algorithm 5.1 comes from the motion of the fluid domain mesh in
step 1. Indeed, the viability and efficiency of the whole numerical method strongly depends
on the capability of the discrete lifting operator Lh to deliver a correct deformed fluid
mesh which maintains a reasonable quality. This contraint often becomes a challenging
problem in the case of large interface deflections (see, e.g., [STB03, Wic11, Ala14]). In
this chapter, we consider the non-linear lifting operator introduced in [LVCF17] which is
simply an incremental variant of the approach reported in [STB03].

5.3.2

Unfitted mesh methods

The coupled problem (2.14)–(2.16) is often discretized with an unfitted mesh method to
circumvent the above-mentioned limitation of Algorithm 5.1. In this chapter, we consider
two different unfitted methods which are discussed in the next two paragraphs.

5.3.2.1

Fictitious domain method

The basic idea of the so-called Fictitious Domain method, is to consider the kinematic
condition (2.16)2 as a constraint in the fluid problem which is enforced through Lagrange
multipliers, viz.,
.
b µ,u ◦ φ) = b µ,d , ∀µ ∈ Λ,
1

where Λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier space and b : Λ × [H 2 (Σ)]d → R is a continuous
bilinear form, such that b(µ,z) = 0, for all µ ∈ Λ, yields z = 0 on Σ. For instance, we
1
can take Λ = ([H 2 (Σ)]d )0 and b(µ,z) = hµ, zi, where h·, ·i represents the duality pairing
1
1
between ([H 2 (Σ)]d )0 and [H 2 (Σ)]d (see, e.g., [Pat11, BG17]).
Hence, in weak form the
 coupled problem (2.14)–(2.16)
. can be formulated as follows:
for t > 0, find u, p, λ, d,a ∈ V × Q × Λ × Y × S, with d = ∂t d, such that the geometric
compatibility (2.16)1 holds and
( f



. 
ρ ∂t u,v Ω + afΩ u; (u,p),(v,q) + ρs  ∂t d, y Σ + as (d,a), (y,θ)
(5.4)
.
+ b(λ, v ◦ φt − y) − b µ, u ◦ φt − d = 0,

for all (v,q,µ,y,θ) ∈ V × Q × Λ × Y × Θ.

At the discrete level, the fluid velocity is searched for in the same space V h as in the
fitted mesh formulation of Section 5.3.1. Nevertheless, the fluid mesh is now fixed and
the pressure space Qh is made of globally continuous functions. For the solid, we consider
the same discretization as in Section 5.3.1. As approximation space for the Lagrange
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Algorithm 5.2 Fictitious domain method (from [dSGB08]).
For n ≥ 1,
1. Interface update:

n
n
φnh = I Σ + dn−1
h , Σh = φh (Σ),

Ωnh = Ω\Σnh .

(5.5)


.
2. Find unh ,pnh , λnh , dnh ,anh ∈ V h × Qh × Λh × Y h × S h , with dh = ∂τ dnh , such that



n n

ρf ∂τ unh , v h Ω + afΩ,h un−1

h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )



.
(5.6)
+ ρs  ∂τ dnh , y h Σ + as (dnh ,anh ),(y h ,θh )



.

 + b λn ,v ◦ φn − y − b µ ,un ◦ φn − dn = 0,
h

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

for all (v h ,qh ,µh , y h ,θh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Λh × Y h × Θh .

multipliers, we take


Nhs



X
Λh = µh =
µi δxsi µi ∈ Rd , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nhs } ,



(5.7)

i=1

Ns

h
where {xsi }i=1
denotes the points of the triangulation Ths and δxsi stands for the Dirac’s
measure at point xsi . This non-conforming approximation was used for example in [GPHJ99,
dSGB08] and analyzed in [FM14]. The discrete method is hence obtained from the
approximation of the weak form (5.4), as detailed in Algorithm 5.2. Note that the
geometric compatibility condition (2.16)1 is treated explicitly via the first step (5.5).

From (5.7), the discrete treatment of the kinematic constraint in (5.6), namely,

simply reads

. 
b µh ,unh ◦ φnh − dnh = 0,
.

∀uh ∈ Λh ,

unh ◦ φnh (xsi ) − dnh (xsi ) = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nhs }.

(5.8)

The present computer implementation of this method is performed by penalization
(omitted in the concise description of Algorithm 5.2 for the sake of clarity). Let ε > 0 be
a given (non-dimensionless) parameter, the kinematic coupling condition (5.8) is hence
replaced by
.
unh ◦ φnh (xsi ) − dnh (xsi ) = ελni , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nhs }.
(5.9)
Owing to the choice of Λh , the elimination of the Lagrange multipliers obtained
with the penalization can be done without affecting the sparse pattern of the matrix of
the fluid problem. This property makes the approach very convenient from a computer
implementation point of view. The influence of the penalty parameter ε on the accuracy of
the method will be discussed in Section 5.4, devoted to the numerical experiments. The
choice here is to enforce relation (5.9) at every time-step, but let us mention an interesting
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alternative which consists in introducing a time dynamics for the Lagrange multiplier,
in the spirit of what is done for the pressure in pseudo-compressibility methods. This
approach is adopted in [KHS+ 15], and further analyzed in [KHY+ 17] in a scalar case.
The main sources of inaccuracies in Algorithm 5.2 come from the choice of the Lagrange
multiplier space (5.7) and from the continuous nature of the pressure approximation across
the interface. While the impact of the former can be mitigated via mesh refinement, the latter is known to yield major mass conservation issues across the interface. It is worth noting
that similar poor mass conservation was encountered with the original immersed boundary
method using finite difference approximations in space (see, e.g., [PP93, BDG+ 17]). In the
variational setting of Algorithm 5.2, the use of alternative spatial approximations, based on
globally discontinuous pressures and higher order polynomials for the velocities, has been
investigated in [Baa01, BCGG12b, BCGG12a, BCG15] with the purpose of overcoming
this issue. In this chapter, we follow the approach considered in [KHS+ 15] (see also
[GLRW12, CBCG17]), with which the original (low-order) velocity/pressure approximation is preserved by simply modifying the SUPG/PSPG and grad-div stabilizations in a
neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh (typically 2 layers of fluid elements on each side).
More precisely, in (5.3) we take
(
1 in Ω\ωhn ,
λC = 1 in Ω, λM =
εM in ωhn ,
with 0 < εM  1 a user-defined parameter. Thus, the idea of the method consists in
boosting the grad-div stabilization while reducing the SUPG/PSPG stabilization near the
interface. The first improves mass conservation while the second limits the impact of the
local residual inconsistencies.

5.3.2.2

Nitsche-XFEM method

As in Algorithm 5.2, the geometric compatibility condition (2.16)1 is treated in an
explicit fashion and we consider the same discretization of the solid. For the construction of
n}
the fluid approximation spaces, we introduce two family of meshes {Th,i
0<h<1 , i = {1,2},
n
th
n
n is fitted to
where each Th,i covers the i fluid region defined by Σh . Each mesh Th,i
n
the exterior boundary Γ but not to Σh (see Figure 5.1). Furthermore for every element
n ∩ T n we assume that K ∩ Σn 6= ∅. Note that T n ∪ T n is a triangulation of the
K ∈ Th,1
h,2
h
h,1
h,2
n , viz.,
whole fluid domain Ω. We denote by Ωnh,i the domain covered by Th,i


def
n K
Ωnh,i = int ∪K∈Th,i
.

We can hence introduce the following time-dependent spaces of continuous piecewise affine
functions:
n
o

n def
n
Xh,i
= vh ∈ C 0 (Ωnh,i ) vh|K ∈ P1 (K), ∀K ∈ Th,i
,
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n
vh,1 2 Xh,1

n
vh,2 2 Xh,2

⌃nh

⌦
n
Th,2

n
Th,1

n .
Figure 5.1 – One-dimensional illustration of the construction of the discrete spaces Xh,i

for i = {1,2}. For the approximation of the fluid velocity and pressure we will consider the
product spaces V nh and Qnh defined as

def
n d
n d
V nh = [Xh,1
] × [Xh,2
] ∩V

def

n
n
and Qnh = (Xh,1
× Xh,2
) ∩ Q.

Note that interfacial (strong and weak) discontinuities are now incorporated at the discrete
def

level. Indeed, the functions of these spaces are continuous in the fluid domain Ωnh = Ω\Σnh ,
but discontinuous across the moving interface Σnh (see Figure 5.1).
In this framework, the kinematic/dynamic fluid-solid coupling (2.16)2,3 can be enforced
in a consistent fashion (and Lagrange multipliers free) through a fluid-sided Nitsche’s mortaring (see [AFFL16, BF14]). The resulting numerical method is detailed in Algorithm 5.3.
Here, γ > 0 denotes the Nitsche’s penalty parameter and the fluid trilinear form af,n
h is
given by the following expression:
 def n

n (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )
af,n
z
;
(u
,p
),(v
,q
)
=
c
(z
;
u
,
v
)
+
a
Ω
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

+ snv,h (z h ; uh , v h ) + snp,h (z h ; ph , qh ) + ghn (uh ,v h ). (5.11)

In this expression, the convective term is defined as
def


ρf
(∇ · z h )uh ,v h Ωn
h
2


ρf
− ρf {{z h }} · nJuh K, {{v h }} Σn −
Jz h · nK,{{uh · v h }} Σn ,
h
h
2

cnh (z h ; uh ,v h ) = cΩnh (z h ; uh , v h ) +

where the last two (consistent) terms are introduced for stability purposes to guarantee
that cnh (z h ; v h ,v h ) = 0.
The terms in snv,h and snp,h in (5.11) correspond to the continuous interior penalty (CIP)
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Algorithm 5.3 Nitsche-XFEM method (from [AFFL16]).
For n ≥ 1,
1. Interface update:

n
n
φnh = I Σ + dn−1
h , Σh = φh (Σ),

Ωnh = Ω\Σnh .


.
2. Find unh ,pnh , dnh ,anh ∈ V nh × Qnh × Y h × S h , with dh = ∂τ dnh , such that




ρf ∂τ unh , v h Ωn + af,n
un−1
; (unh ,pnh ),(v h ,qh )

h
h




.n h 

s
s
n n

+
ρ

∂
d

τ h , y h Σ + ah (dh ,ah ),(y h ,θh )




2

X



n
n

−
σ(u
,p
)n
,
v
−
y
i

h,i
h
h,i
h,i
Σn

h

(5.10)

i=1

2

X


.



−
unh,i − dnh ,σ(v h,i , − qh,i )ni Σn


h


i=1



2



.
γµ X n


uh,i − dnh , v h,i − y h Σn = 0,
+


h
h
i=1

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ,θh ) ∈ V nh × Qnh × Y h × Θh .

stabilization (see [BFH06]) given by
def
snv,h (z h ; uh , v h ) =

2

γv h

2
X
X

n
i=1 F ∈Fh,i

def

snp,h (z h ; ph , qh ) = γp h2

2
X
X

n
i=1 F ∈Fh,i

ξF (z h )kz h · nkL∞ (F ) J∇uh KF ,J∇v h KF

ξF (z h )
J∇ph KF , J∇qh KF F ,
kz h kL∞ (F )



F

,
(5.12)

n denotes the set of interior edges (for d = 2) or faces (for d = 3) of T n , the
where Fh,i
h,i
symbol J·KF stands for the jump operator across the edge or face F , the function ξF is
defined by
def

def

ξF (z h ) = min{1, ReF (z h )} and ReF (z h ) =

ρf kz h kL∞ (F ) h
µ

and γp , γv > 0 are user-defined parameters. The main reason of using the CIP stabilization (5.12) (instead of (5.3)) is that it is strongly consistent in the whole computational
domain Ωnh,1 × Ωnh,2 , while (5.3) it is strongly consistent only in the physical domain Ωnh
due to its residual-based nature (see [AFFL16] for a discussion).
At last, the term ghn in (5.11) corresponds to the so-called ghost-penalty stabilization
operator which guarantees the robustness of the method with respect to the way the
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interface Σnh cuts the fluid elements. It is given by the following expression (see [Bur10]):
def

ghn (uh ,v h ) = γg µh

2
X
X
i=1

n,Σ
F ∈Fh,i

J∇uh,i KF , J∇v h,i KF



F

,

n,Σ
n intersected by
where Fh,i
denotes the set of interior edges or faces of the elements of Th,i
Σnh and γg > 0 is a user-defined parameter.
It should be noted that, for consistency, all the fluid bulk terms in (5.10) are evaluated
only in the physical zones of Ωnh,i (i.e., the integrals are evaluated over cut-elements).
Furthermore, the interface integrals on Σnh involve the products of fields defined on different
meshes. Hence, in comparison with Algorithm 5.2, Algorithm 5.3 requires a non-standard
computer implementation and a specific evaluation of all the interface intersections. We
refer to [AFFL16] (and the references therein) for a critical review on this point.

5.4

Numerical experiments

The purpose of this section is to illustrate and compare, via a series of 2D numerical
examples (i.e., the above-mentioned dimension d is set to 2), the accuracy of the unfitted
methods described in Section 5.3.2. To this purpose, we consider as reference solution the
one provided by the fitted mesh method (Algorithm 5.1) using a highly refined space-time
grid. The accuracy of the unfitted mesh methods will be then evaluated by comparing the
results obtained with three successive levels of mesh refinement in space and in time.
Through this section, the acronyms ALE, FD and NXFEM respectively refer to Algorithms 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Moreover, the variant of Algorithm 5.2 discussed in Section 5.3.2.1,
with enhanced interfacial mass conservation, will be referred to as FDstab . Table 5.1
summarizes the different user-defined parameters involved in each method, with some
prescribed values.
ALE

FD

λC = 0

λC = 0

λM = 1

λM = 1
ε

FDstab

λM =

( λC = 1
1 in Ω\ωhn
in ωhn

εM

ε

NXFEM
γ = 102
γv = γp = 10−2
γg = 1

Table 5.1 – Free parameters of the numerical methods.
For the FD and FDstab methods, the choice of the penalty parameter ε and (for the
latter only) of the stabilization parameter εM requires a specific care which will be discussed
in the next paragraphs. More information about the way the penalty parameter ε is chosen
and the neighborhood ωhn is defined are provided, respectively, in Appendices D and E.
In this section and in the rest of this work, the different fluid problems are discretized
in space by using P1 /P1 SUPG/PSPG stabilized finite elements for the velocity and the
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pressure unknowns (see, e.g., [Tez91]), unless otherwise stated. The spatial discretization
of the solid problem is based on linear MITC elements (see, e.g., [Bat96]). Last, all the
numerical experiments presented in what follows have been computed by using the finite
element library FELiScE1 . All the units are expressed in the CGS system, unless specified
otherwise.

5.4.1

Open valve

As first example, we consider the heart-valve-inspired benchmark problem proposed
in [KHS+ 15, GABH13, HGAB12, Wic14]. Due to the symmetric properties of the problem,
only half of the domain is simulated with appropriate symmetry boundary conditions. The
problem consists of one cantilevered elastic beam immersed in a 2D channel filled with an
incompressible Newtonian fluid, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 – Geometric configuration of the first numerical example.
The geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω = [0, 8] × [0, 0.805]. The reference
configuration of the solid is the segment with endpoints (2, 0) and (2, 0.7) (see Figure 5.2).
The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 100 and µ = 10. For the solid, we have
ρs = 100,  = 0.0212, with Young’s modulus E = 5.6 · 107 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4.
As regards the boundary conditions for the fluid, a no-slip boundary condition is
enforced on Γbot while a symmetry boundary condition is imposed on Γtop . Zero traction is
enforced on the lateral boundary Γout . The velocity is prescribed on Γin , as a half parabolic
profile whose maximum amplitude is defined by a positive time-dependent function umax (t)
given by the following expression:
umax (t) = 5 · (0.805)2 · (sin(2πt) + 1.1) ,

∀t ∈ R+ .

The beam is fully clamped at its bottom endpoint. The fluid and the solid are initially at
rest.
5.4.1.1

Spatial and temporal discretization

A reference solution has been generated using Algorithm 5.1 with a high space-time
grid resolution. The solid mesh is made of 59 segments and the body-fitted fluid mesh of
1

See https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/felisce/.
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48 706 quadrilaterals which are refined around the interface. The initial configuration of
the fitted meshes is depicted in Figure 5.3a.

(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.3 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 0.

(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.4 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 0.5.
Here, the fluid velocity and pressure fields are approximated using Q1 finite elements.
The time-step is τ = 10−3 and the final time is t = 3, corresponding to around 3 full cycles
of oscillations of the structure. A snapshot of the resulting deformed mesh at time t = 0.5
is shown in Figure 5.4a.
The first level of refinement for the unfitted meshes, which we refer to as M1 , divides
the fluid domain into 4 096 triangles and the structure domain into 32 segments. The
corresponding time-step is τ = 10−2 . The two subsequent space-time grids, respectively
noted M2 and M3 , are uniform refinements of M1 with a factor of, respectively, 2 and 4
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along the spatial and temporal directions. Hence, M2 is made of 16 384 triangles and M3
of 65 536 triangles. Their corresponding structure domains are respectively divided into
64 and 128 segments. The time-steps are τ = 5 · 10−3 in M2 and τ = 2.5 · 10−3 in M3 .
For illustration purposes, M1 , M2 and M3 at t = 0 are shown in Figures 5.3b–5.3d and at
t = 0.5 in Figures 5.4b–5.4d (obtained with the NXFEM method).
5.4.1.2

Comparison of results

The values of the penalty parameter ε for the FD method are equal to 10−5 with
M1 , 10−6 with M2 and 10−6 with M3 . The motivation of these choices will be discussed
in Section 5.4.1.3 below. For this example, the results obtained with the FDstab variant
method are very close to those obtained with the FD method and thus are omitted.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present snapshots of the interface location and fluid velocity
magnitude near the leaflet at t = 0.5 for the three levels of refinement and for the NXFEM
and FD methods, respectively. Overall, a good agreement of the velocity field with the ALE
method is already observed for the coarsest grid M1 . Note that the correct computation of
the induced vortex after the leaflet requires more refinement and it is better captured by
the NXFEM method.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.5 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.5 obtained with NXFEM.
The results for the pressure are given in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively for the
NXFEM and FD methods. The NXFEM method gets the correct shape of the pressure
field, even with the coarsest grid resolution. After refinement, the agreement with the ALE
method is very good in both approaches. For the FD method, comparisons between M1
and M3 clearly indicates that mesh refinement improves the results.
Figure 5.9 reports a comparison of the time history of the x-solid displacement at the
upper leaflet tip obtained with the NXFEM and FD methods. The NXFEM method shows
better agreement with the ALE method. Nevertheless, the overall agreement of the FD
methods is satisfying for the M2 and M3 refinement levels.
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .

Figure 5.6 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.5 obtained with FD.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.7 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.5 obtained with NXFEM.

Similar observations can be made from Figure 5.10, which reports the time history of
the y-solid displacement of the upper leaflet tip. Note that the convergence of the FD
method towards the reference solution is clearly visible, but slower than for the NXFEM
method.
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .
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Figure 5.8 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.5 obtained with FD.
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Figure 5.9 – Time history of the x-displacement of the upper leaflet tip.
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Figure 5.10 – Time history of the y-displacement of the upper leaflet tip.
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5.4.1.3

Choice of the penalty parameters for the fictitious domain methods

For the FD method introduced in Algorithm 5.2, the critical parameter to fix is the
penalization coefficient ε. The choice of the values of penalty parameters is usually delicate
and arbitrary (see, e.g., [ZS14, RAB07]). Here, we present the workflow we carried on to
determine a range of admissible values for the penalization coefficient ε. Our approach
is similar to the one used in [ZS14]: a given simulation has been run with a large range
of values for the penalty parameter ε. The value is initially 10−1 and is reduced until
the convergence is lost due to ill-conditioning problems of the system. A physical value,
characterizing the current case, is then computed with respect to the time. This convergence
study is done on for each level of refinement.
The physical value of interest here is the displacement magnitude of the immersed
upper leaflet tip. The set of values used for ε is given by

−i

 {10 , i = 1 . . . 6}, for M1 ,
ε = {10−i , i = 1 . . . 7}, for M2 ,


{10−i , i = 1 . . . 7}, for M3 .
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The corresponding results for the levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 are respectively
shown in Figures 5.11a–5.11c.
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Figure 5.11 – Convergence study of the penalty parameter ε.
As expected, all the curves have the same behavior, independently of the penalization
or the refinement of the meshes. The penalty parameter ε has an impact on the amplitude
of the displacement: when the penalization is stronger, the different curves convergence
towards the same value. As the penalization of the immersed structure appears in the fluid
1
problem under the form , a small penalty parameter may induce ill-conditioning of the
ε
system and then, low convergence rate. This is why we assumed that, once a good over-all
convergence has been achieved and the results are independent of the values of ε, it is no
more useful to further reduce it. More information about the convergence study of the
penalty parameter ε for this case are provided in Appendix D for the different levels of
refinement.
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5.4.2

Closed valve

As second example, we consider a benchmark problem mimicking the behavior of a
closed valve (see, e.g., [KHS+ 15, vLAdHB04]). The main difficulty here are the correct
evaluation of the pressure jump and the conservation of mass across the valve.

Figure 5.12 – Geometric configuration of the second numerical example.
The problem consists of an elastic beam clamped on its endpoints and immersed in a
2D channel filled with an incompressible Newtonian fluid, as shown in Figure 5.12. The
geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω = [0, 4] × [0, 1]. The reference configuration for
the solid is defined as the segment with endpoints (2, 0) and (2, 1) (see Figure 5.12). The
physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 100 and µ = 10. For the solid, we have ρs = 100,
 = 0.0212, with Young’s modulus E = 5.6 · 107 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4.
As regards the boundary conditions for the fluid, a no-slip boundary condition is
enforced on Γbot and Γtop . Zero traction is enforced on the lateral boundary Γout , while on
Γin , traction is imposed in terms of the following positive time-dependent pressure function
pin (t), given by the following expression:
pin (t) = 3 · 105 · atanh(10 · t),

∀t ∈ R+ .

The structure is fully clamped at its endpoints A0 and A1 . The fluid and the solid are
initially at rest. As the prescribed pressure builds up, the solid starts to bend and elongate.
After this brief transition phase, the system reaches a steady state with a pressure jump
across the interface. The fluid and solid velocities vanish and the pressure is a piecewise
constant function taking the value 3 · 105 and zero on each side of the interface, respectively.
5.4.2.1

Spatial and temporal discretization

A reference solution has been generated using Algorithm 5.1 with a high space-time grid
resolution. The solid mesh is made of 80 segments and the body-fitted fluid mesh of 25 600
quadrilaterals. The initial configuration of the fitted meshes is depicted in Figure 5.13a.
Here, the fluid velocity and pressure fields are approximated using Q1 finite elements.
The time-step is τ = 10−3 and the final time is t = 3, corresponding to the time required
by the structure to reach its steady state. A snapshot of the resulting deformed mesh at
time t = 0.125 is shown in Figure 5.14a.
The first level of refinement for the unfitted meshes, M1 , divides the fluid domain into
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(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.13 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 0.

(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.14 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 0.125.
1 034 triangles and the structure domain into 25 segments. The corresponding time-step
is τ = 2 · 10−3 . As in the previous example, the two subsequent space-time grids are
uniform refinements of M1 : M2 is made of 4 370 triangles and M3 of 17 954 triangles. Their
corresponding structure domains are respectively divided into 50 and 100 segments. The
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time-steps are τ = 10−3 in M2 and τ = 5 · 10−4 in M3 . For illustration purposes, M1 , M2
and M3 at t = 0 are shown in Figures 5.13b–5.13d and at t = 0.125 in Figures 5.14b–5.14d
(obtained with the NXFEM method).
5.4.2.2

Comparison of results

For all the refinement levels, we have taken ε = 10−5 in the FD and FDstab methods.
In the latter, the stabilization parameter is set to εM = 10−4 . The motivation of these
choices will be discussed in Section 5.4.2.3 below.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.15 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.125 obtained with NXFEM.
Figures 5.15–5.17 present, respectively for the NXFEM, FD and FDstab methods, the
snapshots of the interface location and the fluid velocity magnitude near the leaflet at
t = 0.125 for the three levels of refinement. The NXFEM method retrieves the negligible
velocity field of the reference ALE solution in all the grid refinement levels. The color
palette has been kept the same for the three figures in order to highlight the loss of
mass featured by the FD method. In Figure 5.16, no matter what level of refinement is
used, a significant spurious flow is observed through the channel. This phenomenon is an
important limitation of the FD method with continuous pressure approximations (see, e.g.,
[Baa01, KHS+ 15]), which guarantees global but not local mass conservation (i.e., on each
side of the interface). Figure 5.17 shows, on the contrary, that the FDstab variant is able
to significantly reduce this leak across the interface, which highlights the benefits of the
modified SUPG/PSPG and grad-div stabilizations proposed in [KHS+ 15].
The results for the pressure are reported in Figures 5.18–5.20, respectively for the
NXFEM, FD and FDstab methods. Once more, the NXFEM method gets the correct
pressure jump, particularly with the grid refinement levels M2 and M3 . On the opposite,
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .

Figure 5.16 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.125 obtained with FD.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FDstab method - M1 .

(c) FDstab method - M2 .

(d) FDstab method - M3 .

Figure 5.17 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.125 obtained with FDstab .
the FD method struggles to correctly compute the pressure jump, which is largely underestimated compared to the reference solution. The FDstab method shows a very good
correction of the pressure jump across the valve compared to the FD method. Moreover,
the fact that the prediction of the pressure jump improves with the refinement is much
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.18 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.125 obtained with NXFEM.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .

Figure 5.19 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.125 obtained with FD.
more striking in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.21 reports a comparison of the time history of the x-solid displacement of the
valve mid-point obtained with the NXFEM, FD and FDstab methods. Similar observations
can be made from these results. The NXFEM and FDstab methods shows better agreement
with the reference solution than with the FD method. One particular point of interest
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FDstab method - M1 .

(c) FDstab method - M2 .

(d) FDstab method - M3 .
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Figure 5.20 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.125 obtained with FDstab .
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Figure 5.21 – Time history of the x-displacement of the valve mid-point.
is the computation of the dynamics of the valve, characterized by the oscillations of the
x-value around the reference steady state. The FD method is clearly unable to compute the
initial dynamics of the valve, no matter what level of refinement is used. On the contrary,
the NXFEM and FDstab predict the dynamics of the closed and show convergence to the
reference after grid refinement.
5.4.2.3

Choice of the penalty parameters for the fictitious domain methods

As explained in Section 5.4.1.3, we carried on the same convergence study with respect
to the penalty parameter ε, appearing in the FD method. The physical value of interest
here is the x-displacement of the valve mid-point. For each level of refinement, the case
has been run several times with a large panel of values for ε. The same behaviors as the
ones described in Section 5.4.1.3 have also been observed here. The chosen values of ε
are based on the previous mentioned criteria of convergence. More information about the
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convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for this case are provided in Appendix D for
the different levels of refinement.
For the sake of illustration, the interfacial zone in which the modified FDstab acts, is
depicted at t = 0.125 in Figures 5.22a–5.22c, respectively for the meshes M1 , M2 and
M3 . In order to choose the values of εM , the same kind of convergence study as the one

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure 5.22 – The neighborhood ωhn at time t = 0.125.
described in Section 5.4.1.3 for ε has been carried on. For each case M1 , M2 and M3 , ε is
equal to the value given by the convergence study and the case is run several times with a
large range of values for the user-defined parameter εM . The set of values used for εM is
given by

−i

 {10 , i = 0 . . . 4}, for M1 ,
εM =




{10−i , i = 0 . . . 4}, for M2 ,
{10−i , i = 0 . . . 4}, for M3 .

The lowest value, which do not compromise the convergence of the simulation, is chosen.
More information about the definition of ωhn for this case are provided in Appendix E for
the different levels of refinement.

5.4.3

Vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow

As last example, we consider the lid-driven cavity benchmark problem (inspired from,
e.g., [RHC15, WZ10, Gri12, GL17]) with an immersed elastic circle, as shown in Figure 5.23.
The geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω = [0, 0] × [1, 1]. The reference solid
configuration is a circle of radius R = 0.2 centred at (0.6, 0.5) (see Figure 5.23). The
physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 100 and µ = 10. For the solid, we have ρs = 100,
 = 0.0212, with Young’s modulus E = 5.6 · 103 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4.
As regards the boundary conditions for the fluid, a no-slip boundary condition is
enforced on Γbot and Γwall . Zero traction is enforced on the lateral boundaries Γin and
Γout . The velocity is prescribed on Γtop , as a positive velocity whose amplitude is constant
and equal to 1. Both the fluid and the solid are initially at rest.
5.4.3.1

Spatial and temporal discretization

The reference ALE solution has been generated using a solid mesh made of 200 segments
and a body-fitted fluid mesh of 46 078 triangles. The initial configuration of the fitted
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Figure 5.23 – Geometric configuration of the third numerical example.
meshes is depicted in Figure 5.24a. The time-step is τ = 2.5 · 10−3 and the final time
is t = 10, approximately corresponding to a full turn of the vesicle. A snapshot of the
resulting deformed mesh at time t = 6 is shown in Figure 5.25a . We consider that t = 6 is
the upper limit where we can still refer to the ALE solution as the reference (close to the
break-down of the mesh motion procedure).

(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.24 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 0.
The first level of refinement for the unfitted meshes, M1 , divides the fluid domain into
800 triangles and the structure domain into 40 segments. The corresponding time-step is
τ = 10−2 . As in two previous test cases, the two subsequent space-time grids, denoted by
M2 and M3 respectively, are uniform refinements of M1 . Thus, M2 is made of 3 200 triangles
and M3 of 12 800 triangles. Their corresponding structure domains are divided into 80
and 160 segments respectively. The time-steps are τ = 5 · 10−3 in M2 and τ = 2.5 · 10−3 in
M3 . For illustration purposes, M1 , M2 and M3 at t = 0 are shown in Figures 5.24b–5.24d
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(a) Fitted meshes - Reference.

(b) Unfitted meshes - M1 .

(c) Unfitted meshes - M2 .

(d) Unfitted meshes - M3 .

Figure 5.25 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at time t = 6.
and at t = 6 in Figures 5.25b–5.25d (obtained with the NXFEM method).
5.4.3.2

Comparison of results

The penalty parameter ε for the FD and FDstab methods is ε = 10−4 for all levels of
refinement. As regards the stabilization parameter εM , we have εM = 1 with M1 , εM = 10−1
with M2 and εM = 10−4 with M3 . These optimal choices will be discussed in Section 5.4.3.3
below.
Figures 5.26–5.28 present the snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude near the vesicle
and its location, at t = 6, for the three levels of refinement and for the NXFEM, FD
and FDstab methods, respectively. Note that some slight oscillations in the isolines of the
reference ALE solution are visible, which can be related to the distortion of the deformed
fluid mesh (see Figure 5.25a). We can clearly observe that the NXFEM method is able
to predict the correct location of the interface even with the coarsest approximation (see
Figure 5.26b). The situation is much more delicate for the FD method which, at all
grid levels, shows major mass losses across the interface. In other words, the area of
the vesicle significantly evolves during the simulation. This unphysical phenomenon is
corrected by the FDstab after grid refinement (see Figure 5.28d). This issue is explicitly
measured in Figure 5.29, which reports the time history of the relative vesicle area for the
three unfitted mesh methods. As expected, the area of the vesicle obtained with ALE
method is practically constant over time. Note that the reference simulation breaks down
at t = 6.0275, due to the stretching of fluid elements around the interface. Area changes
are negligible with the NXFEM method and, after reasonable grid refinement, with the
FDstab method.
Some pressures snapshots are given in Figures 5.30–5.32, respectively for the NXFEM,
FD and FDstab methods. Note that the FD method does not predict any significant
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.26 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 6 obtained with NXFEM.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .

Figure 5.27 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 6 obtained with FD.
pressure jump between the inner vesicle and the rest of the cavity, no matter what level
of refinement is used. On the contrary, the NXFEM method is able to predict it and it
also improves after refinement. A similar behavior can be observed from M2 with the
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FDstab method - M1 .

(c) FDstab method - M2 .

(d) FDstab method - M3 .
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Figure 5.28 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 6 obtained with FDstab .
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Figure 5.29 – Time history of the relative area of the vesicle.
FDstab variant. Particularly noticeable is the very good agreement between the NXFEM
and FDstab approximations with the reference solution, for the highest level of refinement.
Similar observations can be made from Figure 5.33, which reports the time history of the
trajectory of the bottom of the vesicle. Again, the FD method presents shifted trajectories
compared to the other methods, consequence of the continuous pressure approximation.
5.4.3.3

Choice of the penalty parameters for the fictitious domain methods

As explained in Section 5.4.1.3, we carried on the same convergence study with respect
to the penalty parameter ε, appearing in the FD method. The physical value of interest
here is the displacement magnitude of the bottom of the vesicle. For each level of refinement,
the case has been run several times with a large panel of values for ε. The same behaviors
as the ones described in Section 5.4.1.3 and Section 5.4.2.3 have also been observed here.
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) NXFEM method - M1 .

(c) NXFEM method - M2 .

(d) NXFEM method - M3 .

Figure 5.30 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 6 obtained with NXFEM.

(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FD method - M1 .

(c) FD method - M2 .

(d) FD method - M3 .

Figure 5.31 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 6 obtained with FD.
The chosen values of ε are based on the previous mentioned criteria of convergence. More
information about the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for this case are
provided in Appendix D for the different levels of refinement.
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(a) ALE method - Reference.

(b) FDstab method - M1 .

(c) FDstab method - M2 .

(d) FDstab method - M3 .
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Figure 5.32 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 6 obtained with FDstab .
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Figure 5.33 – Time history of the trajectory of the bottom of the vesicle.

In order to choose the values of εM , we carried on the same kind of convergence study
as the one described in Section 5.4.2.3. The possible values taken by this parameter are
dependent on the size of the area where the stabilization is modified and thus of the level
of refinement. This explains why εM is lower for more refined space-time grids. More
information about the definition of ωhn for this case are provided in Appendix E for the
different levels of refinement.
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5.5

An alternative approach to the FDstab method

The previous FDstab method, introduced in Section 5.3.2.1 and investigated in Section 5.4, shows very good results when the space-time grid refinement is reasonable enough.
Nevertheless, its main limitation is the degradation of the conditioning of the stiffness
matrix, induced by the grad-div penalty used in some layers of fluid elements near the
interface.
Therefore, the main motivation here is to propose an alternative grad-div free method
(in order to avoid these ill-conditioning issues) but still able to ensure the interfacial mass
conservation. In Section 5.5.1, we detail its fundamental idea which consists in removing
the inconsistency of the pressure jumps by making the pressure stabilization coefficient
vanish within a h-dependent vicinity of the interface. Then, in Section 5.5.2, the benefits
of this alternative approach are illustrated on the same numerical examples previously
investigated in this chapter.

5.5.1

Fundamental idea

A new approach based on a stabilized low-order mixed P1 /P0 approximation for the
fluid mesh is investigated here. This couple of finite elements is known to not respect the
inf-sup condition and thus needs to be stabilized in terms of pressure. The global pressure
stabilization (see, e.g., [HF87, TV96]) is given by
ˆ
γp h X
Jph KJqh K,
µ
F
F ∈Fh

where γp denotes a non-dimensional stability constant, h the mesh parameter, µ the fluid
dynamic viscosity, Fh the set of interior edges (for d = 2) or faces (for d = 3) and J·K the
jump operator. ph and qh represent, respectively, the pressure unknown and the associated
test function, which do belong to an appropriate pressure space made of globally continuous
functions, as the one defined in Section 5.3.2.
To achieve stability, it has been proved that stabilizing on macro-patches is sufficient
(see, e.g., [KS92]). The new approach we propose consists in considering a new macro-patch
with a pressure stabilization coefficient which vanishes within a h-dependent vicinity of the
interface, in order to remove the inconsistency of the pressure jumps. The different pressure
sub-regions induced by the definition of this new macro-patch, starting from an initial
configuration of unfitted meshes depicted in Figure 5.34a, are represented in Figure 5.34b.

5.5.2

Illustrations of the benefits

In terms of numerical implementation, the alternative approach requires (i) to detect
the different fluid finite elements which have at least one inner edge or face intersected by
the interface and (ii) to remove the pressure stabilization coefficient on the other inner
edges or faces of this given subset of elements. In what follows, in the context of the
numerical experiments described in Section 5.4, various illustrations about this detection
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(a) Initial meshes configurations.

(b) Induced definition of the three sub-regions.

Figure 5.34 – Two-dimensional representation of the pressure sub-regions induced by the
definition of the new macro-patch. The stabilized inner fluid edges are colored in blue
and the interface is colored in fuchsia. On the left, the pressure stabilization is applied
on all inner edges. On the right, the elements colored in green have at least one inner
edge intersected by the interface and the pressure stabilization has been removed from
their other inner edges (note that the two vertical blue lines of edges on each side of the
interface have disappeared). This induces the definition of two other pressure sub-regions
(colored in orange and yellow) on each side of the interface.
are provided and the results of this alternative approach are compared to the ones obtained
with the FDstab method.
Through this section, “FDstab – P1 /P1 grad-div” refers to the previous FDstab method
whereas “FDstab – P1 /P0 ” or “FDstab grad-div free” both refer to the alternative approach
developed in Section 5.5.1.
5.5.2.1

Closed valve

Figures 5.35a–5.35c represent the new macro-patch of pressure stabilization considered
in the context of the FDstab methods and for the case of the closed valve, for, respectively,
the three levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated Section 5.4.2.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure 5.35 – Representation of the new macro-patch of pressure stabilization at time
t = 0.125 for the case of the closed valve. The inner edges colored in red are the ones
where the pressure stabilization has been removed.
The physical value of interest here is the x-displacement magnitude of the valve midpoint. The time-history of this value obtained with different methods is depicted in
Figure 5.36 for the second level of refinement M2 . Note how the FDstab grad-div free
method (red curve) is closer to the NXFEM reference solution (green curve) compared to
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the classical FDstab method (blue curve) whose grad-div penalty term might also spoil the
conditioning of the fluid problem.
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Figure 5.36 – Time-history of the x-displacement magnitude of the valve mid-point for the
case of the closed valve for the second level of refinement M2 .

5.5.2.2

Vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow

Figures 5.37a–5.37c represent the macro-patch of pressure stabilization considered in
the context of the FDstab methods and for the case of the vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow,
for, respectively, the three levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated
Section 5.4.3.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure 5.37 – Representation of the new macro-patch of pressure stabilization at time t = 6
for the case of the vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow. The inner edges colored in red are the
ones where the pressure stabilization has been removed.
The physical value of interest here is the relative area of the vesicle. The time-history
of this value obtained with different methods is depicted in Figure 5.38 for the second level
of refinement M2 . As already observed in Section 5.5.2.1, the FDstab grad-div free method
is the closest one to the reference solution.

5.6

Conclusions

Different unfitted mesh methods for immersed FSI have been compared and validated in
a series of 2D benchmarks involving fully non-linear models and large interface deflections.
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Figure 5.38 – Time-history of the relative area for the case of the vesicle in lid-driven cavity
flow for the second level of refinement M2 .
All the methods discussed here are based on low-order first-order Lagrange spatial approximations, both in the fluid and in the solid. A priori, the main strengths and weaknesses of
the methods can be summarized as follows:
• The FD methods based on Dirac’s Lagrange multipliers and globally continuous fluid
approximations are very appealing in practice, particularly for 3D applications, since
their computer implementation demands relatively simple modifications on existing
fluid solvers. The price to pay is the accuracy issues and the condition number
degradation due to penalty terms.
• The Nitsche-XFEM method is based on recent mathematically sound results (fully
consistent treatment of the interface coupling, optimal error estimates). However, in
practice, this method requires major intrusive modifications on existent fluid solvers,
due in particular to the dynamic nature of the cut-FEM methodology, that can be
challenging in 3D with non-structured meshes (a recent study in this direction can
be found in [ZVF18], see also [MLL13, KDP18]).
The detailed comparisons of Section 5.4 showed that, for a given mesh refinement, the
best accuracy is obtained with the Nitsche-XFEM method. Another salient result of the
present study is that, whenever present, the inaccuracies of the FD method are mainly
driven by artificial interfacial mass losses notably in the case of closed domains, rather
than by the sub-optimal treatment of the interface coupling. This observation is supported
by the very goods results obtained with the FDstab variant and a reasonable space-time
grid refinement. The main limitation of this approach is the degradation of the stiffness
matrix conditioning induced by the grad-div penalty near the interface.
These ill-conditioning issues can be circumvented by considering either divergenceconforming approximations (see [KHY+ 17, CBCGZ17] within the immersogeometric framework) or globally discontinuous pressures with higher order polynomials for the velocities
(see [Baa01, BCGG12b, BCGG12a, BCG15] within the finite element framework). An
interesting extension of this work could be the development of alternative fictitious domain
methods with enhanced interfacial mass conservation which preserve, for convenience,
the low-order nature of the finite element fluid approximations. The results presented in
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Section 5.5 have highlighted the fact that the FDstab grad-div free method appears to be
an interesting candidate. Its main benefits are the use of mixed P1 /P0 finite elements and
the absence of ill-conditioning issues for the fluid problem while ensuring good interfacial
mass conservation. Therefore, we believe that this alternative method should be seriously
considered and used in future works.

Chapter 6

A loosely coupled scheme for fictitious
domain approximations of fluid-structure
interaction problems with immersed
thin-walled structures

FD approximations of FSI problems are generally discretized in time using strongly
coupled schemes. This guarantees unconditional stability but at the price of solving a
computationally demanding coupled system at each time-step. The design of loosely coupled
schemes (i.e., methods that invoke the fluid and solid solvers only once per time-step)
is of fundamental interest, especially for three-dimensional simulations, but the existing
approaches are known to suffer from severe stability and/or time accuracy issues. In this
chapter, we propose a new approach that overcomes these difficulties in the case of the
coupling with immersed thin-walled structures.
The results presented in this chapter have been reported in:
• L. Boilevin-Kayl, M.A. Fernández and J.F. Gerbeau, A loosely coupled scheme for
fictitious domain approximations of fluid-structure interaction problems
with immersed thin-walled structures. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing,
DOI: 10.1137/18M1192779, 2019. Available online: https://hal.inria.fr/hal01811290.
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6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce and analyze a new loosely coupled scheme for FD
approximations of FSI problems with immersed thin-walled structures which overcomes
the above-mentioned issues. Our starting point is the semi-implicit coupling scheme
reported in [Ann17] and described in Section 2.5.3.3. We show that the combination of an
appropriate choice of the Lagrange multipliers space (equivalent to a collocation method)
with a mass lumping approximation in the solid yield a loosely coupled scheme. We also
present a general stability result which proves that the scheme is unconditionally stable
in the energy norm. Numerical experiments in a series of representative two-dimensional
examples, involving large interface deflections and topology changes in the fluid domain,
illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 recalls the coupled problem
considered through this chapter. The FD spatial approximation is introduced in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 presents the new coupling scheme and its stability analysis. The numerical
experiments are reported in Section 6.5. Finally, a summary of the main results obtained
is provided in Section 6.6.

6.2

Problem setting

In what follows, the fluid is modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in
the Eulerian formalism. No ALE formalism is considered in this chapter. The thin-walled
solid is still described by a non-linear Reissner-Mindlin beam model in Lagrangian form.
We refer to Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.5.1.2 for more information about these models.
The geometric configurations and notations are those of Section 2.5.2.1. Then, for the
coupled problem with Eulerian formalism in the fluid, we refer to (2.14)–(2.16) in previous
Section 2.5.2.2.

6.3

Weak form and spatial discretization

Most of the material presented in this section has already been introduced in previous
Section 5.3. Nevertheless, for the purpose of completeness with respect to the couplings
schemes described in next Section 6.4, key components are recalled here.
In what follows, the closed subspaces HΓ1 (ω), of functions in H 1 (ω) with zero trace on
Γ, and L20 (ω), of functions in L2 (ω) with zero mean in ω, will be used. The scalar product
def

in L2 (ω) is denoted by (·,·)ω , and we set (·,·) = (·,·)Ω .
def

def

We consider V = [HΓ1 (Ω)]d and Q = L20 (Ω) as the fluid velocity and pressure functional
spaces, respectively. The standard Navier-Stokes trilinear form af defined as
 def


af z; (u,p),(v,q) = ρf z · ∇u,v + 2µ (u),(v) − (p,∇ · v) + (q,∇ · u)

(6.1)

will also be used. The space of solid admissible displacements is denoted by Y ⊂ [H 1 (Σ)]d .
The weak form of the solid operators Ld and La will be represented by an application
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as : Y × Y → R which is assumed to be linear only with respect to the second argument.
In the spirit of [BG17] (see also [dSGB08, Baa01]), we introduce a space of Lagrange
1
multipliers Λ and a continuous bilinear form b : Λ × [H 2 (Σ)]d → R, such that b(µ,z) = 0,
1
for all µ ∈ Λ, implies z = 0 on Σ. As an example, we can take Λ = ([H 2 (Σ)]d )0
1
and b(µ,z) = hµ, zi, where h·, ·i represents the duality pairing between ([H 2 (Σ)]d )0 and
1
[H 2 (Σ)]d (see, e.g., [BG17, Pat11]).
The weak form of the linear coupled problem (2.14)–(2.16) reads therefore as follows:
.
for t > 0, find (u,p,d,λ) ∈ V × Q × Y × Λ, with d = ∂t d, such that the geometric
compatibility (2.16)1 holds and


ρf ∂t u,v + af u; (u,p),(v,q) + b(λ, v ◦ φ − y)
. 
.
+ ρs  ∂t d, y Σ + as (d, y) − b µ, u ◦ φ − d = 0, (6.2)

for all (v,q,y,µ) ∈ V × Q × Y × Λ.

We now consider a family {Thf }0<h<1 of triangulations of Ω. The mesh Thf is fitted to
the exterior boundary Γ but, in general, not to Σ. For the solid, we consider a family
{Ths }0<h<1 of triangulations of Σ. We introduce the following standard spaces of continuous
piecewise affine functions:

vh ∈ C 0 (Ω) vh|K ∈ P1 (K),

def 
Xhs = vh ∈ C 0 (Σ) vh|K ∈ P1 (K),
def

Xhf =



∀K ∈ Thf ,
∀K ∈ Ths .

(6.3)

For the approximations of the fluid velocity and pressure, we will consider the spaces
def

V h = [Xhf ]d ∩ V

def

and Qh = Xhf ∩ Q,

(6.4)

respectively. Furthermore, we consider the following discrete counterpart of (6.1):
 def
 ρf

afh z h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) = af z h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) +
(∇ · z h )uh , v h
2
+ sh (z h ; uh , v h ),
where the form sh corresponds to the SUPG/PSPG and grad-div stabilizations (see, e.g.,
[Tez91, KHS+ 15]) given by
def

sh (z h ; uh , v h ) =

X ˆ

K∈Thf

+

K∈Thf
def

K

X ˆ

K

λC h2
(∇ · uh )(∇ · v h )
δh



δh ρf (z h · ∇) uh + ∇ph · ρf (z h · ∇) v h + ∇qh ,

 s

δh = λM ρf

16µ2

|2

−1

4
4|z h 
+
+
τ 2 h4 (ρf )2
h2

,

(6.5)
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with λM > 0 and λC ≥ 0 user-defined parameters.
In order to overcome the artificial interfacial mass losses induced by the continuous
nature of the pressure approximations considered in (6.4), we will consider (notably
when dealing with enclosed fluid domains) the approach proposed in [KHS+ 15] for an
immersogeometric method, which consists in boosting the grad-div stabilization while
reducing the SUPG/PSPG stabilization near the interface (see also [CBCG17]) by taking
(
1 in Ω\ωhn ,
λC = 1 in Ω, λM =
(6.6)
εM in ωhn ,
where 0 < εM  1 is a user-defined (dimensionless) parameter and ωhn a neighborhood of
the interface Σnh (typically 2 layers of fluid elements on each of its side). The motivation of
the first choice is that it improves local mass conservation while the second reduces the
impact of the local residual inconsistencies near the interface. More information about the
way ωhn is defined are provided in Appendix E.

def

The solid displacement and velocity are approximated in Y h = [Xhs ]d ∩ Y . For
the approximation of the Lagrange multiplier, we consider the following non-conforming
approximation space (see, e.g., [BTT97, dSGB08, GPHJ99, FM14]):


Nhs



X
Λh = µh =
µi δxsi µi ∈ Rd , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nhs } ,
(6.7)


i=1

Ns

h
where {xsi }i=1
denotes the points of the triangulation Ths and δxsi stands for the Dirac’s
measure at point xsi . For alternative approximation spaces, the reader is referred to [Baa01,
Ann17, BG17] for instance. Due to the non-conforming nature of the approximation (6.7),
we introduce the discrete bilinear form bh : Λh × [C 0 (Σ)]d → R, defined by
s

def

bh (µh , z) =

Nh
X
i=1

µi · z(xsi ),

(6.8)

for all (µh , z) ∈ Λh × [C 0 (Σ)]d . This amounts to enforce the kinematic constraint (2.16)2
as in a collocation method (see, e.g., [BTT97, GPHJ99]). The spatial semi-discrete
approximation of (6.2) reads therefore as follows: for t > 0, find (uh ,ph ,dh ,λh ) ∈ V h ×
.
Qh × Y h × Λh , with dh = ∂t dh and φh = I Σ + dh , such that


ρf ∂t uh ,v h + afh uh ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh (λh , v h ◦ φh − y h )

.
.
+ ρs  ∂t dh , y h Σ + as (dh , y h ) − bh (µh , uh ◦ φh − dh ) = 0, (6.9)

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ,µh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh .
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6.4

Time-discretization: coupling schemes

This section is devoted to the discretization in time of (6.9). In what follows, the
def

parameter τ > 0 stands for the time-step length and tn = nτ , for n ∈ N. For a
given time-dependent field x(t), the symbol xn denotes an approximation of x(tn ) and
def

∂τ xn = (xn − xn−1 )/τ , the first-order backward difference. For simplicity, we consider a
first-order time-discretization of the bulk terms in the fluid and in the solid.
We first introduce the strongly coupled scheme reported in Algorithm 6.1 (see, e.g.,
[BG17, BCG11]). The method implicitly treats the kinematic–dynamic coupling through
the Lagrange multiplier, but the geometric coupling is treated in an explicit fashion. This
yields unconditional stability but at the price of solving the coupled system (6.12) below
at each time-step, which can be costly and cumbersome (e.g., when the fluid and the solid
are solved in separate codes).
Owing to (6.8), the discrete kinematic constraint in (6.12) writes

.

unh ◦ φnh (xsi ) − dnh (xsi ) = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nhs }.

(6.10)

This is also equivalent to consider in (6.12) (and in (6.9)) the conforming space of
Lagrange multipliers Λh = [Xhs ]d and the discrete bilinear form bh (µh , z) = (µh , z)Σ,h .
The symbol (·, ·)Σ,h denotes the lumped-mass approximation of the L2 -inner product
(·,·)Σ , namely, the surface integral over Σ is approximated using nodal quadrature. Note
that (6.10) avoids the need for the evaluation of interface integrals with quantities defined
on unfitted meshes. Actually, only localization of the solid nodes within the fluid mesh
is required. Little is known however on the discrete inf-sup conditions guaranteeing the
existence, uniqueness and convergence of the approximation provided by (6.12), for these
choices of the Lagrange multipliers spaces.
Remark 6.1
In this regard, we are only aware of two theoretical results. The first concerns the
convergence analysis reported in [FM14] for the primal variable of a saddle-point problem
involving the Poisson equation, provided that the local size of the solid mesh is of the
same order as the local size of the fluid mesh. More recently, a complete analysis is given
in [BG17] for the choice Λh = [Xhs ]d and bh (µh , z) = b(µh , z) (i.e., without quadrature
approximation of the interface integral), under the assumption that the fluid mesh is
sufficiently refined with respect to the solid mesh.
In other to avoid the lack of inf-sup stability result for (6.12), we follow the penalty
strategy considered in [dSGB08] for the computer implementation of Algorithm 6.1, which
consists in relaxing (6.10) to

.

unh ◦ φnh (xsi ) − dnh (xsi ) = ελni , ∀i ∈ {1 . . . , Nhs },

(6.11)

where ε > 0 is a small (non-dimensionless) parameter. This enables the elimination of
the Lagrange multipliers, with the convenient property of preserving the sparse pattern
of the matrix of the fluid problem. The fundamental drawbacks of this approach lie in
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the choice of the parameter ε (which needs be tuned depending on the mesh size) and in
the ill-conditioning issues induced by the resulting penalty term in the fluid momentum
equation. More information about the way the penalty parameter ε is determined are
provided in Appendix D.
Algorithm 6.1 Strongly coupled scheme.
For n ≥ 1,
1. Interface update:

φnh = I Σ + dhn−1 .

.

2. Find (unh ,pnh ,dnh ,λnh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh , with ∂τ dnh = dnh , such that



n n
n
n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h )Ω + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh λh ,v h ◦ φh − y h


.
. 
+ ρs  ∂τ dnh ,y h Σ + as dnh ,y h − bh µh ,unh ◦ φnh − dnh = 0, (6.12)

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ,µh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh .

We now consider the alternative numerical method reported in Algorithm 6.2 which
is not strongly coupled and thus, less computationally demanding than Algorithm 6.1.
This scheme, introduced in [Ann17] for a different choice of Λh , extends the ideas of
[Fer13, AFFL16] to the unfitted mesh formulation (6.9). Basically, this scheme treats
implicitly the coupling of the fluid with the solid inertia and explicitly the coupling with
the solid elastic effects. The former guarantees stability (by avoiding the explicit treatment
of the added-mass) while the latter reduces the computational complexity with respect to
Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.2 Semi-implicit scheme (not strongly coupled).
For n ≥ 1,
1. Interface update:

φnh = I Σ + dhn−1 .

. n− 12

2. Fluid with solid inertia step: find (unh ,pnh , dh

,λnh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh , such that



n n
n
n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh λh ,v h ◦ φh − y h

.
. n− 1 
ρs  . n− 21
+
dh − dhn−1 ,y h Σ − bh µh ,unh ◦ φnh − dh 2
τ

= −as dhn−1 ,y h , (6.13)

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ,µh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh .

.

3. Solid update: find dnh ∈ Y h , with dnh = ∂τ dnh , such that

.
ρs  ∂τ dnh ,y h Σ + as (dnh ,y h ) = bh (λnh ,y h ),
for all y h ∈ Y h .

(6.14)
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Remark 6.2
Alternative extrapolations (e.g., zero-order or second-order) could be considered for the last
term of (6.13), as reported in [Fer13, AFFL16, Ann17]. Nevertheless, in the present work,
we limit the discussion to first-order extrapolation since it guarantees both unconditional
stability (Theorem 6.1) and first-order time accuracy.
Note that Algorithm 6.2 uncouples the computation of the fluid and solid unknowns
.
(unh ,pnh ,λnh ) and (dnh ,dnh ). The price to pay for this splitting is the introduction of a new

. n− 1

unknown in step (6.13), the so-called intermediate solid velocity dh 2 . Similar difficulties
arise in the semi-implicit scheme reported in [AFFL16] for a Nitsche-XFEM unfitted mesh
method (Lagrange multipliers free).

6.4.1

A new loosely coupled scheme

The first fundamental idea of the present chapter is that, if we choose Λh as in (6.7),

. n− 1

both the intermediate velocity dh 2 and the Lagrange multiplier λnh can be eliminated
in terms of the standard fluid unknown (unh ,pnh ). To this purpose, we introduce the fluidto-solid Lagrange interpolation operator B h : [C 0 (Σ)]d → Y h and we state the following
result in Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.1
Let the discrete space Λh be given by (6.7). We have


bh µh ,v h ◦ φnh = bh µh ,B h (v h ◦ φnh ) ,

∀v h ∈ V h .

(6.15)

Furthermore, the relations


bh µh ,v h ◦ φnh − y h = 0,

and

∀µh ∈ Λh

y h = B h v h ◦ φnh
are equivalent.



(6.17)

Proof. From (6.8), we have
bh µh ,v h ◦

φnh



s

=

Nh
X
i=1

s

µi ·

v h (φnh (xsi ))

On the other hand, owing to (6.16), we get
s

Nh
X
i=1

=

(6.16)

Nh
X
i=1


µi · B h v h ◦ φnh (xsi )


= bh µh ,B h (v h ◦ φnh ) .



µi · B h v h ◦ φnh (xsi ) − y h (xsi ) = 0,
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for all µi ∈ Rd , or, equivalently,


B h v h ◦ φnh (xsi ) = y h (xsi ),

for i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nhs }, which yields (6.17) and completes the proof.
The next result shows that the coupled system (6.13) can be formulated exclusively in
terms of a pure fluid problem without additional unknowns.
Lemma 6.2
. n− 1
For n ≥ 1, let (unh ,pnh , dh 2 ,λnh ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h × Λh be solution of (6.13), then we have:

. n− 21

• dh


= B h unh ◦ φnh .

• (unh ,pnh ) ∈ V h × Qh satisfy


ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh uhn−1 ; (unh ,pnh ),(v h ,qh )


ρs 
+
B h unh ◦ φnh ,B h v h ◦ φnh Σ
τ


ρs  . n−1
, B h v h ◦ φnh ,
=
dh ,B h v h ◦ φnh Σ − as dn−1
h
τ

(6.18)

for all (v h ,qh ) ∈ V h × Qh .

• λnh ∈ Λh satisfies

 ρs 


 .
b λnh , y h =
B h unh ◦ φnh − dn−1
,y h Σ + as dn−1
,y h ,
h
h
τ

(6.19)

for all y h ∈ Y h .

The reciprocal also holds.
Proof. From (6.13) with (v h ,qh ,y h ) = (0,0,0), we have

. n− 12 

bh µh ,unh ◦ φnh − dh
and

= 0,

∀µh ∈ Λh



n n
n
n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh λh , v h ◦ φh − y h


.
ρs  . n− 12
dh − dn−1
+
,y h Σ = −as dhn−1 ,y h ,
h
τ

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h . Owing to Lemma 6.1, these relations can respectively
be formulated as
 . n− 1
B h unh ◦ φnh = dh 2
(6.20)
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and




n n
n
n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh λh ,B h v h ◦ φh − y h


.
ρs  . n− 12
+
dh − dn−1
,y h Σ = −as dhn−1 ,y h , (6.21)
h
τ

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ) ∈ V h × Qh × Y h . Note that the intermediate solid velocity can be
eliminated via
 (6.20). In order to also eliminate the Lagrange multipliers, we take y h =
B h v h ◦ φnh in (6.21), which yields (6.18). Finally, the relation (6.19) simply follows from
(6.20) and (6.21) with (v h ,qh ) = (0,0).
Conversely, we assume now that (6.18) and (6.19) hold. From (6.19), there follows that
 .



 ρs 
B h unh ◦ φnh − dn−1
, B h v h ◦ φnh − y h Σ
b λnh , B h v h ◦ φnh − y h −
h
τ


n
,
B
v
◦
φ
−
y
,
= as dn−1
h
h
h
h
h

for all (v h ,y h ) ∈ V h × Y h . By adding this expression to (6.18), we get




n
n
n n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh ) + bh λh , B h v h ◦ φh − y h


 .
ρs 
+
B h unh ◦ φnh − dhn−1 , y h Σ = −as dhn−1 , y h ,
τ

. n− 12

for all (v h ,qh ,y h ) ∈ V h ×Qh ×Y h . We finally retrieve (6.13) by setting dh
and by applying Lemma 6.1. This completes the proof.

= B h unh ◦φnh



Remark 6.3
Note that (6.18) is a pure fluid problem, with a specific non-negative bilinear term acting
on the interface. It is therefore well-posed. Furthermore, owing to the reciprocal part of
Lemma 6.2, problem (6.13) admits also a unique solution.
Remark 6.4
The system (6.18) can be viewed as a fluid problem with an immersed interface condition
which generalizes the Robin-base splitting reported in [Fer13, FMV13, LVCF17] to the
case of unfitted meshes. Alternative interface Robin conditions (see, e.g., [NV08, GGCC09,
BCG+ 13] with fitted meshes) can also be generalized with the present approach.
The fundamental difficulty of (6.18) is that, in general, the interfacial term introduces
non-standard coupling terms in the fluid matrix. Even more, the stencil of the resulting
matrix depends on the location of the interface at each time-step. In order to overcome
these drawbacks, we propose to replace the canonic L2 -inner product (·,·)Σ in Algorithm 6.2
by its lumped-mass approximation (·,·)Σ,h (see, e.g., [Tho06]). We can then establish the
following result.
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Lemma 6.3
The term


B h (unh ◦ φnh ),B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h

(6.22)

preserves the sparsity of the original fluid matrix.

Proof. Let i,j ∈ N be the indices of two fluid nodes which do not share the same edge
(see Figure 6.1). We will show that its corresponding matrix entry in each block of (6.22)
vanishes. The matrix associated with (6.22) has a diagonal block structure, for instance,

n
h (⌃)

<latexit sha1_base64="Liernj8xjsBxOgxhcusVFLybq5Q=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEGiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsgj6kJkSO4zRWHSeyHaQq6sLCr7AwgBAr/8DG3+C0GaDlSJaPzrlX997jp4xKZVnfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/e6MskEJh2csET0fSQJo5x0FFWM9FNBUOwz0vNHV4XfeyBC0oTfqXFK3BgNOQ0pRkpLnnno+AkL5DjWH3TSiHrRPW84t3QYoxPPrFtNawq4SOyS1EGJtmd+OUGCs5hwhRmScmBbqXJzJBTFjExqTiZJivAIDclAU45iIt18esUEHmslgGEi9OMKTtXfHTmKZbGoroyRiuS8V4j/eYNMhRduTnmaKcLxbFCYMagSWEQCAyoIVmysCcKC6l0hjpBAWOngajoEe/7kRdI9bdpW0745q7cuyziq4AAcgQawwTlogWvQBh2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342NWWjHKnn3wB8bnDxDmmEQ=</latexit>

Figure 6.1 – Two-dimensional illustration of the support of two fluid shape functions (in
grey and in orange) intersected by the interface φnh (Σ) where i and j do not share the
same edge.
in 2D we have
def

Rn =
s

 n T

(B ) MBn
0
,
0
(Bn )T MBn

s

s

f

where M ∈ RNh ×Nh denotes the (scalar) lumped-mass matrix of the solid and Bn ∈ RNh ×Nh
the (scalar) Lagrange interpolation matrix from the fluid mesh to the solid mesh of the
current configuration φnh (Σ). Therefore, it suffices to discuss only the diagonal blocks of
Rn .
Since the lumped-mass matrix is diagonal, we have Mlk = αl δlk , with αl ∈ R and δlk
f
standing for the Kronecker delta. Let ei ,ej be the canonical basis vectors of RN associated
with the nodes i,j. We have
(Bn )T MBn



ij

= Bn ei

T

=

MBn ej

X X
l

k

Mlk Bn ej



k

!

Bn ei



l

=

X
l

αl Bn ej



l

B n ei



l

= 0.

The last equality follows from the fact that, since the supports of the fluid nodes i and
j do not intersect (see Figure 6.1), the vectors Bn ej and Bn ei do not have any common
non-zero entry. This completes the proof.
Owing to the results of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we introduce the following new solution
procedure:
For n ≥ 1,
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1. Interface update: φnh = I Σ + dhn−1 .
2. Find (unh ,pnh ) ∈ V h × Qh , such that


ρf ∂τ unh ,v h )Ω + afh uhn−1 ; (unh ,pnh ),(v h ,qh )

ρs 
+
B h (unh ◦ φnh ),B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h
τ


ρs  . n−1
=
dh ,B h v h ◦ φnh Σ,h − as dn−1
, B h v h ◦ φnh ,
h
τ

(6.23)

for all (v h ,qh ) ∈ V h × Qh .

3. Find λnh ∈ Λh , such that

 ρs 
 .


bh λnh , y h =
B h unh ◦ φnh − dn−1
,y h Σ + as dn−1
,y h ,
h
h
τ

for all y h ∈ Y h .

(6.24)

.

4. Find dnh ∈ Y h , with dnh = ∂τ dnh , such that

.

ρs  ∂τ dnh ,y h
for all y h ∈ Y h .



Σ,h

+ as (dnh ,y h ) = bh (λnh ,y h ),

(6.25)

From a practical point of view, it is worth noting that, using (6.25), the relations
(6.23)–(6.24) can also be rewritten equivalently, by replacing the terms containing dn−1
h , as

and


n n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h ) + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )

ρs 
B h (unh ◦ φnh ),B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h
+
τ

.
ρs  . n−1
n
=
dh + τ ∂τ dn−1
,B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h − bh (λn−1
h
h ,B h (v h ◦ φh ))
τ
 .

 ρs 
.
,y h Σ,h + bh (λn−1
− τ ∂τ dn−1
B h unh ◦ φnh − dn−1
bh λnh , y h =
h ,y h ),
h
h
τ

for n ≥ 2. The advantage of these expressions is that, since the solid elastic term has been
eliminated, only solid velocities need to be transferred from the solid to the fluid (as in a
standard Dirichlet-Neumann loosely coupled scheme). The resulting solution procedure is
detailed in Algorithm 6.3.

Remark 6.5
.
It should be noted that Algorithm 6.3 requires λ1h , d1h as initial conditions, which can be
obtained by performing the first step of (6.23)–(6.25). In the particular case in which
.
d0h = d0h = 0, we can start the time-stepping directly with Algorithm 6.3 for n ≥ 1.
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Algorithm 6.3 Loosely coupled scheme.
For n ≥ 2,
1. Interface update: φnh = I Σ + dhn−1 .

2. Fluid step: find (unh ,pnh ) ∈ V h × Qh , such that


n n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h )Ω + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )

ρs 
+
B h (unh ◦ φnh ),B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h
τ

ρs  . n−1 . n−2
2dh − dh ,B h (v h ◦ φnh ) Σ,h − bh (λhn−1 ,B h (v h ◦ φnh )),
=
τ

(6.26)

for all (v h ,qh ) ∈ V h × Qh .

3. Evaluate fluid load: find λnh ∈ Λh , such that
 ρs 


.
.
bh λnh , y h =
B h unh ◦ φnh − 2dhn−1 + dhn−2 ,y h Σ,h + bh (λn−1
h ,y h ),
τ

for all y h ∈ Y h .

(6.27)

.

4. Solid step: find dnh ∈ Y h , with dnh = ∂τ dnh , such that

.
ρs  ∂τ dnh ,y h Σ,h + as (dnh ,y h ) = bh (λnh ,y h ),

(6.28)

for all y h ∈ Y h .

6.4.2

Computer implementation
.

Let un , pn , dn , dn , λn and φn denote the arrays of degrees of freedom associated with
.
unh , pnh , dnh , dnh , λnh and φn , respectively. We also denote by x the array of coordinates of
the points of the triangulation Ths . For the sake of clarity, we first consider the separated
solution of the fluid without the coupling with the immersed solid. This yields the following
type of linear system at each time-step:
 f
    n−1 
A
C un
b
=
,
(6.29)
−C
S pn
0
with the notation

f
ρf f
def ρ
M + Kf and bn−1 = Mf un−1 .
τ
τ
 f

K C
Here, the matrices Mf and
denote the algebraic counterpart of the bilinear forms
−C S

(uh ,v fh ) and afh uhn−1 ; (uh ,v h ),(v fh ,qh ) , respectively. Similarly, without interaction with
the fluid, we get, for the solid, the following linear system:
def

Af =

As dn = rn−1 ,

(6.30)
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with

s
.
.
ρs  s
e
n−1 def ρ  s n−1
M
+
K
,
r
=
M d
+ τ dn−1 ) and dn = ∂τ dn .
2
2
τ
τ
s
s
Here, the matrices M and K stand for the algebraic counterpart of the bilinear forms
.
(dh , y h )Σ,h and as (dh ,y h ) respectively. Note that, due to the lumped mass approximation,
the matrix Ms is diagonal. Finally, we consider the matrices Bn and Rn introduced in the
proof of Lemma 6.3 and define Ln as the fluid-to-solid vector interpolation matrix, e.g., for
d = 2 we have
 n

0
n def B
L =
.
0 Bn
def

As =

Based on all these considerations, the steps of Algorithm 6.3 can be reformulated, in an
algebraic fashion, as:
1. Set φn to
φn = x + dn−1
and evaluate the interpolation matrix Bn .
2. Solve the fluid system (with the solid inertial contributions) given by


   n−1 
ρs  n
f
b
C un
A + τ R
=
.
n
0
−C
S p

(6.31)

3. Set λn to

.
. 
ρs  s n n
M L u − 2dn−1 + dn−2 + λn−1 .
τ
4. Solve the solid system given by
λn =

As dn = rn−1 + λn .
It is worth recalling that, owing to Lemma 6.3, the matrix of the system (6.31) preserves
the sparse pattern of the original fluid matrix Af .

6.4.3

Energy stability

In this section, we assume that as (·,·) is an inner product into Y . The associated
def p
solid energy norm is denoted by k · ks = as (·,·). We also introduce the discrete norm
def p
k · kΣ,h = (·,·)Σ,h . We shall consider the following discrete reconstruction of the elastic
bilinear form as : for all dh ∈ Y h , we define Lsh dh ∈ Y h such that
(Lsh dh ,y h )Σ,h = as (dh ,y h ),

(6.32)

for all y h ∈ Y h . Furthermore, as introduced in Section 2.5.2.3, we define the discrete
system mechanical energy at the time-step n ≥ 0 as
En =

ρf n 2
ρs  . n 2
1
kuh k0,Ω +
kdh k0,Σ + kdnh k2s .
2
2
2
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We will use the symbol . to indicate an inequality written up to a multiplicative constant
(independent of the physical and discretization parameters).
The next result establishes the unconditional stability in the energy norm of Algorithm 6.3.

Theorem 6.1
.
Let {(unh , pnh ,dnh ,dnh )}n≥1 be given by Algorithm 6.3, initialized as in Remark 6.5. The
following energy estimate holds, for n ≥ 1:

.

E n . E 0 + τ 2 kd0h k2s +

τ2
kLs d0 k2 .
ρs  h h 0,Σ

(6.33)

Proof. From (6.24)–(6.25), we have
 
ρs  . n
dh − B h unh ◦ φnh ,y h Σ,h + as (dnh − dn−1
h ,y h ) = 0,
τ

(6.34)

for all y h ∈ Y h . In particular, owing to (6.32), we have

 .
τ
B h unh ◦ φnh = dnh + s Lsh (dnh − dn−1
(6.35)
h ).
ρ

On the other hand, by taking y h = B h v h ◦ φnh in (6.34) and by adding the resulting
expression to (6.23), we get
n n
ρf ∂τ unh ,v h )Ω + afh un−1
h ; (uh ,ph ),(v h ,qh )

.



+ ρs  ∂τ dnh ,B h v h ◦ φnh



Σ,h

+ as dnh , B h v h ◦ φnh



= 0, (6.36)

for all (v h ,qh ) ∈ V h × Qh . By taking (v h ,qh ) = (unh ,pnh ) in this expression and using the
fact that

n n
n n
afh un−1
;
(u
,p
),(u
,p
)
≥ 2µk(unh )k20,Ω ,
h
h
h
h
h

we get

ρf
∂τ kunh k20,Ω + 2µk(unh )k20,Ω
2


.
+ ρs  ∂τ dnh ,B h unh ◦ φnh Σ,h + as dnh , B h unh ◦ φnh ≤ 0. (6.37)

We then proceed similarly to [Fer13], by inserting (6.35) into (6.37). This yields

.
ρf
ρs
1
∂τ kunh k20,Ω + 2µk(unh )k20,Ω + ∂τ kdnh k2Σ,h + ∂τ kdnh k2s
2
2
2


.n s n
τ
n−1
+ τ ∂τ dh ,Lh (dh − dh ) Σ,h + s as dnh , Lsh (dnh − dn−1
) ≤ 0. (6.38)
h
|
{z
} |ρ 
{z
}
T1
T2
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It only remains to estimate the terms T1 and T2 . For the first term, using (6.32), we have

.

.

. 

s n
T1 = τ dnh − dn−1
h ,Lh dh

Σ,h

Finally, for the last term, we have
T2 =

.
.
. n τ . n 2
. n−1 2 
= τ as dnh − dn−1
h , dh ≥ 2 kdh ks − kdh ks .



τ
τ
n−1
s n
s
n
s n 2
s n−1 2
L
d
,
L
(d
−
d
)
≥
kL
d
k
−
kL
d
k
.
h
h
h
h
h
h
Σ,h
h
Σ,h
h
h
Σ,h
ρs 
2ρs 

We conclude by inserting the above two bounds into (6.38), by multiplying the resulting
expression by τ , by summing over n and by applying the norms equivalence between k · k0,Σ
and k · kΣ,h in Y h , uniformly in h (see, e.g., [Tho06]). This completes the proof.

6.5

Numerical experiments

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the performance of Algorithm 6.3 via comparisons with the results provided by Algorithm 6.1 (with the regularized kinematic condition
(6.11)) and by an alternative method recently reported in the literature (see [AFFL16]).
As the core motivation of the present work is the efficient simulation of heart valves, two
representative two-dimensional examples which mimic the behavior of such systems in the
open and closed configurations, have been considered. All the units are expressed in the
CGS system, unless specified otherwise.

6.5.1

Idealized valve without contact

Most of the information presented here about this numerical example have already been
provided in previous Section 5.4.1 but are recalled here for the purpose of completeness.
Note that the spatial and temporal discretization differ from what has been presented in
Section 5.4.1.
The first example is the heart-valve-inspired benchmark problem considered
in [GABH13, HGAB12, Wic14, KHS+ 15]. It consists of one idealized valve modeled
by a cantilevered elastic beam immersed in a 2D channel filled with an incompressible
Newtonian fluid, as shown in Figure 6.2. The geometry of the fluid domain is given by
Ω = [0, 8] × [0, 0.805]. The reference configuration of the solid, Σ, is given by the segment
whose endpoints are A0 = (2, 0) and A1 = (2, 0.7) (see Figure 6.2). The physical parameters
are, for the fluid, ρf = 100, µ = 10, and, for the solid, ρs = 100,  = 0.0212, with Young’s
modulus E = 5.6 · 107 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4.
A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on Γbot and a symmetry boundary condition
is imposed on Γtop . Zero traction is enforced on the lateral boundary Γout and the velocity
is prescribed on Γin , as a half parabolic profile whose maximum amplitude is defined by a
positive time-dependent function umax (t), given by the following expression:

umax (t) = 5 · (0.805)2 · sin(2πt) + 1.1 , ∀t ∈ R+ .

The solid is fully clamped at its bottom endpoint A0 . Both the fluid and the solid are
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Figure 6.2 – Geometric configuration of the first numerical example.

Figure 6.3 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes.
initially at rest. Considering the channel width of 0.805 as the characteristic length scale
and the peak in flow speed of 6.8 as the characteristic flow speed, the associated Reynolds
number is about 55.
In this first numerical example, in which no enclosed fluid is involved, we have observed
that the grad-div stabilization has pratically no impact on the quality of the numerical
results. Hence, the free stabilization parameters in (6.5) have been set to λM = 1 and
λC = 0 in both methods. The penalty parameter ε for Algorithm 6.1 in (6.11) is set to
ε = 10−5 . More information about the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for
this case are provided in Appendix D. We recall that Algorithm 6.3 does not involve any
penalty parameter.
From the perturbed kinematic relation (6.35), Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3 are expected to
deliver similar accuracy (up to the penalty error induced by ε in (6.11)) when the time-step
length τ is sufficiently small. Hence, we propose to compare the results provided
 by these
two methods, using three levels of time-step refinement given by τ ∈ { 10−3 /2i }2i=0 , and a
fixed discretization in space based on a fluid mesh of 16 384 triangles and a solid mesh of 64
segments (see Figure 6.3). Figures 6.4a, 6.4c and 6.4e present, respectively for i = {0, 1, 2},
the comparison of the time history of the x-displacement of the solid at the upper tip
A1 , obtained with Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3. Very close results are already obtained with
the largest time-step τ = 10−3 (see Figure 6.4a). The agreement still improves when the
time-step is refined. Note that the two curves become practically indistinguishable for the
finest time grid τ = 2.5 · 10−4 (see Figure 6.4e). Similar observations can be made from
Figures 6.4b, 6.4d and 6.4f which present the results for the y-displacement, respectively
for i = {0, 1, 2}. A slight difference is observed between the two curves for the largest
time-step τ = 10−3 (see Figure 6.4b). Nevertheless, this discrepancy practically disappears
in the next level of refinement (see Figure 6.4d).
For illustration purposes we have reported in Figure 6.5 some snapshots of the interface
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Figure 6.4 – Time history of the displacement of solid at the upper tip A1 obtained with
Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3. Left column: x-displacement. Right column: y-displacement.
location and of the fluid velocity magnitude near the solid obtained at different time
instants with Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3 for τ = 10−3 . The very good agreement between
both numerical approximations is noticeable. Similar observation can be inferred from the
elevated pressure reported in Figure 6.6, obtained with τ = 10−3 . As before, Algorithm 6.3
delivers practically the same results as Algorithm 6.1, predicting the similar shape of the
pressure jump across the leaflet.
Computational considerations We finally comment of the relative efficiency of the two
methods. By construction, Algorithm 6.3 requires only 1 single fluid and solid evaluations
per time-step. The efficiency of Algorithm 6.1 depends on the type of solution procedure
for the coupled system (6.12). In the present study, this system has been solved via a
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(a) Algorithm 6.1: t = 0.45.

(b) Algorithm 6.1: t = 0.85.

(c) Algorithm 6.1: t = 1.25.

(d) Algorithm 6.3: t = 0.45.

(e) Algorithm 6.3: t = 0.85.

(f) Algorithm 6.3: t = 1.25.

Figure 6.5 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude obtained with Algorithms 6.1 and
6.3.

(a) Algorithm 6.1: t = 0.45.

(b) Algorithm 6.1: t = 0.85.

(c) Algorithm 6.1: t = 1.25.

(d) Algorithm 6.3: t = 0.45.

(e) Algorithm 6.3: t = 0.85.

(f) Algorithm 6.3: t = 1.25.

Figure 6.6 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure obtained with Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3.
Dirichlet-Neumann interface Newton-Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES) partitioned
iterative method which requires an average of 3 fluid and solid evaluations and 21 tangent
fluid and solid evaluations per time-step. Note also that the conditioning of these fluid
systems is worse than in Algorithm 6.3 due to the penalized treatment of the interface
coupling. This clearly points out the advantages of Algorithm 6.3 in terms of computational
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cost.

6.5.2

Idealized valve with contact

As a second example, we consider an extension of the previous one in which the idealized
valve is now long enough to get into contact with the upper wall, as shown in Figure 6.7.
The geometry of the fluid domain is given by Ω = [0, 8] × [0, 0.805] as in the previous

Figure 6.7 – Geometric configuration of the second numerical example.
example. The reference configuration of the solid, Σ, is defined by the following analytical
expression:
s
1
(x − 11/2)2
y(x) =
1−
, ∀x ∈ [4, 5.112].
2
(3/2)2
The coordinates of its endpoints, A0 and A1 , are then (4,0) and (5.112, 0.483), respectively.
The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1 and µ = 0.03. For the solid, we have
ρs = 1.2,  = 0.065, with Young’s modulus E = 107 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure 6.8 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes for the different levels of refinement.
A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on Γbot while a symmetry boundary condition
is imposed on Γtop . Zero traction is enforced on the lateral boundary Γout , while on Γin ,
traction is imposed in terms of the following time-dependent pressure data pin (t):
(
−200 · atanh(100 · t) if 0 < t < 0.7,
pin (t) =
(6.39)
200 if t ≥ 0.7.
Finally, a backflow stabilization based on a local regularization of the fluid velocity along
the tangential directions on the Neumann boundaries [MBH+ 11] is applied on Γin and on
Γout .
The way the contact is managed between the solid and the upper wall Γtop differs from
the one presented in Section 2.5.4 but is in the same vein. The associated contact condition
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Figure 6.9 – Time history of the displacement of the solid at the upper tip A1 obtained
with Nitsche-XFEM and Algorithm 6.3. Left column: x-displacement. Right column:
y-displacement.

is the following:
d · nΓtop − g ≤ 0 on Σ,

(6.40)

where nΓtop denotes the (constant) exterior unit normal to Γtop and g : Σ → R+ stands
for the gap function between Σ and Γtop . At the discrete level, the inequality constraint
(6.40) is approximated via a penalty method (see, e.g., [Sch84]). This amounts to include,
in as (dnh , y h ), the following additional non-linear term:


γc E  n
dh · nΓtop − g + εh + ,y h Σ ,
2
h

(6.41)
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def

where [x]+ = max{0,x}, γc > 0 is a (dimensionless) user-defined parameter and εh > 0 is
a contact tolerance aimed at preventing penetration. In the results presented below, we
have taken εh = O(h) and γc = 5 · 10−3 .
The fluid and the solid are initially at rest. The beam is pinched at A0 (i.e., the rotation
degree of freedom is free). We consider the channel width of 0.805 as the characteristic
length scale. For the characteristic flow speed, we consider the typical values of 4 and 10,
for the closing and opening phases, respectively. The associated Reynolds number is then
approximately 107 and 268.
Numerical evidence (reported in Appendix D) indicates that the quality of the approximations provided by Algorithm 6.1 with the regularized kinematic condition (6.11),
for this specific example with contact, is extremely sensitive to the penalty parameter ε.
In order to circumvent these difficulties, we propose to consider as the reference solution
the strongly coupled Nitsche-XFEM unfitted mesh approach reported in previous Section 5.3.2.2. This method has multiple interesting features (e.g., Lagrange multipliers free,
consistent treatment of the interface coupling, optimal error estimates, ...) and is known
to deliver superior spatial accuracy with respect to Algorithm 6.1 (see last Chapter 5).
Nevertheless, the price to pay is an increased computational complexity and a much more
involved computer implementation (careful track of the interface intersections, dynamic
matrix pattern, etc.) with respect to Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3.

(a) Nitsche-XFEM: M1 .

(b) Nitsche-XFEM: M2 .

(c) Nitsche-XFEM: M3 .

(d) Algorithm 6.3: M1 .

(e) Algorithm 6.3: M2 .

(f) Algorithm 6.3: M3 .

Figure 6.10 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitude at t = 0.7 obtained with NitscheXFEM and Algorithm 6.3.
The accuracy of Algorithm 6.3 will be then evaluated with respect to the NitscheXFEM method, by considering three successive levels of grid refinement in space and time.
The coarsest level, which will be referred to as M1 , corresponds to a fluid mesh of 4 096
triangles. The solid mesh is made of 25 and 50 segments, respectively for Nitsche-XFEM
and Algorithm 6.3. The corresponding time-step is set to τ = 2 · 10−3 and the contact
tolerance in (6.41) to εh = 0.02. The two subsequent space-time grids, denoted by M2
and M3 , are uniform refinements of M1 with, respectively, a factor of 2 and 4 along
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both spatial and temporal directions. The three sets of fluid and solid meshes are shown
in Figure 6.8. For Algorithm 6.3, the value of the user-defined parameter εM , in the
SUPG/PSPG stabilization with enhanced interfacial mass conservation (6.6), is set to
10−4 in all levels of refinement. More information about the definition of ωhn for this case
are provided in Appendix E for the different levels of refinement. For the Nitsche-XFEM
method, the user-defined parameters are set to γ = 102 , γg = 1 and γv = γp = 10−2 , as
detailed in [AFFL16] and in last Section 5.4.

(a) Nitsche-XFEM: M1 .

(b) Nitsche-XFEM: M2 .

(c) Nitsche-XFEM: M3 .

(d) Algorithm 6.3: M1 .

(e) Algorithm 6.3: M2 .

(f) Algorithm 6.3: M3 .

Figure 6.11 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure at t = 0.7 obtained with NitscheXFEM and Algorithm 6.3.
As the negative prescribed pressure (6.39) builds up, the solid starts to bend and collides
with Γtop after some time instants. Due to the flexible nature of the structure, it is free to
slide or even to bounce on the wall. When contact is occurring, the fluid velocity vanishes
and a pressure jump across the interface is observed. Finally, after t = 0.7, a positive
pressure builds up and the valve opens again. Figure 6.9 reports a comparison of the time
history of the displacement of the solid at the upper tip A1 obtained with Nitsche-XFEM
and Algorithm 6.3 for the three levels of refinement. The left and right columns show,
respectively, the horizontal and vertical components of the displacement. Note that the flat
part of the curves in the vertical displacement correspond to instants where contact occurs.
The part of the curve between the two successive flat parts corresponds to the bouncing of
the leaflet, illustrating the complex dynamics of the problem. A significant phase shift is
observed between the two approximations for the coarsest level M1 , but this discrepancy
decreases with refinement. A better agreement is finally observed for the space-time grids
M2 and M3 .
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For illustration purposes, Figure 6.10 presents the interface location and the fluid
velocity magnitude near the leaflet obtained at t = 0.7, for the three levels of refinement,
with Nitsche-XFEM and Algorithm 6.3. Overall, a good agreement of the fluid velocity field
is already observed for the intermediate level M2 (see Figures 6.10b and 6.10e). Once more,
this agreement improves with space-time grid refinement as Figures 6.10c and 6.10f depict
practically the same fluid velocity field. The snapshots of the elevated pressure are given
in Figures 6.11. The mismatch observed in Figure 6.9 with the coarsest approximation
is clearly pointed out here in terms of the pressure jump (see Figures 6.11a and 6.11d).
Note that these pressure jumps are not evaluated at the same interface location, even if
evaluated at the same instant, which explains the mismatch. The situation improves via
space-time grid refinement as we can infer from Figures 6.11c and 6.11f, where the interface
locations are now practically the same.
Finally, in order to provide a quantitative comparison of the two approaches, we evaluate
the magnitude of the error between the two methods by measuring the L2 -difference of
the interface displacement for the three levels of refinement, as shown in Table 6.1. The
results clearly show convergence after grid refinement.
Space-time grid
M1
M2
M3

L2 -difference
3.18 · 10−3
7.48 · 10−4
1.61 · 10−5

Table 6.1 – L2 -difference of the displacements approximations provided by Nitsche-XFEM
and Algorithm 6.3.

Computational considerations: The benefits of Algorithm 6.3, with respect to the
Nitsche-XFEM method considered in this example, are striking in terms of computational
complexity and computer implementation. Among them, it is worth mentioning the
following: there is no mesh intersection (i.e., only localization of the solid nodes within the
fluid mesh are needed) and no cut-FEM (i.e., the fluid equations are integrated in the whole
computational domain), the fluid system matrix has both a fixed size and a fixed standard
pattern and, last, the coupling scheme is loosely coupled. These advantages should however
be pondered carefully, since the spatial accuracy of Algorithm 6.3 relies on the use of
the penalty grad-div term (6.5)–(6.6) which can compromise the efficiency of the fluid
solver, particularly in three-dimensional simulations (see [KHS+ 15, CBCG17, KHY+ 17]).
Some details about an alternative grad-div free method, enhancing the interfacial mass
conservation without inducing ill-conditioning problems, and based on lower-order finite
elements have been provided in Section 5.5 as well as some preliminary results obtained
with it. We now apply this alternative method on the current numerical example and we
refer to Section 5.5.2 for the definition of the acronyms used in the sequel. We also recall
that the FDstab methods mentioned below are all strongly coupled.
Figures 6.12a–6.12c represent the macro-patch of pressure stabilization considered in
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the context of the FDstab methods for, respectively, the three different levels of refinement
M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated Section 6.5.2.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure 6.12 – Representation of the new macro-patch of pressure stabilization at time
t = 0.7. The inner edges colored in red are the ones where the pressure stabilization has
been removed.
The physical value of interest here is the y-displacement magnitude of the upper leaflet
tip. The time-history of this value obtained with different methods is depicted in Figure 6.13
for the second level of refinement M2 .
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Figure 6.13 – Time-history of the y-displacement of the upper leaflet tip for the case of the
idealized valve with contact for the second level of refinement M2 .
Note that for this case, the FDstab grad-div free method gives results very close to
the classical FDstab method, but that both of them still show major differences with the
reference solution, contrary to what has been obtained for the other numerical examples
investigated in Section 5.5.2. This anomaly may be caused by the involved topological
change and needs to be investigated in the future.

6.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have introduced a new loosely coupled scheme for the numerical
approximations of incompressible fluid-structure interaction problems involving immersed
thin-walled structures. The key ingredients of the proposed method are the following:

6.6. Conclusions
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• Unfitted meshes and fictitious domain approximations in space (equivalent to a
collocation method).
• Implicit treatment of the solid inertial effects within the fluid and explicit treatment
of the elastic contribution.
• Lumped mass approximation in the solid.
A salient feature of the resulting method is that it preserves both the size and the
sparsity pattern of the original fluid matrix, while enabling a full splitting between the fluid
and the solid time-marchings without compromising stability (Theorem 6.1). The splitting
is parameter free and circumvents the usual ill-conditioning issues of fictitious domain
methods involving penalized approximations of the kinematic coupling. The numerical
evidence of Section 6.5 confirmed these findings and highlighted a very good performance,
in terms of accuracy and robustness, with respect to strongly coupled unfitted mesh
approaches which are known to be much more computationally onerous.

Chapter 7

Simulation of implantable cardiovascular
devices in a complete fluid-structure
interaction framework
In this chapter, we illustrate the capabilities of the explicit coupling scheme developed
in last chapter. For this purpose, we consider several 2D and 3D numerical experiments
where implantable cardiovascular devices are simulated in a complete FSI framework. The
goal here is to highlight the computational benefits brought by this new explicit coupling
scheme when considering realistic problems.
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Introduction

In Chapters 3 and 4, we have illustrated how the simulation of realistic problems, where
different implantable cardiovascular devices were modeled, can be achieved with the RIS
and ARIS models. Nevertheless, these simplified approaches are no longer satisfactory
whenever the mechanical behavior of the valve has to be modeled (e.g., the study of the
mitral prolapse or the study of the influence of the valves geometry on MR), as detailed
in Section 2.3.2.2. In this case, more sophisticated models taking into account the full
dynamics of the cardiac valves must be considered: this corresponds to the FSI modeling
for which several numerical techniques have been provided and compared in Chapter 5.
Still, the simulation of such implantable cardiovascular devices in a full FSI framework
is a challenging task. From the numerical point of view, the development of efficient and
accurate methods is mandatory to be able to handle complex and physiological 3D cases.
The fundamental principle of this idea is that, for efficiency, the numerical methods must
avoid strong coupling between the fluid and solid solvers. In Chapter 6, such an example
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of loosely coupled scheme has been developed in the context of the FD method and has
been applied to academic cases. The main motivation of this chapter is to now illustrate
the capabilities and benefits of this new explicit coupling scheme when applied to realistic
problems.
Several 2D and 3D numerical examples motivated by the simulation of implantable
cardiovascular devices are considered in a complete FSI framework. First, the concept of the
adjustable mitral ring developed by Kephalios to treat MR (see Section 1.5.4) is numerically
illustrated on a 2D case where the contact between two elastic structures, representing
the leaflets of the mitral valve, is taken into account. Then, the fluid-structure-contact
interaction phenomenon in the aortic valve is considered. In this numerical example, the
explicit coupling scheme is applied on a 3D case for the first time and its benefits in term of
computational efficiency are evaluated. Finally, the Epygon valve, previously investigated
with the ARIS model (see Section 4.3.2), is now considered in a full FSI framework within a
realistic 3D geometry of the left heart. Its dynamics as well as its impact on intraventricular
hemodynamics are numerically simulated.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 recalls the different coupled problems
considered through this chapter. In Section 7.3, the numerical study, whose content is
described above, is computed before commenting on the obtained results. Finally, a
summary of the main conclusions is given in Section 7.4.

7.2

Problem setting

In what follows, the fluid is modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
in the Eulerian or in the mixed ALE-Eulerian formalisms. The thin-walled solid is still
described by a non-linear Reissner-Mindlin beam model in Lagrangian form. We refer to
Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.5.1.2 for more information about these models.
The geometric configurations and notations are those of Section 2.5.2.1. Then, for the
coupled problem with Eulerian formalism in the fluid, used in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2,
we refer to (2.14)–(2.16) in previous Section 2.5.2.2. For the coupled problem with mixed
ALE-Eulerian formalism in the fluid, used in Section 7.3.3, we refer to (2.23)–(2.25) in
previous Section 2.5.2.2.

7.3

Numerical experiments

In what follows, the physical parameters used for the fluid and for the solids are based
on physiological values (see, e.g., [PS14, CYMN04] and also Sections 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.4).
All the units are expressed in the CGS system, unless specified otherwise.

7.3.1

Kephalios ring

The purpose of the first numerical example is to numerically highlight, on a simplified
case, the benefits induced by the Kephalios device (introduced in Section 1.5.4) for the
treatment of MR. Its working principle, which consists in reducing the mitral annulus in
order to restore the lost coaptation of the leaflets (induced, e.g., by a dilatation of the
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ventricle (see Section 1.4.2)), is recalled in Figure 7.1. In the following, we will refer to
the configuration depicted in Figure 7.1a by “ill configuration” and to one depicted in
Figure 7.1b by “corrected configuration”.

(a) Initial mitral annulus.

(b) Reduced mitral annulus.

Figure 7.1 – Schematic representation of the working principle of the Kephalios device in 2D.
Red arrows represent the evolution of the mitral annulus between the two configurations.
For the sake of simplicity, the fluid domain, in which the leaflets are immersed, is
supposed to be fixed and to be included in R2 . Thus, for this first numerical example, the
FSI coupled problem is considered in its Eulerian-Lagrangian formalism (see Section 7.2)
and for d = 2.
The geometry of the fixed fluid domain is given by Ω which mimics the mains characteristics of a plane section of the left heart, as depicted in Figure 7.2. Its corresponding
bounding box is given by [0.120, − 8.310] × [3.830,0]. This domain can be split in two
subparts representing the atrium (for the above part) and the ventricle (for the bottom
part) separated by two immersed solids Σ1 and Σ2 , which represent the leaflets of the
mitral valve.
The reference configuration of these two solids are defined by simple segments whose
endpoints are A0 and A1 (see Figure 7.2). Σ2 is shorter than Σ1 and is not oriented in the
same direction in order to reproduce the typical geometrical characteristics of the posterior
and anterior leaflets (as detailed in Section 1.2.2.4). In addition, each leaflet Σ1 and Σ2
is linked to the wall Γwall with another solid, respectively Σ∗1 and Σ∗2 , which represents a
mitral chordae tendineae whose endpoints are A1 and A2 (see Figure 7.2). We recall that
the role of such tendinous cords is to prevent the mitral valve from prolapsing into the LA
(as detailed in Section 1.3.2).
The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1 and µ = 0.03. For the solids, we have
s
ρ = 1 and  = 0.065, with Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4. The Young’s modulus E is equal to
2.4 · 106 and to 1.6 · 106 for, respectively, Σ1 and Σ2 . As the chordae tendineae are less stiff
than the leaflets, their Young’s modulus E is equal to 2 · 103 and to 8 · 102 for, respectively,
Σ∗1 and Σ∗2 .
A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on Γwall . Zero traction is enforced on the
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Figure 7.2 – Geometric configuration of the first numerical example.
bottom boundary Γbot , while on Γtop , traction is imposed in terms of the following timedependent pressure data ptop (t):

 − A if 0 < t < 1,
5
ptop (t) =
(7.1)

A if t ≥ 1,

with the amplitude A = 1804. Finally, a backflow stabilization based on a local regularization of the fluid velocity along the tangential directions on the Neumann boundaries [MBH+ 11] is applied on Γbot and on Γtop .
The contact between the leaflets Σ1 and Σ2 is taken into account and its modeling has
been described in Section 2.5.4. The values of the parameters in the corresponding algorithm
are εg = 10−2 , εcvx = 10−3 and εC = 10−3 . The value of the user-defined parameter εM ,
in the SUPG/PSPG stabilization with enhanced interfacial mass conservation (6.6), is set
to 10−4 for both ill and corrected configurations. More information about the definition of
ωhn for this numerical example are provided in Appendix E.
The simulation is carried out for a total time of t = 2, corresponding to the time
required for the full development of the closing and opening phases. The corresponding
time-step is set to τ = 10−3 . The fluid and the different solids are initially at rest. The
leaflets Σ1 and Σ2 are fully clamped at A0 and the tendinous cords Σ∗1 and Σ∗2 are pinched
at A2 (i.e., the rotation degree of freedom is free). As regards the spatial discretization,
the whole computational domain Ω is made of 26 430 triangles. The solid meshes Σ1 and
Σ2 are made of, respectively, 241 and 147 edges of same size h. Finally, Σ∗1 and Σ∗2 are
simply made of one single edge.
The two sets of fluid and solid meshes, which are used in the regurgitant and corrected
configurations, are shown in Figure 7.3. Starting from the dilated configuration represented
in Figure 7.3a, the diameter of the mitral annulus is reduced thanks to the Kephalios
device (not represented here) resulting in a rapprochement of two leaflets as depicted in
Figure 7.3b.
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(a) Regurgitant configuration.

(b) Corrected configuration.

Figure 7.3 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes in the regurgitant and corrected configurations at time t = 0.
Figure 7.4 presents some snapshots of the fluid velocity field obtained in the regurgitant
and corrected configurations. After an initial transition phase where the leaflets begin to
close (see Figures 7.4a and 7.4b), they are prevented from collapsing back into the atrium
thanks to the tendinous cords and reach a steady state. For the regurgitant configuration,
a backflow towards the atrium is observed due to the absence of coaptation of the leaflets
as depicted in Figure 7.4c. On the contrary for the corrected configuration, due to the
reduction of diameter of the mitral annulus induced by the Kephalios device, the leaflets
enter into contact during the closing phase as shown in Figure 7.4d. After the end of the
closing phase at t = 1, the mitral valve opens and blood flows towards the ventricle for
both configurations (see Figures 7.4e and 7.4f). The corresponding results for the elevated
pressure are given in Figure 7.5.
Finally, Figure 7.6 reports a comparison of the time history of the computed flow rate
at the inlet during the closing phase in the regurgitant and corrected configurations. For
the regurgitant configuration, a non-zero flow rate is still observed after the end of the
transition phase, consequence of the absence of coaptation of the leaflets (as illustrated
in Figure 7.4c). On the contrary, the correction of blood flow is clearly observed for the
corrected configuration where the flow rate is equal to 0 after the leaflets have come into
contact at t = 0.25, highlighting the fact that the previously lost coaptation has effectively
been restored (as illustrated in Figure 7.4d).
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(a) Regurgitant configuration – t = 0.1.

(b) Corrected configuration – t = 0.1.

(c) Regurgitant configuration – t = 0.8.

(d) Corrected configuration – t = 0.8.

(e) Regurgitant configuration – t = 1.2.

(f) Corrected configuration – t = 1.2.

Figure 7.4 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity field obtained in the regurgitant and corrected
configurations obtained at different instants.
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(a) Regurgitant configuration – t = 0.1.

(b) Corrected configuration – t = 0.1.

(c) Regurgitant configuration – t = 0.8.

(d) Corrected configuration – t = 0.8.

(e) Regurgitant configuration – t = 1.2.

(f) Corrected configuration – t = 1.2.

Figure 7.5 – Snapshots of the fluid elevated pressure obtained in the regurgitant and
corrected configurations at different instants.
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Figure 7.6 – Time history of the flow rate at the inlet during the closing phase in the
regurgitant and corrected configurations.
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7.3.2

Aortic valve

The second numerical example is based on an aortic-valve-inspired geometry and is
based on the one computed in [AGPT09]. The purpose of this section is to apply, for
the first time, the new explicit coupling scheme to a 3D case and to assess its benefits in
terms of computational efficiency compared to what has been previously obtained with an
implicit coupling scheme in [AGPT09]. The different computational domains used in this
numerical experiment are depicted in Figure 7.7.
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(a) Exterior of the fluid domain.

(b) Interior of the fluid domain.
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(c) Profile view of the structures meshes.

(d) Top view of the structures meshes.

Figure 7.7 – Geometric configuration of the computational domains used for the aortic
valve model.
For the sake of simplicity, the fluid domain, in which the leaflets are immersed, is
supposed to be fixed. Thus, for this second numerical example, the FSI coupled problem is
considered in its Eulerian-Lagrangian formalism (see Section 7.2) and for d = 3.
The geometry of the fixed fluid domain Ω is given by a realistic portion of the aortic root
(presented in Section 1.2.2.4 and coming from [AGPT09]) and is pictured in Figure 7.7b.
Its corresponding bounding box is given by [−1.681, − 0.634, − 1.392] × [1.670,1.436,1.255].
The three associated SL leaflets attached to this aortic root are all represented by Σ
and their reference configuration is depicted in Figure 7.7b. Anatomical characteristics
and mechanical properties of the valve can be found in [DPSB03, Thi08b]. Finally,
more information about the geometry of the aortic valve and its leaflets are provided in
Appendix A. The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1 and µ = 0.03. For the solids,
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we have ρs = 1.2,  = 0.065, with Young’s modulus E = 104 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5.
As regards the boundary conditions for the fluid, we refer to Figure 7.7a for the
definition of its different boundaries. A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on Γwall .
Zero traction is enforced on the outlets Γout , while on Γin , traction is imposed in terms of
the following time-dependent pressure data pin (tT ):
(
A if 0 ≤ tT < 0.18,
pin (tT ) =
(7.2)
−A if 0.18 ≤ tT < 0.6,
with the amplitude A = 97.5 and tT is defined by t ≡ tT (mod 0.6). Despite not being
physiological, we chose a pressure profile close to the one used in [AGPT09] in order to be
able to quantitatively compare the different results. In addition, a backflow stabilization
based on a local regularization of the fluid velocity along the tangential directions on the
Neumann boundaries [MBH+ 11] is applied on Γin and on Γout .
The contact between the three leaflets of the aortic valve is taken into account and
represents an illustration of the multi-body contact mentioned in Section 2.5.4.1. The
values of the parameters in the corresponding algorithm are εg = 5 · 10−3 , εcvx = 10−4
and εC = 5 · 10−4 .
The simulation is carried out for a total time of t = 1, corresponding to the duration
of one full cycle followed by the beginning of a new opening phase. The corresponding
time-step is set to τ = 10−3 . The fluid and the different solids are initially at rest. As
depicted in Figures 7.7c and 7.7d, the structures are fully clamped where they are attached
to the aortic root and are free elsewhere.
As regards the spatial discretization, the whole computational domain Ω is made of
341 062 tetrahedra. Each leaflet is approximatively made of 3 000 triangles of same size h.
We recall that these meshes have been shown in Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.8 presents some snapshots of the fluid velocity field obtained at different
instants. Similarly to what is observed in [AGPT09], blood recirculation is obtained behind
the aortic valve during the closing phase (see Figures 7.8c, 7.8d and 7.8e). A maximum
velocity of approximatively 10 is computed at t = 0.45 during the closing phase when the
section of the fluid domain is the most narrowed, as depicted in Figure 7.8e. When the
valve is fully closed (see Figure 7.9f), a small residual flow rate is still observed through it,
consequence of the poor interfacial mass conservation due to the use of the FD method
instead of the FDstab one for this numerical experiment. Then, the corresponding results for
the pressure field are given in Figure 7.9. A significant pressure drop is observed through
the valve when it is closing and fully closed as depicted, respectively, in Figures 7.9e
and 7.9f.
Figure 7.10 reports the time history of the computed flow rate at the outlet. It is
observed that the flow rate increases during the opening phase (i.e., for 0 < t < 0.18).
Then, when the pressure at the inlet becomes negative, the closing of the valve begins and
the flow rate starts to decrease. When the valve is fully closed (i.e., for 0.5 < t < 0.6), the
flow rate is almost null and only a small residual value is still computed, as previously
illustrated in Figure 7.8f by the velocity field at t = 0.59. The same pattern is observed for
the next cycle starting at t = 0.6.
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(a) t = 0.15.

(b) t = 0.2.

(c) t = 0.25.

(d) t = 0.3.

(e) t = 0.45.

(f) t = 0.59.

Figure 7.8 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity field obtained at different instants for the case
of the aortic valve model.
Finally, some snapshots of the deformations of the valve obtained from two points of
view and at different instants are depicted in Figure 7.11. The general shape of the valve
obtained during its distortion is similar to what is shown in [AGPT09], in particular for
Figures 7.11a and 7.11c. Some situations where multi-body contact between the different
leaflets occurs are obtained when the valve is almost fully closed (i.e., for t > 0.4) and are
depicted in Figures 7.11e and 7.11f at, respectively, t = 0.45 and t = 0.59.
Computational considerations: We finally evaluate the benefits in terms of relative
efficiency brought by this new explicit coupling scheme when 3D numerical experiments
are computed. As mentioned in last Chapter, this loosely coupled scheme, described
by Algorithm 6.3, requires only 1 single fluid and 1 solid evaluations per time-step,
by construction. On the contrary, the previous strongly coupled scheme, described by
Algorithm 6.1 and solved via a Dirichlet-Neumann interface Newton-GMRES partitioned
iterative method, requires several fluid and solid evaluations per time-step.
In order to quantitatively illustrate the computational cost of the two coupling schemes,
the current numerical example has been computed with both of them. For the implicit
one, around 220 hours have been required to compute the full simulation. For the explicit
one, only approximatively 14 hours were required.
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(a) t = 0.15.

(b) t = 0.2.

(c) t = 0.25.

(d) t = 0.3.

(e) t = 0.45.

(f) t = 0.59.

Figure 7.9 – Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at different instants for the case of
the aortic valve model.
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Figure 7.10 – Time history of the flow rate at the outlet for the case of the aortic valve
model.
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(a) t = 0.15.

(b) t = 0.2.

(c) t = 0.25.

(d) t = 0.3.

(e) t = 0.45.

(f) t = 0.59.

Figure 7.11 – Snapshots of the deformations of the valve from two points of view and
at different instants, colored by displacement magnitude, for the case of the aortic valve
model.
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7.3.3

Epygon valve

The third and last numerical experiment of this chapter consists in the simulation of
the Epygon valve in a full FSI framework and in a realistic 3D geometry of the left heart.
The fluid domain Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ Ω3 , in which the Epygon valve is immersed, is the one
coming from Zygote and has been previously described in Section 3.3.2 (see Figure 3.12a
in particular). The upper part of the LV surface has been slightly modified in order to fit
the annulus of the artificial valve (see Figure 4.2c). The different computational domains
used in this numerical experiment are depicted in Figure 7.12. More information about
the geometry of the Epygon valve is provided in Appendix A.
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(a) Exterior of the fluid domain.
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(b) Interior of the fluid domain.
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(c) Zoom on the Epygon valve.

(d) The stent - Σ∗ .

(e) The single leaflet - Σ.

Figure 7.12 – Geometric configuration of the computational domains used for the Epygon
valve model.
Same as before, the whole computational domain Ω is assumed to distort over time due
to a displacement field applied on the LV (i.e., on ∂Ω2,D ) and coming from an external
electromechanical simulation. In addition, the Epygon valve, made of the elastic leaflet
Σ wrapped into the rigid stent Σ∗ (see Figures 7.12c–7.12e), is immersed into Ω2 . It is
assumed that its distortion is dictated by the pressure evolution in the LV due to its change
of volume. Thus, for this third numerical example, the FSI coupled problem is considered
in its mixed ALE-Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation (see Section 7.2) and for d = 3.
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The physical parameters for the fluid are ρf = 1 and µ = 0.03. For the solids, we have
ρs = 1,  = 0.0496, with Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45. The Young’s modulus E is equal to
5 · 106 and to 1011 for, respectively, Σ and Σ∗ . The great value of E for Σ∗ ensures that
the stent will not deform during the simulation.
As regards the boundary conditions for the fluid we refer to Figure 7.12a for the definition
of its different boundaries. A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on ∂Ω1,D ∪∂Ω2,D ∪∂Ω3,D .
Zero traction is enforced on the pulmonary veins ∂Ω1,N . A null velocity is applied on ∂Ω3,N
in order to mimic the presence of a closed aortic valve. The surface displacement prescribed
on ∂Ω2,D is extended to Ω using an appropriate non-linear lifting operator [LVCF17]
(denoted Lwall in (2.23)–(2.25)). The displacement is set to 0 on all other surfaces defining
the fluid domain. Finally, a backflow stabilization based on a local regularization of the
fluid velocity along the tangential directions on the Neumann boundaries [MBH+ 11] is
applied on ∂Ω1,N .
Based on the reference pressures depicted for the realistic model in Figure 3.13, the
initial state of the simulation is set to the configuration of the cardiac cycle at t = 0.5. This
corresponds to the beginning of the second isovolumetric phase, when the aortic valve just
closed and when the mitral valve is about to open. The simulation is carried out for a total
time of t = 0.35, corresponding to the time remaining until the end of the cardiac cycle.
The corresponding time-step is τ = 10−3 . The fluid and the different solids are initially
at rest. As depicted in Figure 7.12d, the stent Σ∗ is totally clamped at its extremities.
On Figure 7.12d, it is highlighted that the leaflet Σ is initially in its closed configuration.
Its extremities are pinched (i.e., the two rotation degrees of freedom are free) where the
artificial valve is attached to the stent and free elsewhere. The contact between Σ and Σ∗
is not taken into account.
Remark 7.1
Since the top extremities of the stent Σ∗ are assumed to be fixed, the displacement field
provided by the electromechanical simulation and applied on the surface ∂Ω2,D of the LV
must also meet this condition.
As regards the spatial discretization, the whole computational domain Ω is made of
236 401 tetrahedra. The stent Σ∗ is made of 5 408 triangles and the leaflet Σ is made of 8
440 triangles.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 present some snapshots of the fluid velocity and pressure fields
obtained at different instants. After a short opening phase due to the strong pressure
differential between the atrium and the ventricle in the early moments of the simulation
(see Figures 7.14a and 7.14b), the filling of the ventricle starts around t = 0.35, as depicted
in Figure 7.13b. As regards the structure of the intraventricular blood flow, the same
typical features as the ones obtained with the ARIS model (see Section 4.3.2) are observed
here: after having been ejected in the ventricle (see Figure 7.13c), blood hits the ventricle
wall (see Figure 7.13d) and a diastolic asymmetric flow oriented towards the posterior
wall is obtained (see Figure 7.13e). Blood keeps flowing towards the apex before turning
clockwise and going back towards the top of the ventricle (see Figure 7.13f). Then, when
the pressure differential decreases (see Figures 7.14g and 7.14h), the Epygon valve closes
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and a residual velocity pattern remains in the ventricle (see Figures 7.13g and 7.13h).

(a) t = 0.025.

(b) t = 0.035.

(c) t = 0.045.

(d) t = 0.065.

(e) t = 0.09.

(f) t = 0.125.

(g) t = 0.3.

(h) t = 0.345.

Figure 7.13 – Snapshots of the fluid velocity field obtained at different instants for the case
of the Epygon valve model.
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Some snapshots of the deformations of the valve obtained from two points of view and at
different instants are depicted in Figure 7.15. A change of convexity is gradually observed
in the early moments of the numerical simulation (see Figure 7.15a). Its opening phase
presents a fast dynamics as illustrated by the evolution of the displacement magnitude
between t = 0.025 and t = 0.035 (see Figures 7.15a and 7.15b). Some of its widest
opening configurations are illustrated in Figures 7.15d–7.15f. Various folds are observed at
different instants (see Figures 7.15e–7.15g), which can be interpreted as illustrations of the
elastic and thin nature of the leaflet. Then, the valve starts closing around t = 0.3 (see
Figure 7.15g) and goes back to its initial concave state (see Figure 7.15h).
Finally, preliminary comparisons of several deformed configurations of the Epygon valve
coming from numerical simulation and from experimentation are provided in Figure 7.16.
In order to obtain these experimental results, the artificial valve has been placed in an in
silico experimentation able to reproduce the left heart circulation flow dynamics thanks
to a pulsed mock circulatory system (see [TBK+ 10]). Similar patterns can be observed
between the two types of results at different instants (see Figures 7.16a–7.16c).
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(a) t = 0.025.

(b) t = 0.035.

(c) t = 0.045.

(d) t = 0.065.

(e) t = 0.09.

(f) t = 0.125.

(g) t = 0.3.

(h) t = 0.345.

Figure 7.14 – Snapshots of the pressure field obtained at different instants for the case of
the Epygon valve model.
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(a) t = 0.025.

(b) t = 0.035.

(c) t = 0.045.

(d) t = 0.065.

(e) t = 0.09.

(f) t = 0.125.

(g) t = 0.3.

(h) t = 0.345.

Figure 7.15 – Snapshots of the deformations of the valve from two points of view and at
different instants, colored by displacement magnitude, for the case of the Epygon valve
model.
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(a) Open configuration.

(b) Intermediate configuration.

(c) Closed configuration.

Figure 7.16 – Comparisons of several deformed configurations of the Epygon valve obtained
with, respectively, experimentation and numerical simulation.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, we have applied the new explicit coupling scheme, developed in the
context of the FD method in Chapter 6, on several 2D and 3D numerical simulations that
included implantable cardiovascular devices modeled in a full FSI framework. Several
fundamental results have been highlighted and we list some of them below:
• The working principle of the adjustable mitral ring from Kephalios for the treatment
of MR has been numerically validated on a simplified 2D case of left heart.
• The implicit and explicit coupling schemes, respectively described by Algorithms 6.1
and 6.3, have been applied on a 3D case of aortic valve with contact. The computational time required to run the full simulation with the strongly coupled scheme was
15 times greater than the one obtained with the loosely coupled scheme.
• The Epygon valve has been modeled in a realistic 3D geometry of the left heart
and the influence of its distortion on the computed intraventricular flow has been
studied. Similarities with previous results obtained with the ARIS model have been
highlighted. Moreover, the dynamics of its opening and closing phases has also been
compared to preliminary experimental results where common patterns have been
identified.
Nevertheless, two main limitations can however be mentioned. First, despite the clear
superiority of the FDstab method over the classical FD one for ensuring mass conservation
across interfaces (as illustrated in detail in Chapter 5 for 2D cases), locking phenomena
have been observed for the structures of the 3D examples. In order to avoid them, the
classical FD method was used instead and further investigations are still required to
understand their origins. Second, a non-physiological pressure profile has been used for
the fluid-structure-contact simulation in the aortic valve. In spite of the improvements
of the numerical implementation of the contact algorithm presented in Section 2.5.4.3,
no convergence has been obtained for it when a physiological pressure profile has been
used. This convergence issue has also been obtained in the case of the Epygon valve and
therefore no contact has been considered in this case. Thus, due to these limitations,
the 3D numerical experiments of this chapter are for the moment simply illustrative and
should be only considered as a preliminary step towards realistic simulations of implantable
cardiovascular devices.

General conclusion and
perspectives

With recent major advances in mathematical modeling and computer technology,
simulations in biomechanics, and notably in cardiac hemodynamics, can provide useful
insights. A consequence of this is that the design of new experimental devices can now be
assisted by such numerical tools resulting into a strong industrial and clinical interest.
This work was devoted to the modeling of implantable cardiovascular devices for
the treatment of mitral regurgitation, common pathology of the mitral valve. The two
main goals were to better understand (i) the influence of the valves (including the native
mitral one and the common artificial ones implanted at the mitral position) on cardiac
hemodynamics inside the left ventricle and (ii) the impacts of the annulus ring on mitral
regurgitation. This thesis can be considered as a first step to reach these goals.
Each chapter of this thesis was ended with a dedicated conclusion. Therefore, in what
follows, we establish a global conclusion before providing a general overview about possible
axes of future work.

Simulation of intracardiac blood flow with a simplified model
of valves
In Chapter 3, we have investigated the RIS model and we have illustrated its encountered
difficulties when considering the numerical simulation of cardiac hemodynamics that include
simplified cardiac valves and isovolumetric phases. An analysis of the intraventricular
pressure during these phases has been provided, leading us to derive additional resistive
corrective terms in the momentum equation of the fluid. These terms, whose definitions
are based on pressure data coming from external electromechanical simulations, allow to
circumvent the previously mentioned difficulties. Finally, the benefits of this pressure
correction have been numerically illustrated on a simplified heart model.
In Chapter 4, several numerical simulations including implantable cardiovascular devices
have been investigated with the RIS and ARIS models in order to illustrate their capabilities.
In particular, the structure of intraventricular blood flow has been computed for different
configurations of artificial valves implanted at the mitral position and has been compared to
the physiological one. This study has highlighted the superiority of the D-shape monoleaflet
valve on the commonly used bioprosthetic tricuspid valve when it comes to restoring a
physiological blood flow in a context of mitral valve replacement.
Several limitations to the developed ARIS model can however be mentioned. First, a
reference pressure data is required to use the resistive corrective terms. While obtainable
in an uncoupled electromechanical/fluid framework, in vivo recovery of the intraventricular
pressure by catheterization is an invasive procedure and might not always be feasible.
Secondly, the ARIS model is based on a reduced valve model and therefore inherits from
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all its limitations. In particular, we can mention the fact that the dynamics of the valve
is not computed meaning that it instantaneously switches between its open and closed
configurations, drastically simplifying reality. Last but not least, consequence of the
previous remark, these simplified models cannot address more complex problems, such as
mitral valve prolapse or the closing of a mechanical valve.

Simulation of intracardiac blood flow with a complete fluidstructure interaction model
In Chapter 5, we have compared three different unfitted and fitted mesh methods for
immersed FSI (namely, the FD and the Nitsche-XFEM methods, belonging to the first
group, and the ALE method, belonging to the second one) in a series of 2D benchmarks
involving fully non-linear models and large interface deflections. The results of this study
have emphasized that, for a given level of refinement, the best accuracy is obtained with the
Nitsche-XFEM method. Also, in spite of the accuracy issues exhibited by the FD method
and driven by its artificial interfacial mass losses, its alternative method FDstab , obtained
with the modification of the SUPG/PSPG and grad-div stabilizations near the interface,
has provided very good results. Therefore, based on this study, the FDstab method has
been determined as the most appropriate method for the simulation of intracardiac blood
flow with a complete fluid-structure interaction model.
In Chapter 6, we have introduced a new loosely coupled scheme for the FD method.
Many benefits resulting from this explicit coupling scheme have been highlighted: (i) it
preserves both the size and the sparsity pattern of the original fluid matrix and (ii) it
circumvents the usual ill-conditioning issues of the FD methods (because no penalized
approximation of the kinematic coupling is considered). Then, we have proved its unconditional stability in the energy norm, fundamental result not obtained by similar explicit
approaches in other FSI settings. Finally, we have applied this new scheme to various
2D numerical examples and we have illustrated its very good performance, in terms of
accuracy and robustness, by comparing it to strongly coupled unfitted approaches which
are known to be much more computationally onerous. Therefore, based on these results,
this loosely coupled scheme has been determined as the most appropriate scheme for the
simulation of intracardiac blood flow with a complete fluid-structure interaction model.
In Chapter 7, we have applied the new explicit coupling scheme, developed in the
context of the FD method in Chapter 6, on several numerical simulations that included
implantable cardiovascular devices modeled in a full FSI framework. In particular, for
the first time in this work, FSI simulations of cardiac hemodynamics in 3D cases, which
were unachievable with the previous strongly coupled scheme because of computational
efficiency, have been investigated with the explicit coupling scheme. Interesting results
have been obtained from them. First, the working principle of the adjustable mitral ring
from Kephalios has been numerically validated on a simplified 2D case of mitral valve.
Then, a 3D case of fluid-structure-contact interaction phenomenon in the aortic valve has
been computed. Finally, the Epygon valve has been modeled in a realistic 3D geometry
of the left heart and the influence of its distortion on the computed intraventricular flow
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has been studied. Similarities with previous results obtained with the ARIS model have
been highlighted. Moreover, the dynamics of its opening and closing phases has also been
compared to preliminary experimental results where common patterns have been identified.
While the FDstab method and the explicit coupling scheme have been widely tested and
validated in Chapters 5 and 6 on several academic and realistic 2D cases, the numerical
experiments of Chapter 7 have highlighted several limitations when it comes to their
extension to 3D. First, in addition of the previously studied ill-conditioning issues of the
FDstab method, locking effects, not existing in 2D, have been observed for the structures,
preventing the proper use of this alternative method in 3D instead of the classic FD one.
Secondly, the benefits of the explicit coupling scheme in terms of computational efficiency
(by also taking into account its accuracy compared to strongly coupled reference solutions)
have not been rigorously demonstrated in 3D and a detailed study, in the same vein as
what has been done in Chapter 6 on 2D cases, must be carried on. Finally, for the sake
of convergence of the contact algorithm, the pressure profiles used in 3D cases have been
restricted to non-physiological values, much lower than the native ones.
Some ideas are provided in what follows in order to tackle all the above-mentioned
issues and their associated limitations.

Perspectives
Based on the contributions and limitations mentioned above, several directions can be
followed in future work. They are listed below in no particular order:
• An interesting extension of the results obtained with the ARIS model in Chapters 3
and 4 would be to compare them with the simulations coming from a complete
FSI framework (in the spirit of what is done in [AHSG12] for the velocity field
and for the evaluation of the effective orifice area index). This would allow to
quantitatively evaluate the effects of the one-way uncoupling assumption on complex
and physiological cases in order to assess if using this approximation does not distort
the results too much compared to FSI.
• In Section 4.2.4, we have considered a simple modeling of mitral regurgitation
(coming from [Ale19]) in the context of the RIS framework. Nevertheless, modeling
the different types of mitral regurgitation (given by the Carpentier’s functional
classification in Section 1.4.2) is actually not straightforward as various differences
are observed between healthy and regurgitant configurations (not only geometrical
ones, but also ones related to the properties of the chordae tendineae). Therefore, a
natural extension of this work consists in the modeling of mitral regurgitation in a full
FSI framework. This would require to add the chordae tendineae (and possibly the
papillary muscles) of the mitral valve (described in Section 1.2.2.4) in the Lagrangian
description of the structures, as we did for the tendinous cords with the simplified
2D illustration of the Kephalios ring (see Section 7.3.1) but now extended to 3D. We
refer the interested reader to various references in the literature for 3D modelings of
this problem (see, e.g., [KEC07, KXL+ 18] and [TJE+ 16] in a context of, respectively,
cables and fibers models assumptions).
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• As already mentioned at the end of Chapter 5, another interesting approach in the
context of the FDstab method would be to circumvent its ill-conditioning problems,
induced by the grad-div penalty near the interface, by considering an alternative
approach for the control of its artificial interfacial mass losses. A possible solution
would consist in removing the inconsistency of the pressure jumps across the structure.
This could be done by considering lower-order mixed and stabilized P1 /P0 finite
elements whose pressure stabilization coefficient would vanish within a h-dependent
vicinity of the interface. A preliminary discussion about this perspective is provided
in Section 5.5.
• As mentioned in Section 7.4, the 3D numerical experiments of Chapter 7, where
implantable cardiovascular devices are simulated in a complete FSI framework, are for
the moment simply illustrative because of two main limitations. The first one, which
is about the locking phenomenon (which has been observed for the structures when
using the FDstab method), could be solved with the previous item of this list. The
other one, which is the non-convergence of the contact algorithm when considering
physiological pressure profiles, needs further investigations. In particular, Loop 2 of
the contact algorithm, detailed in Section 2.5.4.2, could also benefit from a better
numerical implementation as the one provided for Loop 3 in Section 2.5.4.3.
• An interesting extension of the explicit coupling scheme developed in Chapter 6, in
the context of the FD method for FSI coupling with immersed thin-walled solids,
would be to extend it to the case of immersed thick-walled solids. A first attempt
in this direction could be to combine the arguments of Chapter 6 with the ideas
from [FMV15, BG17]. This is a particularly difficult problem, because the thickwalled nature of the solid is expected to harm the optimality of the time-splitting
error, as it is the case for fitted meshes (see [FMV15, FM16]).
• In the spirit of what has been done in Chapters 5 and 6 for a benchmark of various 2D
numerical examples, the comparison of the FD/FDstab methods with other references
for unfitted meshes (in particular with the NXFEM method) could be extended to 3D.
This would allow us to assess if the conclusions of Chapter 5 about the strengths and
weaknesses of each method are still true in higher dimension. However, the extension
of the considered NXFEM method to 3D presents several technical challenges which
need to be addressed in future work (see, e.g., [ZVF18] and [Lan16]).
• An interesting further step of validation of our numerical methods would consist
in confronting them with real experiments, in the spirit of the end of Section 7.3.3
or [LVCF17] in the context of the FSI forward prediction challenge. A preliminary
work has been addressed towards this direction, in collaboration with the Laboratoire
de Biomécanique Appliquée of the Aix-Marseille University1 , using an in silico experimentation able to reproduce the left heart circulation flow dynamics thanks to a
pulsed mock circulatory system (see [TBK+ 10]). This experiment includes silicon
molds of the different chambers of the left heart and of the cardiac valves while the
1
Laboratoire de Biomécanique Appliqueée, Aix-Marseille Universiteé, IFSTTAR, LBA UMR T24,
Marseille, France
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pulmonary and systemic circulatory systems are represented with resistances and
compliances. Very preliminary comparative studies between numerical results and
experimental ones have been carried out (not presented in this work) and need to be
further investigated.
• In Chapters 3, 4 and 7, we have considered data coming from external electromechanical simulations to enhance our fluid simulations (either as a boundary condition
for the displacement field of the left ventricle surface or as an additional resistive
term for the pressure correction in the ARIS model). The implicit assumption behind this approach is the one-way uncoupling between electromechanics and cardiac
hemodynamics (meaning there is no feedback from the second solver on the first one).
Therefore, a natural extension would be the full coupling between these two solvers
in order to get a more in-depth physiological approach of the whole coupled physics
of the left heart. This type of two-way coupling remains a very challenging topic in
the current scientific literature, notably in terms of computational efficiency.

Appendix A

Geometry of the designed valve meshes
We present the different geometries of the valve meshes that we have used through this
thesis: the native mitral valve, the native aortic valve, the bioprosthetic tricuspid valve
and the D-shape monoleaflet valve from Epygon. When they are available, we also provide
associated references and typical values about their geometrical characteristics.

A.1

Modeling the different geometries configurations

Depending on the framework adopted for the description of the cardiac valves (RIS or
FSI models), two distinct situations appear for the modeling of the different configurations
of the geometries of the valve:
• For the RIS framework: the closed and open configurations of the valve are both
considered in the fluid mesh at the same time as immersed surfaces. Usually, starting
from a given configuration (closed or open), the valve, immersed into a surrounding
fluid, is arbitrary displaced in a FSI framework to distort it and to obtain the other
corresponding configuration (open or closed).
• For the FSI framework: the valve is handled by a structure solver fully dedicated to it
and is geometrically modeled in a given single configuration. Its starting configuration
is chosen to be coherent with the initial conditions of the rest of the simulation and
may be different from the open or closed configuration.
Illustrating all the different configurations considered for our designed valves would
needlessly complicate this appendix. Therefore, in what follows, geometries of the different
valve meshes are introduced and depicted in a single given configuration.
Moreover, as detailed in Section 2.2.1, the typical dimensions of the LV are slightly
smaller than the ones coming from physiological data. Therefore, after that the further
cardiac valves have been designed based on the following descriptions and references, they
have been finally slightly reduced (with the use of a scale factor of 0.9 with the 3-matic1
software) in order to fit the undersized LV.

A.2

Native mitral valve

Figure A.1 represents the geometry of the native mitral valve we have considered
through this work.

1

See https://www.materialise.com/.
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(a) Top view.

(b) Profile view.

(c) Frontal view.

Figure A.1 – Representation of the geometry of the native mitral valve mesh.
This geometry has been designed using physiological data coming from the literature.
Values of physical quantities we have used for the modeling of the native mitral valve are
given in Table A.1.
Physical quantity

Value

References

Anterior leaflet height
2.22 cm [RLWS70, RSE52, TL+ 16]
Anterior leaflet width
3.38 cm
[RLWS70, CLT56]
Posterior leaflet P1 height
0.98 cm [RLWS70, RSE52, TL+ 16]
Posterior leaflet P1 width
1.28 cm
[RLWS70, CLT56]
Posterior leaflet P2 height
1.28 cm [RLWS70, RSE52, TL+ 16]
Posterior leaflet P2 width
2.90 cm
[RLWS70, CLT56]
Posterior leaflet P3 height
0.98 cm [RLWS70, RSE52, TL+ 16]
Posterior leaflet P3 width
1.28 cm
[RLWS70, CLT56]
Commisural height
0.75 cm [RLWS70, CLT56, RSE52]
Commisural width
1.00 cm
[RLWS70, CLT56]
Closed anterior leaflet - mitral plane angle 0.12 rad
[OGJ+ 98]
Open anterior leaflet - mitral plane angle
1.01 rad
[WAN+ 14, OGJ+ 98]
Mitral annulus perimeter
10.82 cm [BDC+ 15, VCV+ 08, N+ 16]
Mitral annulus area
8.44 cm2 [BDC+ 15, TL+ 16, N+ 16]
Aortic plane - mitral plane angle
2.27 rad
[TL+ 16]
Inter-commisural distance
3.5 cm
[TL+ 16, N+ 16]
Table A.1 – Values of the physical quantities relative to the native mitral valve.
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A.3. Aortic valve

A.3

Aortic valve

Figure A.2 represents the geometry of the native aortic valve we have considered
through this work.

(a) Top view.

(b) Profile view.

(c) Frontal view.

Figure A.2 – Representation of the geometry of the native aortic valve mesh.
This geometry comes from previous works whose some anatomical characteristics can
be found in [AGPT09, Ast10].

A.4

Bioprosthetic tricuspid valve

Figure A.3 represents the geometry of the bioprosthetic tricuspid valve we have considered through this work.

(a) Top view.

(b) Profile view.

(c) Frontal view.

Figure A.3 – Representation of the geometry of the bioprosthetic tricuspid valve mesh.
This geometry has been designed based on those presented in [KLSC08, KHS+ 15] in
the context of bioprosthetic heart valves. It has been then sightly rescaled to have a similar
size compared to the other native valves.

A.5

Epygon valve – D-shape monoleaflet valve

Figure A.4 represents the geometry of the D-shape monoleaflet valve from Epygon we
have considered through this work.
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(a) Top view.

(b) Profile view.

(c) Frontal view.

Figure A.4 – Representation of the geometry of the D-shape monoleaflet valve mesh from
Epygon. The single leaflet is enclosed in a surrounding stent.
This geometry has been directly provided by Epygon and then no references or values
of geometrical characteristics will be provided here. The only remark which can be made is
that its spatial characteristics (meaning, e.g., height and width) are very similar to those of
the native mitral valve in order to be able to reproduce physiological blood flow as detailed
in Section 1.5.3.

Appendix B

An overview of electromechanical
simulations
We present additional information about the electromechanical simulations used in the
context of the numerical examples of Chapters 3, 4 and 7. The electrical and mechanical
models are quickly introduced before presenting others results, in addition of the pressure
and displacements values used as boundary conditions in the above-mentioned chapters.
As detailed in Chapter 1, the heart wall is made of three layers: the pericardium,
the myocardium and the endocardium. We refer to Section 1.2.2.3 for a description of
their substructures and properties. Here, the different characteristics and roles played
by these layers are recalled: protection, lubrication, resistance to fatigue and stress, and,
in particular, muscular activity coordinated by electrical activity. Any mathematical
description whose purpose is to model the heart wall must then take into account all these
phenomena.

B.1

A simplified FSI model of the heart

A simplified FSI model of the heart can be split into three different main components [SMCCS06, CFG+ 09, CLMS12]: the electrical activity of the heart-torso, the mechanical model of the muscles and the cardiovascular blood compartments. All the related
equations are given in [CFG+ 09] and only the general ideas are discussed here. For the
sake of completeness, we also refer to [HPS03] for a general overview of the main cardiac
modeling issues. In what follows, the three above components are detailed:
• The electrical activity of the heart-torso. It is modeled by bidomain equations for
the heart [SLC+ 07] and by a Laplace equation for the torso. This model aims to
simulate the genesis of the myocardial activation sequence and to study the process
of generation of the body surface potentials which are responsible for the generation
of the ElectroCardioGraphy (ECG) [Zem09].
• The mechanical model of the muscles. It is based on excitation-contraction laws
of myofibres (controlled by chemical reactions) integrated in the 3D continuum
mechanics description [SMCCS06] and based on Huxley’s model [Hux57]. The model
combines an active law, based on a chemically-controlled constitutive law of cardiac
myofibre mechanics [BCS01], and a passive component which relies on the hyperelastic
and viscoelastic laws [CFG+ 09].
• The cardiovascular blood compartments. They are represented by adequate Windkessel models [SMCCS06].
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As regards the coupling between the different models, the standard approach of electromechanical modeling is considered here. It consists in an one-way uncoupling where
the results coming from the electrical activity are used as inputs in the mechanical
simulations but without considering any feedback from the mechanics on the electrophysiology [SMCCS06, CFG+ 09]. Blood also needs to be considered to get a whole coherent
simulation between electromechanics and cardiac hemodynamics. Then, in these simulations, blood compartments are modeled as simplified lumped models, separated by resistive
valves. Each of these valves is characterized by an operating curve (Q, ∆P ) where Q is
the flow rate through it and ∆P the pressure difference between the two compartments
separated by the considered valve. This operating curve is very similar to the one of a
realistic diode [Moi08] and is the main responsible of the regulation of the simplified 0D
model of blood between the chambers of the LH.
The combination of these three interlinked models allow to obtain accurate numerical
descriptions of the main electromechanical phenomena. In addition, these simulations
provide meaningful medical indicators (pressures, volumes, ...) which, for some of them,
are not easily accessible by the measurement (e.g., local values of the stresses in cardiac
tissue), highlighting their benefits.

B.2

Electromechanical simulations

In the sequel, standard geometries and meshes, on which these electromechanical
simulations are based on, are depicted before providing snapshots of typical associated
results (displacement, velocity, electrical activation, ...).

B.2.1

Geometries and meshes

Figure B.1 represents the computational domains considered for the electromechanical
simulations. Note that the RH is also present in these simulations even if it is not considered
into the further simulations of cardiac hemodynamics.

(a) Side view.

(b) Top view.

Figure B.1 – Representation of the computational domain considered for the electromechanical simulations.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the upper part of the ventricle surface slightly varies
when considering different types of mitral valve in order to fit the corresponding annulus,
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inducing slight differences in the final electromechanical 3D meshes.

B.2.2

Typical results

Figure B.2 depicts various typical results coming from a standard electromechanical
simulation. This case has been carried out for a total time of t = 2.55, based on averaged
physiological values for three full heartbeats, with adaptive time-stepping where the
maximum allowed time-step is τ = 10−3 .

(a) Displacement magnitude – Side view.

(b) Displacement magnitude – Top view.

(c) Velocity field – Side view.

(d) Velocity field – Top view.

(e) Electrical potential – Side view.

(f) Electrical potential – Top view.

Figure B.2 – Various typical results coming from the electromechanical simulation of several
heartbeats at t = 1.07. All the units are expressed in the SI system.
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Moreover, based on our needs, we might choose to let the mitral annulus unfixed (as it
is done in Chapters 3 and 4 for the RIS simulations) or to fix it (as it is done in Chapter 7
for the FSI simulations). The electromechanical results slightly differ when the annulus is
fixed: globally, it is observed that the LH is a little more stressed during its distortion,
inducing small increases for the computed pressures in the chambers (but nevertheless
< 1% compared to the unfixed case) and a global displacement field where the upper part
of the ventricle is less contracted during the systole.

B.2.3

Extraction of results to improve the simulations of cardiac hemodynamics

Based on our needs, the displacement field on the LV surface is of crucial interest
and represents the information that needs to be extracted and to be used as a boundary
condition in the simulations of cardiac hemodynamics. Figure B.3 represents the matching
of the displacement field of the LV surface between the electromechanical and the cardiac
hemodynamics simulations.

(a) Late systole.

(b) Late diastole.

Figure B.3 – Representation of the matching of the displacement field of the LV between
the electromechanical and the cardiac hemodynamics simulations at the end of each
characteristic phase of a heartbeat. The electromechanical domain is colored in light orange
(only the left heart has been represented here) and the fluid domain is colored with the
velocity field associated to the flow.
In addition, 0D pressures coming from the simplified lumped models of the different
blood compartments of the LH (atrium, ventricle and aorta) are also extracted and used
as boundary conditions in the corresponding chambers of the fluid mesh, as detailed in the
numerical examples of Chapters 3, 4 and 7.

B.2.4

Model parameters

The values of various model parameters used in the electromechanical simulations are
given in Table B.1. All the values are expressed in SI units, unless specified otherwise. For
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the purpose of illustration, the cross section of the computational domain considered for
the electromechanical simulations is depicted in Figure B.4.
Table B.1 – Model parameters used in the electromechanical simulations.
Quantity

Value

Transient
Maximum time-step
Minimum time-step
Scale factor applied when divergence
Duration of a heartbeat
Total time of the simulation

10−3
10−6
0.5
0.85
2.55

Mesh
X-coordinates – bounding box
Y-coordinates – bounding box
Z-coordinates – bounding box
Number of triangles
Number of tetrahedra

[−19.49 mm, 58.46 mm]
[77.80 mm, 174.31 mm]
[−9.11 mm, 80.29 mm]
34 457
247 041

Electrical activation
Maximum amplitude
Minimum amplitude
Depolarization duration
Repolarization duration

35
−50
0.005
0.5

Cardiac law (active law)
Damping parallel (µ)
Series stiffness (Es)
Destruction rate (α)
Crossbridge stiffness (k0 )
Contractility – left ventricle (σ0 )
Contractility – right ventricle (σ0 )

70
3 · 107
1.5
1 · 105
3.1 · 105
3.72 · 105

Cardiac law (passive law)
Hyperelastic potential (We )
We,1
We,2
We,3

We,1 + We,2 + We,3 + We,4
µ1 (J1 − 3)
µ2 (J2 − 3)
2
2
C0 e(C1 (J1 −3) ) + C2 e(C3 (J4 −1) )
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Continued from previous page
Quantity

Value

We,4
µ1 , µ2
C0 , C2 – mitral valve region
C0 , C2 – aortic valve region
C0 , C2 – Base of the LV
C0 , C2 – Right & Left cavity
C1 , C3
Hyperelastic bulk (K)
Lamé (µ)
Lamé (λ)
Young’s modulus (E)
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
Viscosity (η)

K(J3 − 1 − ln(J3 ))
0
1 · 107
1 · 106
28.5 · 103
5.7 · 103
1.1 · 10−1
2 · 105
2 (C0 + C1 )
K - [4(C0 + C1 )]/3
[µ(3λ + 2µ)] /(λ + µ)
λ/ [2(λ + µ)]
70

Solid
Volumic mass

103

Pressures of the left cavity
Venous pressure
Initial cavity pressure
Initial arterial pressure
Initial distal pressure

1000
500
11000
11000

Windkessel models of the left cavity
Capacitance – left proximal Windkessel (C)
Resistance – left proximal Windkessel (Rp )
Capacitance – left distal Windkessel (Cd )
Resistance – left distal Windkessel (Rd )

1.6 · 10−9
1.3 · 107
6.06 · 10−9
1.725 · 108

Valve law in the left cavity
Atrial conductance (K1 – Kat )
Closed conductance (K2 – Kiso )
Arterial conductance (K3 – Kar )
Atrial capacitance (Cf m )
Closed capacitance (Cf i )
Arterial capacitance (Cf a )
Valve resistance (Rc )

9 · 10−6
5 · 10−10
1.3 · 10−5
5 · 10−12
5 · 10−12
5 · 10−12
7.69 · 104
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Continued from previous page
Quantity

Value

Pressures of the right cavity
Venous pressure
Initial cavity pressure
Initial arterial pressure
Initial distal pressure

1000
25
1000
1000

Windkessel models of the right cavity
Capacitance – right proximal Windkessel (C)
Resistance – right proximal Windkessel (Rp )
Capacitance – right distal Windkessel (Cd )
Resistance – right distal Windkessel (Rd )

2 · 10−10
1 · 107
1 · 10−8
3 · 107

Valve law in the right cavity
Atrial conductance (K1 – Kat )
Closed conductance (K2 – Kiso )
Arterial conductance (K3 – Kar )
Atrial capacitance (Cf m )
Closed capacitance (Cf i )
Arterial capacitance (Cf a )
Valve resistance (Rc )

9 · 10−6
5 · 10−12
1.0 · 10−5
5 · 10−12
5 · 10−12
5 · 10−12
1 · 105

Visco-elastic boundary conditions
Damping – upper left cavity
Damping – other contracting surfaces
Stiffness – upper left cavity
Stiffness – other contracting surfaces

3 · 104
1 · 104
9.5 · 106
1 · 106
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Figure B.4 – Cross section of the computational domain used in the electromechanical
simulations. The tetrahedra have been colored according to the sub-region they have been
assigned to. The surface colored in pink is the LV endorcardial surface that is in common
with the fluid simulations.
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Appendix C

Mathematical modeling of cardiac valves
We present the derivation of the thin-walled solid models introduced in Section 2.5.1.2.
For this purpose, we follow the presentation proposed in [Lan16]: starting from the general
elastodynamics equations, the different models of interest for the mathematical modeling
of cardiac valves are described and their inherent assumptions are also highlighted and
discussed.
The content of this appendix is inspired from [FFGQ09, Ast10, CB11, Lan16].
In what follows, an overview of the models dedicated to the description of the cardiac
valves, cornerstones of this thesis, are given. For this purpose, a general three-dimensional
elastic model, commonly referred to as elastodynamics equations, is introduced. Then,
the thin-walled solid models, valid under some assumptions and commonly encountered in
cardiac hemodynamics, are presented. All these models are in general characterized by
complex highly non-linear mechanical behaviors, as described in the sequel.

C.1

The elastodynamics equations

In what follows, Ωs (t) represents a solid bounded time-dependent domain of Rd , where
d = 2 or 3, occupied by an elastic material governed by the general d-dimensional non-linear
elastodynamics equations. This domain possesses a Lipschitz continuous boundary, denoted
∂Ωs (t), and an oriented exterior normal, denoted ns . The symbol t represents the physical
time.
Moreover, we assume that Ωs (t) is parametrized by a smooth, injective and orientation
preserving mapping φ defined as
cs × R+ → Rd ,
φ:Ω

(b
x, t) → x = φ(b
x, t),

cs is the reference fixed configuration such that Ω
cs = φ(Ω
cs , 0) = Ωs (0) and
where Ω
cs , t), for all t ∈ R+ .
Ωs (t) = φ(Ω
def

In terms of notation, we will use d for the solid displacement defined as d(b
x, t) =
def
def
s
+
s
c ×R . We also use φt = φ(·, t) for the solid deformation, F = ∇φt
φ(b
x)−b
x, for (b
x,t) ∈ Ω
def

for the associated solid deformation gradient and J s = detF s for the associated Jacobian.
The non-linear elastodynamics equations in the Lagrangian frame read: find the solid
.
cs × R+ → Rd and the velocity d : Ω
cs × R+ → Rd , such that
displacement d : Ω
(

.

.

ρs ∂t d − ∇ · Π(d,d) = f s

.

d = ∂t d

cs ,
in Ω
cs ,
in Ω

(C.1)
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def

where ρs represents the solid density and Π = J s σ s (F s )−T the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor of the structure, where σ s is the solid Cauchy stress tensor. f s is a body force,
function of space and time, and is assumed to be equal to 0 when not specified.
Remark C.1
Unlike the solid Cauchy stress tensor σ s , the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor of the
structure Π is non-symmetric. Since, it is better and easier to express the constitutive laws
in terms of symmetric stress tensors, we naturally introduce the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor of the structure Σ defined as
def

Σ = (F s )−1 Π = J s (F s )−1 σ s (F s )−T ,

(C.2)

which is symmetric.
By using (C.2), problem (C.1) can be reformulated as: find the solid displacement
.
cs × R+ → Rd and the velocity d : Ω
cs × R+ → Rd , such that
d:Ω
( s .
.
cs ,
ρ ∂t d − ∇ · (F s Σ(d,d)) = f s
in Ω
(C.3)
.
cs .
d = ∂t d
in Ω
The problems (C.1) and (C.3) have to be completed with initial conditions:
(
d(0) = d0
in Ωs (0),

.

.

d(0) = d0

(C.4)

in Ωs (0)

and with boundary conditions on ∂Ωs (t). For instance, the following homogeneous Dirichlet
condition may be prescribed:
ds .
d = 0 on ∂Ω
(C.5)

Note that other boundary conditions for d (named Dirichlet) exist and that boundary
conditions for Σ (named Neumann) can also be considered (see, e.g., [Ast10, Lan16]).

.

.

Many constitutive laws (i.e., relations between Σ(d,d) and both variables d and d) can
be devised for a solid. For a hyperelastic framework, which is the most common approach
(see, e.g., [Gur81, Cia88, LT94]), we have the following relation:
Σ(E) =
where E, defined by
def

E =

∂W
(E),
∂E

1
((F s )T F s − I),
2

(C.6)

stands for the Green-Lagrange strain tensor and W : Rd×d → R+ is the density of elastic
energy of the solid.
A simple example of such W is given by the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff three-dimensional
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elastic model (common assumption made for a homogeneous isotropic material), where
W (E) =

L1
(tr(E))2 + L2 (tr(E 2 )).
2

(C.7)

Consequently, we obtain the generalized Hooke’s law, given by
Σ(E) = L1 (tr(E))I + 2L2 E

(C.8)

and simply obtained by deriving (C.7) with respect to E.
In (C.7) and (C.8), L1 and L2 denote the Lamé coefficients of the material. Due to
their easier physical interpretation, the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson ratio ν are
generally preferred, as these quantities are directly measured from experiments, which is
not the case for L1 and L2 . All these quantities are related via the following relations:
L1 =

Eν
E
, L2 =
(1 − 2ν)(1 + ν)
2(1 + ν)

and, conversely,
E = L2

1 L1
3L1 + 2L2
, ν=
.
L1 + L2
2 L1 + L2

Finally, another common assumption consists in linearizing this Saint Venant-Kirchhoff
elastic model (valid in the context of infinitesimal deformations). Within this assumption,
the previous solid Cauchy stress tensor σ s is approximated by

.

σ s (d,d) = 2L1 (tr(ε(d)))I + 2L2 ε(d),
where the linearized strain tensor ε(d) is the approximation of the previous Green-Lagrange
strain tensor E and is given by
def

ε(d) =

C.2

1
(∇d + ∇dT ).
2

(C.9)

Thin-walled solid models

Only the main ideas of shell theory are detailed here and we refer to [Bat96, BBWR04,
CB11] for more general introductions about this topic. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity,
the following derivation is only presented here in the frame of the linear theory of shells
(meaning that only infinitesimal deformations are described by this approach). These
small displacements are clearly not satisfactory for the study of cardiac valves (where large
displacements may occur) and non-linear shell models are actually used in Chapters 5, 6
and 7 and in the FSI models described in Section 2.5. Nevertheless, this assumption of
linearity ensures a clear introduction of thin-walled solid models. We refer to [LS05, CB11]
for texts introducing the mathematical theory of non-linear shells.
In the context of co-dimensional one structures, we consider that the solid reference
cs (previously introduced in the section dedicated to the elastodynamics
configuration Ω
equations) is now defined by its mid-surface Σ and by a constant thickness  > 0. Its
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boundary is denoted ∂Σ. Moreover, we assume we are working in 3D hence d = 3. In
the sequel, Greek indexes take values in {1,2} and Latin indexes in {1,2,3}. The Einstein
summation convention for repeating indices is adopted.
We start by defining the chart ψ as
ψ : ω ⊂ R2 → R3 , (ξ1 ,ξ2 ) → ψ = ψ(ξ1 ,ξ2 ),
that parametrizes the solid reference mid-surface Σ = ψ(ω), as pictured in Figure C.1.
∂ψ
The local covariant basis is given by (a1 ,a2 ), with aα = ∂α ψ =
, where α = {1,2}.
∂ξα
The corresponding contravariant basis is denoted by (a1 ,a2 ) and the normal unit vector is
defined as
def a1 × a2
a3 =
,
|a1 × a2 |
as depicted in Figure C.1.

Figure C.1 – Geometric description of the chart ψ and its local covariant basis {a1 ,a2 ,a3 }.
Image from [Lan16].
Based on the theory of differential geometry, the first fundamental form aαβ is defined
def

def

by aαβ = aα · aβ and its corresponding inverse aαβ by aαβ = aα · aβ . Acting on the same
principle, the second and third fundamental forms, bαβ and cαβ , are defined, respectively,
def

def

by bαβ = a3 · ∂α aβ and cαβ = bαγ bγβ , where bγβ = aγλ bλβ . Given a vector field q = q(ξ1 ,ξ2 )
on the mid-surface Σ, we denote by qα|β the surface covariant derivative of its covariant
def

component qα , defined as qα|β = ∂β qα − Γλαβ qλ , where Γλαβ = aα · ∂β aβ denote Christoffel
symbols (see, e.g., [CB11]). Finally, based on the chart ψ represented in Figure C.1, we
define the 3D medium corresponding to the shell with the following mapping:
Ψ : Θ ⊂ R3 → R3 , (ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) → Ψ(ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) = ψ(ξ1 ,ξ2 ) + ξ3 a3 (ξ1 ,ξ2 ),
n
.
h   io
def
where Θ = (ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) ∈ R3 (ξ1 ,ξ2 ) ∈ ω, ξ3 ∈ − ,
. The reference configuration
2 2
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cs (also known as the undeformed configuration) is assumed to be parametrized by Ψ, i.e.,
Ω
cs = Ψ(Θ).
Ω
In general, mathematical shell models assume that any material line orthogonal to the
reference mid-surface remains straight and unstretched during deformation. This hypothesis
is known as the Reissner-Mindlin kinematical assumption [Rei45, Min51]. Therefore, the
displacement D of a point of coordinates (ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) belonging to the shell can be expressed
by
def
D(ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) = d(ξ1 ,ξ2 ) + ξ3 θλ (ξ1 ,ξ2 )aλ (ξ1 ,ξ2 ).
(C.10)

Remark C.2
In terms of physical interpretation, based on Figure C.1, the Reissner-Mindlin kinematical
assumption describes a material line in the direction of a3 at the coordinates (ξ1 ,ξ2 ).
d(ξ1 ,ξ2 ) and θλ (ξ1 ,ξ2 ) represent, respectively, the displacement of the mid-surface Σ and
the rotation of a line normal to this mid-surface Σ [FFGQ09].
Based on the above remark, we define the rotation vector around the normal to the middef
surface Σ, denoted θ, as θ(ξ1 ,ξ2 ) = θλ (ξ1 ,ξ2 )aλ (ξ1 ,ξ2 ). Hence, (C.10) can be reformulated
as
D(ξ1 ,ξ2 ,ξ3 ) = d(ξ1 ,ξ2 ) + ξ3 θ(ξ1 ,ξ2 ),
(C.11)
meaning that the unknowns we must determine to fully describe the displacement field
of the shell are the displacement of the mid-surface d and the rotation vector θ in the
deformed configuration. Note that θ correspond to the material line in the reference
configuration.
Assuming (C.11), a general elastic thin-walled solid is described by: find the solid
displacement d : Σ × R+ → R3 and the rotation vector θ : Σ × R+ → R3 , such that
 s .

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,θ) = T
Lθ (d,θ) = 0

.

d = ∂t d

on

Σ,

on

Σ,

on

Σ,

(C.12)

where T denotes a given source term (e.g., a force per unit area) and the surface operators
(Ld ,Lθ ) represent the strong formulation of the thin-solid elastic contributions. (C.12)1 and
(C.12)2 represent, respectively, the equation for the displacement d and for the rotation θ.
.
The velocity d is obtained with (C.12)3 . The problem (C.12) has to be completed with
initial conditions:

= d0
on Σ,

 d(0)
.
.
(C.13)
d(0) = d0
on Σ,


θ(0) = θ 0
on Σ
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and with boundary conditions (e.g., on d and/or on θ) on ∂Σ.
Remark C.3
As usually assumed in the theory of shell dynamics, the rotational inertial term (represented
.
by the unknown θ) has been neglected in problem (C.12). We refer to [CB11] for more
complex models including such considerations. Also, other models taking into account
viscosity and known as viscoelastic thin-walled models exist but do not belong to the scope
of this work (see, e.g., [Lan16]).
The above (assumed linear) strong formulation of the thin-solid elastic contributions
admit the following decomposition:
def

Ld (d,θ) = Ad d + B d θ,
def

(C.14)

Lθ (d,θ) = B θ d + Aθ θ.
As mentioned above, Ld and Lθ describe the elastic behaviour of the beam, with
Lθ (d,θ) = 0 representing, in particular, the bending moments and shear stresses equilibrium.
In order to explicit the operators Ad , Aθ , B d and B θ involved in (C.14), we must refer
to the constitutive laws specifying the relationship between stresses and strains. As we
are currently handling a general linearized shell model, the strain measures are given by
the linearized strain tensor (C.9). The components ε of this tensor corresponding to the
displacement D, defined in (C.11), are given, in curvilinear coordinates, by
εαβ = γαβ (d) + ξ3 χαβ (d,θ) − ξ32 καβ (θ),

εα3 = ζα (d,θ),

(C.15)

ε33 = 0,
where

1
γαβ (d) = (dα|β + dβ|α ) − bαβ d3 ,
2
1
χαβ (d,θ) = (θα|β + θβ|α − bλβ dλ|α − bλα dλ|β ) + bαβ d3 ,
2
(C.16)
1 λ
καβ (θ) = (bβ θλ|α + bλα θλ|β ),
2
1
ζα (d,θ) = (θα + ∂α d3 + bλα dλ ).
2
The quantities γαβ (d), χαβ (d,θ) and ζα (d,θ) represent, respectively, the covariant
components of the membrane, the bending and the shear strain tensors of the shell (see,
e.g., [CB11] for further details).
As usual in shell modeling, because of the small thickness  (which is the case for
cardiac valves), we make the further assumption of plane stresses (i.e., zero stresses along
the normal direction). The stress-strain relationship is given by Hooke’s law and the
associated equations governing the dynamics of a shell are easier to write directly using the
weak formulation. For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel, we only provide the equations
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of the model resulting from this assumption. We refer to [FFGQ09] for the details of its
derivation.
In what follows, the scalar product in L2 (ω) is denoted by (·,·)ω and its norm by k · k0,ω
with ω being a given domain or surface in R3 . The new formulation, resulting from the
above assumption of plane stresses, is directly and naturally obtained from the basic shell
model discussed above by truncating the higher order terms in the transverse coordinate ξ3
and by integrating with respect to ξ3 (see [CB11] for the details). We obtain the following
model, known as the shear-membrane-bending model:

.

ρs  ∂t d,w





3 αβλξ
αβλξ
+

C
γ
(d),γ
(w)
+
C
χαβ (d,θ),χλξ (w,ϑ) Σ
αβ
λξ
Σ
Σ
12


αλ
+ D ζα (d,θ),ζλ (w,ϑ) Σ = T ,w Σ ,

(C.17)

with the arbitrary test functions (w,ϑ) being equal to 0 on ∂Σ and the coefficients C αβλξ
and Dαλ defined by


E
2ν αβ λξ
def 2E
αβλξ def
αλ βξ
αξ βλ
C
=
a a +a a +
and Dαλ =
a a
aαλ .
2(1 + ν)
1−ν
1+ν
Finally, in this framework of shear-membrane-bending model, the abstract operators
introduced in (C.14) are given by


3 αβλξ
αβλξ
=

C
γ
(d),γ
(w)
+
C
χ
(d,0),χ
(w,0)
αβ
λξ
αβ
λξ
Σ
Σ
Σ
 12
αλ
+  D ζα (d,0),ζλ (w,0) Σ ,



3 αβλξ
C
χαβ (0,θ),χλξ (w,0) Σ +  Dαλ ζα (0,θ),ζλ (w,0) Σ ,
B d θ,w Σ =
12



3 αβλξ
B θ d,ϑ Σ =
C
χαβ (d,0),χλξ (0,ϑ) Σ +  Dαλ ζα (d,0),ζλ (0,ϑ) Σ ,
12



3 αβλξ
C
χαβ (0,θ),χλξ (0,ϑ) Σ +  Dαλ ζα (0,θ),ζλ (0,ϑ) Σ .
Aθ θ,ϑ Σ =
12
Ad d,w



(C.18)

Proposition C.1
As regards the operators Ad , Aθ , B d and B θ , the following equalities hold:
(Ad )T = Aθ

and (B d )† = B θ ,

where † is the adjoint operator.
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
Remark C.4
The derivation of problem (C.12), introduced above, has been presented in the linear
framework, where the different considered unknowns were the displacement d, the velocity
.
d and the rotation θ. For the sake of completeness, we now introduce it within the
non-linear framework, allowing the description of large displacements [Bat96, CB11]. In
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order to differentiate the equations between the two frameworks, the previous rotation
vector θ is now replaced by the director vector a with unit length (i.e., |a| = 1). In
addition, the equations are now given for the general dimension d.
Finally, based on the previous remark, the shear-membrane-bending model (C.12),
resulting from the initial problem (C.3) simplified with the thin-walled solid assumption
and with the Reissner-Mindlin kinematical assumption (C.11) and extended to the nonlinear framework, will be the model of reference for the description of the cardiac valves
in this work. This model is described by (2.12): find the solid mid-surface displacement
.
d : Σ × R+ → Rd , the solid mid-surface velocity d : Σ × R+ → Rd and the director vector
a : Σ × R+ → Rd with unit length (i.e., |a| = 1), such that
 s .

 ρ ∂t d + Ld (d,a) = T
La (d,a) = 0

.

d = ∂t d

on Σ,
on Σ,

(C.19)

on Σ,

The problem (C.19) has to be completed with initial conditions:

= d0

 d(0)
.
.
d(0) = d0


a(0) = a0

on Σ,
on Σ,
on Σ

and with boundary conditions (e.g., on d and/or on a) on ∂Σ.

(C.20)

Appendix D

Convergence study of the penalty
parameter ε

We present additional numerical results about the convergence study made in the context
of the strongly coupled FD method (and of the FDstab alternative method when considered)
with respect to the penalty parameter ε, for the different numerical examples investigated
through Chapters 5 and 6.

D.1

Open valve from Section 5.4.1 – Idealized valve without
contact from Section 6.5.1
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Figures D.1a–D.1c represent the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the
case of the open valve for, respectively, the three different levels of refinement M1 , M2 and
M3 , defined in associated Section 5.4.1. The physical value of interest here is the total
displacement magnitude of the immersed upper leaflet tip. All the units are expressed in
the CGS system.
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Figure D.1 – Convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the case of the open valve.
For this case, the convergence with respect to ε is clear and justifies our choices of
considering ε = 10−5 , ε = 10−6 and ε = 10−6 , respectively, for the three levels of refinement
M1 , M2 and M3 .
Note that the above study has been realized for the case of the open valve considered
in Section 5.4.1 where three different levels of temporal and spatial refinements have been
considered. In the case of the idealized valve without contact considered in Section 6.5.1,
the refinement is only temporal and the discretization in space is fixed and corresponds
to the one used in the above refinement M2 . However, the same typical behavior of the
convergence study of the penalty parameter ε, depicted in Figures D.1a–D.1c for the open
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valve, is also obtained for the idealized valve without contact. In the latter case, we consider
ε = 10−5 for the three levels of time-step refinement.

D.2

Closed valve from Section 5.4.2
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Figures D.2a–D.2c represent the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the
case of the closed valve for, respectively, the three different levels of refinement M1 , M2
and M3 , defined in associated Section 5.4.2. The physical value of interest here is the
x-displacement magnitude of the valve mid-point. All the units are expressed in the CGS
system.
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Figure D.2 – Convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the case of the closed valve.
For this case, the convergence with respect to ε is clear and justifies our choices of
considering ε = 10−5 for the three levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 .

D.3

Vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow from Section 5.4.3
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Figures D.3a–D.3c represent the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the
case of the vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow for, respectively, the three different levels of
refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated Section 5.4.3. The physical value of
interest here is the total displacement magnitude of the bottom of the vesicle. All the units
are expressed in the CGS system.
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Figure D.3 – Convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the case of the vesicle in
lid-driven cavity flow.
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D.4. Idealized valve with contact from Section 6.5.2

For this case, the convergence with respect to ε is clear and justifies our choices of
considering ε = 10−4 for the three levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 .

D.4

Idealized valve with contact from Section 6.5.2
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Figures D.4a–D.4a represent the convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for
the case of the idealized valve with contact for, respectively, the three different levels of
refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated Section 6.5.2. The physical value of
interest here is the y-displacement magnitude of the immersed upper leaflet tip. All the
units are expressed in the CGS system.
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Figure D.4 – Convergence study of the penalty parameter ε for the case of the idealized
valve with contact.
For this specific case with contact, the convergence with respect to ε is not clear and
results are extremely sensitive to the choice of its value, no matter which level of refinement
is considered. A clear convergence behavior seems to be obtained until ε = 5 · 10−3 but
then degrades when ε keeps increasing. This observation justifies to rather consider the
strongly coupled Nitsche-XFEM method as the reference solution for the comparisons of
results reported in Section 6.5.2.

Appendix E

Neighborhood of the interface for the
modification of the stabilizations with the
FDstab method
We present additional figures illustrating the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh
considered in the context of the strongly coupled and loosely coupled FDstab method, for the
different numerical examples investigated through Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

E.1

Closed valve from Section 5.4.2

Figures E.1a–E.1c represent the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh , considered in
the context of the FDstab method and for the case of the closed valve, for, respectively, the
three different levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated Section 5.4.2.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure E.1 – Neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh at time t = 0.125 for the case of the
closed valve.

E.2

Vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow from Section 5.4.3

Figures E.2a–E.2c represent the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh , considered in the
context of the FDstab method and for the case of the vesicle in lid-driven cavity flow, for,
respectively, the three different levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated
Section 5.4.3.
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(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure E.2 – Neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh at time t = 6 for the case of the vesicle
in lid-driven cavity flow.
Note how ωhn covers almost the entirety of the elements within the vesicle for Figure E.2a,
justifying the fact that no major difference in observed between the results obtained with
the FDstab method and the ones obtained with the classical FD one.

E.3

Idealized valve with contact from Section 6.5.2

Figures E.3a–E.3c represent the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh , considered in
the context of the FDstab method and for the case of the idealized valve with contact, for,
respectively, the three different levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated
Section 6.5.2.

(a) M1 .

(b) M2 .

(c) M3 .

Figure E.3 – Neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh at time t = 0.7 for the case of the
idealized valve with contact.

E.4

Working principle of the Kephalios device from Section 7.3.1

Figures E.4a and E.4b represent the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh , considered in
the context of the FDstab method and for the case of the idealized valve with contact, for,
respectively, the three different levels of refinement M1 , M2 and M3 , defined in associated
Section 6.5.2.

E.5. Closed valve from Section 5.4.2 extended to 3D

(a) Ill configuration.
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(b) Corrected configuration.

Figure E.4 – Neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh at time t = 0.82 for the case of the
principle of Kephalios device.
Note that the definition of ωhn also considers the tendinous cords, which is not relevant
for the needs of the simulation. However, as each of these chordae tendineae is modeled as
a single segment (i.e., the fluid only sees them as two immersed structures nodes separated
by multiple layers of elements), the over-extension of ωhn does not perturb the fluid in this
region.

E.5

Closed valve from Section 5.4.2 extended to 3D

For the purpose of the physiological simulations considered in Chapter 7 (with valves
described in a FSI framework), the FDstab method, previously investigated in 2D, must be
extended to 3D. In this section, we validate the FDstab method on the previous closed valve
case now extended to 3D. The associated 3D computational domains are obtained with a
simple extrusion of the 2D ones over a distance of 1 along the Z-axis. The description of
the physics and of the boundary conditions of the 2D case provided in Section 5.4.2 are
still relevant here. We will not depict the neighborhood ωhn of the interface Σnh because
it is not really meaningful in 3D. Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes, the initial and
distorted configurations of the unfitted meshes are depicted in Figure E.5.
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(a) t = 0.

(b) t = 0.125.

Figure E.5 – Zoom on the fluid and solid meshes at different time instants for the case of
the closed valve extended to 3D.
Figure E.6 reports a comparison of various physical values for the case of the closed valve
extended to 3D obtained with the FD and FDstab methods. As regards the x-displacement
of the valve mid-point depicted in Figure E.6a, a clear difference of dynamics is observed
between the two methods, which is similar to the one previously observed in Figure 5.21
for the same case in 2D. Moreover, Figure E.6b highlights an important leak obtained
through the valve with the FD method and which disappears with the FDstab method.
The same behavior has been previously depicted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 for the same case
in 2D. All the units are expressed in the CGS system.
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(a) x-displacement of the valve mid-point.
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Figure E.6 – Time history of various physical values obtained with the FD and FDstab
methods for the case of the closed valve extended to 3D.
Similarly to what has been mentioned in Section 5.6 in 2D, the above depicted results
clearly illustrate the benefits brought by the FDstab method compared to the classical
FD method for the mass conservation issues across the interface. This validates the
implementation and the extension of this method to 3D.
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